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On Violence and Tyranny:  Meditations on Political Violence in the Chronicles of Pero López de 
Ayala 
Verónica Rodríguez 
On Violence and Tyranny examines historiography as a vehicle for the production of a theory of 
tyrannicide in the aftermath of the murder of Pedro I de Castilla (1369).  The thesis of this work 
is that by considering the royal chronicle as a vehicle and locus for political theorization, we can 
appreciate the formulation of a theory of tyrannicide as a medium for dynastic legitimation that 
is not reducible to political propaganda.  Rather, it becomes a meditation about monarchy itself, 
the limits of power, and the underlying causes and consequences of political violence.  The 
chronicle of the king Pedro's rule conceives an economy of violence coded in terms 
of saber (political wisdom), justice and the law, as a means to face the ideological, political, and 
social challenges that civil war and regicide pose to a community.  I will focus on two fragments 
of the chronicle, a pair of letters attributed to a wise Moor that the chronicler chose to include in 
a second stage of his composition and that establish extra textual connections to other political 
genres such as the specula principum and political prophecy.  Through them, I will explore how 
a theory of tyrannicide allows the chronicler to confront three major problems that regicide 
poses.  First, how to explicate the dynastic break that king Pedro’s murder brought about, and 
minimize the discontinuity that the advent of a new, and illegitimate, dynasty (the Trastámaras) 
represented for a historical tradition that deeply valued the continuity of history.  Second, how a 
theory of tyrannicide served to repair the broken ties provoked by the civil war.  And third, how 
to represent that founding violence, the violence against a sovereign, to render it legitimate, but 
not available for anyone else to exploit. 
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When Pero López de Ayala (1332-1407) evaluates the reign of Pedro I (1350-1369) in 
the closing lines of his official royal chronicle, he chooses to highlight the violence that 
characterized the king’s rule and death.  Don Pedro, albeit legitimate king of Castile, gained the 
animosity and fear of his subjects because of the numerous deaths he ordered without any proper 
trial or  judicial guarantees.  So, on the night of the king’s death (March 1369), as he attempted 
to escape the besieged castle of Montiel, he found himself surrounded by enemies.  Among them 
was his half brother and contender to the throne, Enrique de Trastámara (1334-1379), who 
stabbed  Pedro to death as he desperately attempted to defend himself.  The illegitimate child of 
Alfonso XI used this regicide to found the Trastámara Dynasty with himself as Enrique II. 
Shortly after this account Ayala states: “E mato muchos en su rregno, por lo qual le vino todo el 
daño que auedes oydo. E por ende diremos aqui lo que dixo el propheta Dauid: "Agora los rreyes 
aprendet, e seed castigados todos los que judgades el mundo” (XX.viii).1  He urges all who listen 
to learn from the history of Pedro, but what is there to learn from revisiting a recent history of 
political violence?  Since Pedro I’s murder is not represented as the death of a legitimate king, 
but as that of a tyrannical ruler, how is the discourse of tyranny instrumental in overcoming the 
discontinuities that regicide represents as the founding moment of a new dynasty? How does the 
chronicler work with the legal and political ideas available to him in order to both identify and 
examine a problem, tyrannicide, that up to that moment resisted legal and historical theorization?  
These are the questions that I will examine in the present work.
                                                
1For the chronicle of Pedro I and Enrique II, I cite by the edition of Germán Orduna, Crónica del rey don Pedro y 
del rey don Enrique, by year and then chapter.   
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 Pero López de Ayala was the official chronicler for the reigns of Pedro I, Enrique II, Juan 
I and Enrique III.  He probably started working on the chronicles during the final year of Enrique 
II’s life, at that king’s request.  This first version, completed around 1383, is known as the 
Abreviada (abridgement) or Primitiva.2  However, during the reign of Enrique III (1390-1406), 
Ayala embarked on a major revision and expansion of his chronicles of the reigns of Pedro I and 
Enrique II, producing what has been known since the 17th century as the Vulgar.3  These 
revisions dwell significantly on the theme of political violence, justice and tyranny, sometimes 
by making the violent acts performed or ordered by Pedro I more visible, or by inserting political 
comments that offer a diagnosis of the state of the kingdom.  This process of the construction of 
the Crónicas poses two secondary questions that illuminate the overarching problems exposed 
above:  
• Why does it becomes imperative for Ayala, who was also the canciller mayor de Castilla 
at the time, to revisit the years that led up to the civil war and the victory of the 
Trastámaras?   
• And what could a theory of tyrannicide offer to the contemporaries of these revisions? 
 Enrique III, grandson of Enrique de Trastámara, was  the first king of the new dynasty to 
enjoy the full recognition of his legitimate claim to the throne.  Although the majority of the 
                                                
2 Germán Orduna (1981) dates the chronicle to the last year of Enrique II’s life based on the preface to the 
chronicle of Juan II by Alvar García de Santa María, ca 1454. Michel Garcia’s chronology dates the beginning of 
the project to the final years of Juan I, probably after the crushing defeat in the battle of Aljubarrota against the 
Portuguese.  See Obra y Personalidad, 164-171.  For the Crónica of Juan II see also Gómez Redondo Historia de 
la Prosa 2207-2333. 
3 Jerónimo Zurita (1512-1580), one of Ayala’s first modern readers, was the first one to offer this classification 
which, for lack of better categories, is still widely used today.  In his edition (1994), Germán Orduna argues that it 
is more accurate to refer to the first version as the Primitiva, since the classification of abridged is misleading.  For 
the history behind the two versions see Garcia Obra y Personalidad 100-171, and Gómez Redondo Historia de la 
Prosa 1783-1789. 
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noblemen and cities that were still loyal to Pedro accepted Enrique de Trastámara as their king 
after the event at Montiel, there was neither formal declaration of peace nor surrender on the part 
of King Pedro’s most loyal vassals.  During the decades that followed, the Trastámaras’ right to 
the throne was contested.  Juan I (1358-1390), heir of Enrique II, had to confront John of Gaunt, 
Duke of Lancaster (1340-1399), who by merit of his marriage to the second daughter of Pedro I, 
Constanza (1354-1394), had declared himself the legitimate king of Castile and occupied part of 
Galicia in 1386.  In 1388 however, John of Gaunt and King Juan agreed to the marriage of their 
daughter and son respectively, Catalina de Lancaster (1373-1418) and the future Enrique III 
(1379-1406).  The treaty, signed in Bayonne, is the closest thing Ayala records in his Crónica to 
a peace settlement.  John of Gaunt and Constanza renounced their claims to the Castilian throne, 
Juan I freed and pardoned the supporters of king Pedro and the descendants of Juan I were 
recognized as the legitimate rulers of Castile (X.ii)4.  Modern scholarship usually mentions the 
agreement in passing when discussing the civil war, as an afterthought.5  But the treaty of 
Bayonne represents the foundation of a new order, a legitimation of the war that overthrew the 
rightful king of Castile, and a legitimation of the founding violence that brought the new dynasty 
to power,6 legitimizing the claims of “tyrannicide” and rejecting the accusations  of “regicide”? 
 Because legal challenges and debates disappear in its aftermath, the merging of the two 
lineages obscures questions about the Trastámara Dynasty’s legitimacy, but the precedent left by 
                                                
4 For the chronicles of Juan I and Enrique III, I cite the edition of José Luis Martín Crónicas, by year and chapter. 
5 In recent surveys of the period, we can mention as an example Valdeón Baruque, who dedicates a paragraph to the 
treaty in his study of the Trastámara success as a dynasty (66).  Teófilo Ruíz does not mention it when discussing 
the reign of Juan I or Enrique III (115).  Gerrero Navarrete mentions it only in passing (357).   
6 The symbolic importance of peace settlements and ceremonies after a war will be discussed in Chapter One.  See 
also Jacques Derrida “Force of Law,” 273-274. 
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the regicide in Montiel still loomed large in the late 14th century.  It is under these circumstances 
that López de Ayala embarked on the process of revising the Chronicles of Pedro I and Enrique 
II.   The thesis of this work is that by considering the royal chronicle as a vehicle and locus for 
political theorization, we can appreciate the formulation of a theory of tyrannicide as a medium 
for dynastic legitimation that is not reducible to political propaganda.  I understand propaganda 
as a deliberate attempt to broadcast an ideology in an attempt to convince an audience that they 
share the same values as the propagandist.7  While the aim to persuade his contemporaries and 
the generations to come that the actions against King Pedro, their lawful king, where legitimate,   
I propose that Ayala’s accounts also becomes a meditation about monarchy itself, the limits of 
power, and the underlying causes and consequences of political violence.  In this study, I will 
examine how, in his role of royal chronicler, Ayala faced three major problems as he revisited 
the account of the causes and outcomes of the civil war.  First, how to both explicate the dynastic 
break that king Pedro’s murder brought about and minimize the discontinuity that the advent of a 
new, and heretofore considered illegitimate dynasty represented for a historical tradition that 
deeply valued the continuity of history.8  Second, how to repair the broken ties provoked by the 
civil war after the quarreling parties merged in the matrimony of Enrique III and Catalina de 
Lancaster, granddaughter of don Pedro.  And third, and this is a problem rarely mentioned, how 
                                                
7 For a survey of modern definitions and new approaches to propaganda see Jowett and  O'donnell Propaganda & 
persuasion, and Black "Semantics and ethics of propaganda." 
8 See J. Aurell: “La creación de una tradición histórica requiere la demostración de una continuidad social y 
política.” (“El Nuevo Medievalismo” 825); and Garcia (1983): “La continuidad de la cronística castellana se funda 
en la estabilidad de la institución monárquica… Construían así, para su uso propio un corpus ideológico, por medio 
de la reivindicación histórica…” (176). 
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to represent that founding violence, the violence against a king, to render it legitimate, but not 
available for anyone else to exploit.9  
 As we examine the representation of the conflict, we will gain a better understanding of 
López de Ayala’s approach to the identification of legitimate versus illegitimate uses of violence.  
This distinction, which I argue is grounded in constructions of justice, law, and political wisdom, 
can help us understand the strategies a society employs as it attempts to recover from political 
violence and as this same society tries to come to terms with the role its members played in the 
unfolding events.  At the very core of these strategies is the discourse of tyranny and tyrannicide, 
present since the Cortes of Burgos of 1366.10  There had not yet been, however, any widely 
accepted and conclusive theory of tyrannicide in Late Medieval Europe, and this absence has led 
scholars to ignore the discourse on tyranny as a serious part of the political debate about the 
demise of Pedro I.11  Despite its pervasiveness in Trastámara’s self-representation, the discourse 
on tyranny is usually alluded to by virtually every scholar as only one more of the propaganda 
strategies of the Trastámara machine, void of any substance.12 
 The term “tirano” applied to Pedro I appears for the first time during the first years of the 
armed confrontation.  In the official invitation that was send to the consejos surrounding Burgos 
                                                
9 For considerations about founding violence see W. Benjamin “Critique of Violence,” J. Derrida “Force of law,” 
and Slavoj Žižek Violence. 
10 Cortes de los antiguos reinos de León y de Castilla. vol. 2. Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 1863. 146-
147  
11 Nieto Soria favors the theory of the illegitimacy of origin (which stated that Pedro I was not the son of Alfonso 
X, but of a Jewish member of the court also named Pedro), since he sees no theoretical weight in the political 
thought of the time that might support the accusation of a tyranny based on deeds (“Rex inutilis” 81)  
12 See for example Devia “Pedro I y Enrique II de Castilla,” Marquer “La figura de Ibn al-Jaṭīb,” Mitre Fernández 
“La historiografía bajomedieval,” Nieto Soria, “Rex inutilis,” in Orígenes de la Monarquía, and Valdeón Baruque 
“La propaganda.”  
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to the coronation of Enrique as king in 1366, Pedro was already described as “tirano malo, 
enemigo de Dios.”13  In the cortes of Burgos celebrated by Enrique II in 1367, Enrique revoques 
many of the grants and taxes enacted by his half brother and repeatedly refers to him as “aquel 
malo tirano que se llama Rey.” 
 The ways in which tyranny was employed by the Trastámara has been extensively 
studied in the last twenty years, especially in the remarkable work of José Manuel Nieto Soria.  
He insists that since the discourse of tyranny was just and instrument of propaganda, it has no 
serious implications in the legal battle for the recognition of the Trastámara legitimacy and 
quickly abandons this line of inquiry.14  However, work remains to be done on the more 
systematic and theoretical approaches the Trastámara employed in the aftermath of the civil war 
to engage a growing literate political class on an intellectual level.  The discourse on tyranny 
appears as early as 1366, when Enrique, just crowned king, holds Cortes in Burgos.  As he 
abolishes several laws approved by his half brother, most of them tax related, he constantly 
refers to son Pedro as “aquel malo tirano que se llamava rey.”15  Since King Pedro is referred to 
as a tyrant in legal documents that date back to the first days of Enrique’s rule,  
 Historiography in particular offers a fertile ground for understanding how ideas 
circulated, how the public engaged with the concept of tyranny,  representations of violence, and 
its relationship to the three concepts I will be developing in this work (justicia, ley and saber).  In 
the work that follows I will study how the development of a theory of the tyrant can systematize 
                                                
13 See Valdeón Baruque 24 
14 See for example “Rex Inutilis.” 
15 See “Cortes de Burgos, celebradas en la era de 1405 (año 1367) por Enrique II” in Cortes de los antiguos reinos 
de Castilla y León.  
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and give coherence to the causes of a revolution by charging a sole individual, Pedro I, with 
driving his people to rebellion through his abuse of power and excessive violence while at the 
same time offering a model for political relationships.  Three ends are achieved: first, by giving 
the enemy a distinct, individual face while leaving unquestioned the legitimacy of a form of 
government, in this case monarchy, the theory avoids admitting sedition as an acceptable 
political practice; second, by strategically commenting on the the king’s refusal to safeguard 
justice, if not his outright disregard for it, especially by emphasizing his acts of violence, it 
brings forth a very specific case for the right of sedition that will not denounce what is otherwise 
considered the crime of laesa maiestatis; and third it is a discourse of reconciliation since by 
emphasizing the tyrant’s culpability, it finds no fault in the loyalty of those who remained at 
Pedro’s side, many of whom were reincorporated into the court after the marriage of Catalina de 
Lancaster and the future Enrique III. 
 The preference for talking about don Pedro’s demise in terms of tyrannicide forms part of 
a very specific moment in political history, when challenges to authority were both practical and 
theoretical.  Western Europe was facing questions about the legitimacy of power as it attempted 
to put an end to the Schism as well as the numerous armed confrontations and acts of political 
violence of the Hundred Years War that reached an apex in the murder of the Duke of Orleans 
(1407), when tyrannicide was finally declared antithetical to Christian doctrine.16 At the same 
                                                
16 Following the violent death of the Duke of Orleans in 1407 and the propositions of Jean Petit justifying the act, 
Jean Gerson declared Jean Petit’s ideas heretical and brought them to the attention of the Council of Constance 
(1414-1418), where any defense of tyrannicide against a legitimate ruler was declared a heresy (Session 15, July 5, 
1415).  
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time both jurists and theologians, prompted by these circumstances, were debating the nature of 
power, the infallibility of rulers and the optimal form of government.   
 Castile in particular was confronting a difficult succession and a new clash between the 
king and the higher nobility, that is to say, other members of the royal family.  The unexpected 
death of Juan I caused the reign of Enrique III to start with conflict among the magnates of the 
kingdom about how best to establish a council that would reign during the minority of the king, 
who was eleven at the time (1391).  The conflict encouraged the nobility to align themselves in a 
series of quarreling leagues that did not disappear after Enrique III was declared an adult.  When 
Enrique III came of age and was declared fit to reign a couple of months before his 14th birthday 
(August, 1392), he had to face the coalitions that had formed around his Consejo on the one side 
and his relatives on the other, and also the confrontation between the Cortes, as representatives 
of the cities, and the Consejo as representative of ecclesiastical and aristocratic ambitions.  The 
relatives of the king in particular organized themselves militarily in order to extend the reach of 
their power in detriment to the centralized monarchy.17  It was, therefore, once more a quarrel 
about different models for the exercise of power, who had access to it and under what conditions.  
The alignments faced the relatives of the king, direct descendants of Enrique II, with lower noble 
families that had gained access to power not by virtue of their name, but through their loyalty to 
the king and services rendered in the court.   
 With this context in mind, I have chosen to investigate how political problems and 
questions about power are present within the Crónica del Rey Don Pedro y del rey don Enrique 
                                                
17 For the reign of Enrique III see Suarez Bilbao Enrique III, especially 9-65. 
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su hermano because history, since antiquity, has been a method and a medium for the 
formulation of knowledge that is useful for the discussion of contemporary political and social 
life (Balmaceda 11-12), and the study of the representation of Pedro I as a tyrant, and the 
resulting rebellion of his subjects, needs to take this into account.  From Cicero, medieval Europe 
adopted the concept of history as magistra vitae, and by the late Middle Ages and the early 
Renaissance, history was not only a means of knowing about the past, but also an archive of 
exempla that offered authoritative models for action.18   Within Castile, the prologues to several 
of the legislative and historical works from the Alfonsine workshop propose the knowledge of 
history as an aid in discriminating between good and evil and as an exhortation to imitate the 
former.19  The Estoria de España proposes that history’s purpose is to portray “las gestas de los 
principes, tan bien de los que fizieron mal commo de los que fizieron bien, por que los que 
después uiniessen por los fechos de los buenos punnassen en fazer bien, et por los de los malos 
que se castigassen de fazer mal" (3).20  Up to the early modern period, audience engagement with 
the narration of history was radically different from the engagement effected by our modern 
theories of history.  It required an internalization that would prompt the reader to choose to act in 
a certain way instead of another, based on the models presented by the narration.  History was 
exemplary. 
 No study that involves medieval historiography can ignore the developments in the field 
over the last 30 years.  New Philology and New Medievalism, which strove to renovate medieval 
                                                
18 For a history of the expression see Koselleck Futures Past and Burke "Exemplarity and anti-exemplarity.” 
19 See Rodríguez Velasco Debate (161-167) and Fernández Ordóñez. 
20 I cite by the 1977 edition of Menendez Pidal with an updated introductory study by Diego Catalán. 
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studies by engaging the theoretical tenets of other methodologies such as linguistics and cultural 
studies, put an emphasis on the materiality and the predominance of the variance of manuscript 
culture, that is to say, on the textual variables of the text that made the fixing of meaning a more 
unpredictable endeavor than a printed edition might suggest, and advocated instead for an 
emphasis on its modes of production.21  Perhaps the most relevant contribution is the focus on 
what Gabrielle Spiegel has called “the social logic of the text,” understood as the ways in which 
the historical text speaks of the times it is portraying, as well as about the society that decides to 
tell a particular story in a particular manner, history as a mirror in which a society reflects itself, 
while keeping in mind, that, as a textual artifact, it demands of scholars a multidisciplinary 
approach that takes into account the text’s literary, political, social and moral aspects.22  The 
debate was part of a wider preoccupation within the historical discipline that recognized that a 
positivistic and scientific approach to the writing and the studying of historical texts is definitely 
naive, a debate that nevertheless aims to reclaim the relevance of the historical text after the 
                                                
21 New Philology appears as a theoretical category in the January 1990 volume of Speculum edited by Stephen 
Nichols who defines it in the following terms “What is "new" in our enterprise might better be called "renewal," 
renovatio in the twelfth-century sense. On the one hand, it is a desire to return to the medieval origins of philology, 
to its roots in a manuscriptculture where, as Bernard Cerquiglini remarks, "medieval writing does not produce 
variants; it is variance."' On the other hand, a rethinking of philology should seek to minimize the isolation between 
medieval studies and other contemporary movements in cognitive methodologies, such as linguistics, anthropology, 
modern history, cultural studies, and so on, by reminding us that philology was once among the most theoretically 
avant-garde disciplines (cf. Vico, Ampere, Michelet, Dilthey, Vossler)” (1).  New Medievalism is further explored 
in a 1991 book of the same title, edited by Nichols, Marina S. Brownlee and Kevin Brownlee.  According to 
Nichols “‘new medievalism’ denotes a revisionist movement in Romance medieval studies that is resolutely 
eclectic yet relatively consistent in its concerns and presuppositions” (1).   
The term New Medievalism was revisited by Paul Friedman and Gabrielle Spiegel in “Medievalisms Old and New” 
(1999), in which they offer a overview of how the new approaches had transformed the discipline, especially its 
preference for themes of otherness, death, the grotesque, and marginal subjects, and its insistence in the 
fundamental alterity of the Middle Ages.    
22 "History, historicism, and the social logic of the text in the Middle Ages." Speculum 65.01 (1990): 59-86.  Also 
in Spiegel 1999. 
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relativism that characterized the postmodern approach and the language centered methodologies 
of the linguistic turn.23   
Over the past few decades, numerous scholars in, among them Spiegel herself (and in the 
area of Iberian studies we can highlight the contributions of Jaume Aurell and Alberto Montaner) 
have endeavored to refine the methodology and concepts that the linguistic turn had provided 
historiography, since, as Montaner has noted, the proposals were accepted more as axioms than 
as theories to be explored, and they do not hold when considered in the light of textual witnesses 
("Historicidad medieval y protomoderna” 161).   Moreover, as the work of Aengus Ward on the 
representation of the gothic king Wamba in Iberian historiography demonstrates, the utility of the 
past for the present (the specular character highlighted by Spiegel in her concept of “social 
logic”) does not imply that the medieval historian manipulated his sources unabashedly to 
accommodate the past to a present need.  Although it is true that they tended to identify moments 
in the historical narration that were fruitful for the exploration of pressing concerns, there was no 
systematic effort to fabricate a past that would fit present circumstances (167-176). To this, we 
can also add the observations of J. Aurell that it can be counterproductive to reduce a text to its 
context, since a crucial aim of medieval historiography is in the codification of the past to 
connect the present with a social and political tradition that has been based on the dynastic 
inheritance of power ("El nuevo medievalismo" 825).  Since the authority of the past depended 
on the reliability and truthfulness of its representation, its overt manipulation would annul this 
authority. 
                                                
23 For an overview of how historians form different areas reacted to the problems posed by the linguistic turn, see 
the volume edited by Gabrielle Spiegel Practicing history: new directions in historical writing after the linguistic 
turn.  
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Understanding the writing of history and its role for the society that understood it as a 
subtle and constant negotiation of their relationship to the past can allow us to understand how 
the Crónica became a fertile ground for the formulation of a theory of tyrannicide.  The 
chronicle is, we cannot forget, the foundational story of a new dynasty.  As it attempts to situate 
an origin story within the continuum of history, it explores the relationship that the founding act, 
and therefore the dynasty itself, had with political and historical principles of hereditary 
monarchy.  In other words, where does the basis of their dynasty’s legitimacy lie.   In the case of 
the Trastámara, historiography gives the modern scholar a solid example of how general 
concepts that were developed in texts of a more theoretical nature, such as the specula principum 
and legal codes, were read in light of specific events. The particular case of the Crónica of Pero 
López de Ayala, the most complete account of the Castilian Civil War that has survived, 
becomes a model for the process of solving a very complex political problem.  Ayala is 
exploring both how political events and practices can be understood within the political 
principles already available to him and how those same principles had been transformed by 
precisely the events that he is narrating.24  While exploring these themes, I will attempt to 
differentiate between theoretical debates about tyrannicide and the view that sees in the use of 
tyranny (and political discussions and manifestations in general) exclusively as a display of 
propaganda.  I will challenge the axiom that there was no theoretical approaches to tyranny 
during the Middle Ages in favor of a more nuanced approach that sees it being developed in 
unconventional places, in particular historiography and the mirrors for princes.  When Ayala 
                                                
24 The interaction between events and the transformation of structures has been explored widely by William L. 
Sewell, see especially “Historical Events as Transformations of Structures.” See also Spiegel “The Future of the 
Past.” 
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closes don Pedro’s account with the interjection “Agora los rreyes aprendet, e seed castigados 
todos los que judges el mundo,” he appeals to a long tradition in Castilian conceptions of power 
that sees in the development of political wisdom, saber, an essential characteristic of the king 
that cements the legitimacy of his rule, and that is constantly actualized in the exercise of justice.  
This centrality of both saber and justice, as well as the law as its main instrument, present a 
particular scenario that defies the commonplace of denying the existence of political theory 
during the Middle Ages. 
 Ever since early Humanism, with the likes of Petrarch and Dante, the Middle Ages has 
been a void, a dark age from which the modern subject is constantly trying to differentiate and 
define himself.25  The assumed medieval lack of interest in politics and strategies of domination 
becomes the starting point from which modernity can begin to understand the rise of the modern 
state, the technologies that support it and, up to a certain point, the traumas that both have 
inflicted upon the modern man.  Especially important, because of its preponderance in political 
theory and reflections about power, is the work of Michel Foucault.  In his examination of 
medieval mirrors for princes and early modern texts about the “art of government,” he sees an 
“immense and monotonous literature in government” that does not manage yet to become 
political theory.  Techniques of government cannot appear until other subjects, besides the 
prince, irrupt into the scene by deploying diverse sites of government (the house, the convent, the 
soul) inside the structure of the State, which process/movement he classifies as the irruption of 
economics into politics (Power 205-206). More interested in the ruptures in history than its 
continuities, the French philosopher sees in the emergence of governmentality, which might be 
                                                
25 See John Dagenais and Margaret Rich Greer. "Decolonizing the Middle Ages.” 
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defined as a collection of procedures, institutions and tactics modern government employs as 
tools for the exercise of power over its own population, as the defining mark of modern 
technologies of domination, technologies that were developed parallel to the Rule of Law in late 
medieval juridical monarchies, but that are not preeminent until modern times (Security, 
Territory, Population 107-109).26  The irruption of government into politics its characterized by 
the application of economy, the knowledge or science of managing individuals, goods and 
wealth, at the level of the state.27  This idea of managing individuals and things, which he calls 
pastoral power, was foreign to the more legally oriented Greek and Roman thought, and enters 
the Western World via the Christian Church, which had developed an “economy of souls,” 
“merits and truths,” that has as its center the individual rather than the territory (Security, 
Territory, Population 129-130 and 184-185).28  Miguel Vatter believes that this excision of 
modern politics from the medieval past is what allows Foucault to trace the emergence of 
biopolitics29, and is therefore responsible for the impossibility of leading a political life in a 
governmentalized world (172). 
                                                
26 Foucault remarks that “…we should not see things as the replacement of a society of sovereignty by a society of 
discipline, and then of a society of discipline by a society, say, of government. In fact we have a triangle: 
sovereignty, discipline, and governmental management, which has population as its main target and apparatuses of 
security as its essential mechanism” (107). 
27 “To govern a state will thus mean the application of economy, as a whole, that is to say, [exercising]* 
supervision and control over its inhabitants, wealth, and the conduct of all and each, as attentive as that of a father’s 
over his household and goods”. Security, Territory, Population 94-95   
28 “I do not think that this pastorate, this pastoral power, can be assimilated to or confused with the methods used to 
subject men to a law or to a sovereign. Nor can it be assimilated to the methods used to train children, adolescents, 
and young people. It cannot be assimilated to the formulae employed to convince, persuade, and lead men more or 
less in spite of themselves. In short, the pastorate does not coincide with politics, pedagogy, or rhetoric. It is 
something entirely different. It is an art of “governing men” (Security, Territory, Population 165). 
29 As Paul Patton remarks, despite naming his 1978-79 course as the Birth of Biopolitics, biopower as such is not a 
constant in Foucault’s work, and the discussions are centered around forms of governmental reason.  Biopower was 
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 In light of this, it can be said that the Middle Ages exist in Foucault as the site of 
discontinuity between a somewhat more simple medieval time whose conception of power was 
centered around the law, and the fundamental originality of the governmental machine that 
characterizes modernity.30  Twenty years ago, Anne Clark Bartlett remarked that within this 
structure, “the medieval” functions as a utopian space free of the routines and surveillance of the 
modern world and an alternative for expressing social and cultural resistance (15), and, as 
Carolyn Dinshaw has remarked, a time that offered a “liberatory potential” (205).31  Of particular 
importance is the study of heretical movements.  In them the Middle Ages offers strategies to 
oppose and defy “forms of power that do not exercise sovereignty” and, therefore, becomes a 
model of how resistance might be posible in a governmentalized world.32  However, as Michele 
Senellart remarks, the genesis of “governmentality” still has to be put to the test of historical 
analysis (“Machiavelli” 112), especially since the discontinuities that Foucault identified rely on 
a stark use of periodization that is an integral part of the narrative of modernity, and that 
therefore his work reproduces that which he was attempting to critique and dismantle.33  Michel 
                                                                                                                                                       
“applied to subjects as living beings” at the scale of populations, not individuals, and enables “effective government 
of the biological life of the subjects” (208-209).  
30 Giorgio Agamben has expanded Foucault’s chronological window in his efforts to identify the genealogy of 
governmentality.  He traces the paradigm of governmentality back to early Christian debates about the Trinitarian 
doctrine, that according to the Italian philosopher, had economy, “conceived as an immanent ordering -domestic 
and not political in a strict sense- of both divine and human life” as it’s pilar.  (The Kingdom and the Glory 1) 
31 More recently, Allen Frantzen has called attention to “the Foucault effect” on medieval studies, and the problems 
Foucault’s generalized assertions and lack of documentation when referring to the Middle Ages poses to the 
discipline in general, and medieval sexual practices in particular (1-29).  On the same line, Bruce Holsinger 
attempts to trace the source of Foucault Medievalism to a particular reading of the work of Georges Bataille (26-
56). 
32 For the ways in which counter conduct could be exercised in the Medieval world against “forms of power that do 
not exercise sovereignty” see Foucault Security, Territory, Population 191-216. 
33 The problem of periodization in Foucault is discussed by both Bartlet and Dinshaw, the latter comments: “That 
[Foucault] employs these conventionally accepted historical concepts in his discussion of the repressive hypothesis 
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Foucault is not alone in making use of the medieval as a means to understand and grapple with 
modernity, of trying to explain how we became modern.  As the contributors to the volume The 
Legitimacy of the Middle Ages point out as they examine the approaches of numerous authors 
towards the Middle Ages (preponderantly Hans Blumenberg, but also Paul Zumthor, Foucault 
and The New Medievalists, among others), the reliance on modern temporal structures, and their  
tendencies to identify rupture, “explain away,” or efface, the Middle Ages (24).  In the same 
volume, Kathleen Davis reminds us that, as Dipesh Chakrabarty puts it, “how we periodize our 
present is connected to the question of how we imagine the political” (“The sense of an Epoch” 
39-40).  This great divide between medieval and modern recognizes no other way of being 
political, no other theorizations of power but the modern one, consequently there would be no 
politics as we understand it possible until concepts and problems such as sovereignty, 
government and democracy, among others, emerge from, and are articulated in, the 16th to the 
18th centuries.   
 Acknowledging the ideological charge of our own periodization ideas can help us 
identify manifestation of political theory beyond the argument of the modern versus the medieval 
and recognize the possibility of a different manner of thinking about the political, of other 
concepts that capture and characterize what politics could have meant.  We cannot ignore either 
                                                                                                                                                       
- that is, that he critiques, via conventional historical markers, a conventional historical story that we moderns tell 
ourselves, a story that he says is not the whole truth (II) - makes his investment in "history" difficult to ascertain. 
But, as he put it in an interview about volume I: "I am well aware that I have never written anything but fictions.... 
One 'fictions' history on the basis of a political reality that makes it true, one 'fictions' a politics not yet in existence 
on the basis of a historical truth." The History of Sexuality, volume I, offers a vision of a future politics based on a 
politically "fictioned" "true" past” (196-197).   
See also Kathleen Biddick The typological imaginary, especially Chapter 3, who gives an overview of the critiques 
of Michel de Certeau, Hommi Bhabha, and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick to Foucault’s use of history and periodization. 
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that the point of departure for most approaches to the study of medieval politics is based on 
Medieval England and France and their development into modern states34 and relies heavily on 
the conception of divine right to power of the monarchy, a theologized conception of power that 
is fundamental to the secularization theory’s discourse of modernity’s triumph over the medieval 
sacred conception of power.35  Within these particular theories of medieval monarchy, what is 
going on south of the Pyrenees is rarely considered, even though it offers a different model.  
Adeline Ruquoi remarks how this situation results from the conception of France, England and 
Germany as the center of medieval Europe, and the rest of the continent as periphery, receiving 
and enacting in a somewhat diluted and imperfect form the ideas coming from the center.  
However, this is a phenomenon of historiography that reflects the practices of 19th and 20th 
century historians more than a historical reality, since the Mediterranean and the lands that 
surrounded it still played a key role in Medieval Europe. ("Por la nasción de España”).  In 
addition, Jaume Aurell has remarked how medieval studies of the Peninsula have rarely been in 
conversation with the work of scholars outside their field, and because of this isolation, there is 
little knowledge outside Hispanist circles of the particularities of medieval Iberia, a situation that 
is only recently starting to change. ("El nuevo medievalismo”).  I do not mean here to reinvest in 
the “Spain is different” trope, but rather to stress that while there were certain experiences that 
were shared by the wide extension of medieval territories, there were also, as in any other era, 
                                                
34 Of special importance are Ernst Kantorowicz’s The Kings Two Bodies and Marc Bloch’s Les rois thaumaturges.  
For a recent approach to monarchical sacrality, see Le Goff, Jacques, et al. Le sacré royal à l'époque de Saint-
Louis. 
35 For a discussion of the role of secularization in historical and political discourse see Davis, Periodization and 
Sovereignty: How ideas of feudalism and secularization govern the politics of time. 
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distinct regional developments that responded to particular circumstances and necessities.36  By 
the same token, it is not my intention to engage here the question of whether Castilian kingship 
followed the sacralization patterns developed for the French, English and Imperial monarchies 
since I am not interested in the performative (ritual) representation of the king, but in his 
juridical and historical delineation as the base of a theory of monarchical power.37  To insist that 
the divine origin of monarchy is the foundation of its legitimacy says barely anything about how 
this legitimacy was articulated or how it manifested itself.  Furthermore, it obscures the 
particularities and innovations that Castile, as well as other Peninsular monarchies such as 
Aragón, contributed to the development of the juridico-monarchical regimes of the late Middle 
Ages. 
 What can the Peninsula contribute to the investigation of the theoretical foundations of 
kingship in the late Middle Ages?  As I have stated above, it offers us the concepts of saber, ley 
and justicia as alternative keys to interpreting the theory of the sacred foundation of monarchy.  
Of these, saber, as political wisdom, is the keystone since it guides the other two, and just like 
                                                
36 José Manuel Nieto Soria hints vaguely at this approach, although without further developing his own 
observations because he insists that it is more fruitful to see difference as variations of the same sociopolitical 
manifestation: “La historia comparativa no puede abordarse con éxito, es decir, con capacidad de explicación, a 
partir de la simple comprobación de lo que es igual, parecido o distinto en un lugar o en otro, sino a partir de la 
voluntad de tratar de comprender si lo que ocurre distinto en diferentes lugares puede tener coherencia o 
explicación dentro de un mismo sistema de civilización que admite, tal como sucedía en la Europa bajomedieval, 
opciones diversas” (“Origen divino, espíritu laico,” 99)  
37 The ritual character, especially the coronation, has been widely discussed  by Teófilo F. Ruiz, (“Une royauté sans 
sacre,”  and From Heaven to Earth) who argues for the absence of the sacred in medieval conceptions of power, 
and José Manuel Nieto Soria, (Fundamentos ideológicos, “Origen divino, espíritu laico y poder real en la Castilla 
del siglo XIII”) who attempts to trace its elements of the sacred.  Suffice it so say that both scholars agree on the 
independence of the monarchy from ecclesiastical powers.  
See also Adeline Ruquoi, (“De los reyes que no son taumaturgos”) who offers an extensive analysis of the role 
ritual played in Castile vis a vis France and England.  For a perspective from the kingdom of Aragon see Aurell and 
Serrano-Coll, “The Self-Coronation of Peter the Ceremonious.” 
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Solomon’s, is bestowed upon the king directly by God, and therefore has no superior on earth.  
The monarchies of France, England and Germany, on the other hand, achieved its sacred 
character through the mediation of and ceremonies led by the Church.   Rucquoi has traced the 
emergence of wisdom as a cardinal political attribute to the aftermath of the Renaissance of the 
12th century, especially in Navarre and Castile, finally incarnated in the figure of the judicial 
king of the Siete Partidas (“Rey Sabio”).  Francisco Rico, in a thorough investigation of the 
development of the concept of wisdom in the General Estoria, remarks that the levels of wisdom 
put forward in the text correspond neatly to that of the estados, or social categories, making the 
king the wisest man in his kingdom, “en los sus sesos más agudos que los otros omes,” a a 
central conception of Alfonso X’s theory of wisdom (131).  Saber is a form of participation in 
the divine mind since “Todo omne que es lleno de uertudes e de saber semeia a Dios, ca por Él le 
uiene; et cada uno, quanto más a desto, tanto más semeia a Dios e tanto más se llega a la natura 
d’Él.”  (130-131).   
 Inasmuch as the law is geared towards the good life on earth, and ensuring the good life 
is the primary responsibility of the king, the law is an instrument of wisdom.  However, the 
incompatibility of the law with modern government (since law becomes a strategy more than an 
organizing principle), and since political theory only becomes possible when economics, i.e. 
government, irrupts into politics, any conception of power based on the rule of law, following 
Foucault’s line of argument (Power 205-206), lacks a theory of its political principles.  
Moreover, in this particular notion of sovereignty, with its roots in the Middle Ages and its 
apotheosis in  Machiavelli’s The Prince, the ruler, in this case the prince, exists in a relationship 
of singularity and externality to the territory over which he rules, its principality (204).  But the 
Siete Partidas have much to say about the nature of kingship and the ties that circumscribe him 
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in his kingdom since we do not only find a juridical formulation about the power of the king, but 
also a juridical formulation of the king himself.  The first eleven titles of the Segunda Partida 
define what is a king, why kingship is a convenient form of government, and how the king ought 
to govern himself and the kingdom.  His role as a Christian, as head of a household, as husband 
and father, as commander of the army, even his education, are all legislated.  The moral, ethical 
and political formation of the king is an integral part of the political project already envisioned 
by Alfonso X.  We can therefore say that the sovereign does not always exist in a relationship of 
exteriority from his territory, but at the very core of the theory of monarchy. 
 In context of the preponderance of the king’s wisdom, as stemming from divine grace, we 
need to pause at the invocations of saber, to know, since we are facing a divine attribute granted 
to the king by God himself and, hence, as a mark of royal dignity and the legitimacy of his rule. 
This saber is precisely what gives the king jurisdiction not only over men, but also over matters 
of the spiritual realm, which becomes evident in the first volume of the Siete Partidas, where 
Alfonso X sets out to codify the order of ecclesiastical things.  As the editor of the English 
translation has remarked, “Alfonso tells how to be a bishop, as he will later describe how to be a 
knight or a king” (Burns liv).  Political wisdom also gives the king certain independence from 
ecclesiastical authority, since there is no mediation needed in his relationship with the divine.  
Moreover, wisdom gives the king’s judgment preponderance over any other man’s interpretation 
of the law.  Nowhere is this more clear than at the close of the Séptima Partida.  As the legal 
code comes to an end, we find in title XXXIII, “Del significamiento de las palabras e delas cosas 
dubdosas,” anxiety over the polysemy of words and the risk of confusion when a meaning is 
contested or not immediately apparent.  The fourth law clarifies who is qualified to elucidate 
doubts about the meaning of the law:  “Espaladinal nin declarar non deve ninguno, nin puede las 
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leyes, sinon el Rey quango dubda acaesciesse sobre las palabras, o el entendimiento della…” 
(Séptima Partida, 33.4).38  Why is the closing of the Partidas a disquisition into the possible 
confusion over the meaning of the word of the law?  The first law explains that “segund dixeron 
los sabios antiguos las maneras de las palabras e de los fechos dubdosos son como sin fin 
porende non podria ome poner cierta dotrina sobre cada una de las cosas que podrian acaescer.  
Mas fablaremos sobre las razones generales, e que son usadas ca destas poder sean librar las 
otras que acaescieren de nuevo” (Séptima Partida, 33.1).   The capacity for knowing the ultimate 
meaning of the law, to actualize it in particular circumstances (to bring it from “razones 
generales” to “las cosas que podrian acaescer”), and therefore, to secure justice, monopolizes and 
grounds the exercises of power, and this faculty belongs to the king alone.  Within the juridical 
monarchy envisioned by Alfonso X, and finally put into effect by Alfonso XI, claims to the 
legitimacy of the king’s power do not lie only in external manifestations, such as rites and 
symbols, but also within the king himself, as a vessel of inspired knowledge. 
 How does the concept of saber, understood as political wisdom and legal attribute, as a 
medium to actualize the law, make political theory possible?  Francesco Maiolo points out that 
early in the third century, the Ciceronian distinction between sapientia as knowledge of all things 
divine and human, and prudentia, as practical knowledge, had collapsed, and the term iurus 
prudentia appears for the first time to encompass both the divine and human as well as practical 
knowledge (16-17).  For the legal workshop of Alfonso X, as I have just mentioned, the law is a 
                                                
38 I cite by the 1555 edition of Gregorio López. 
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benevolent instrument that allows humanity knowledge of God and himself,39 which leads to the 
buena vida in this world and salvation in the next.40  The ultimate objective of the legislative 
king’s power (el fazedor de las leyes) is to pursue the common good and ensure justice by his 
ability to recognize good from evil and amend the law when needed: 
 E otrosi deue amar justicia, e pro comunal de todos. E deue ser entendido para saber  
 departir el derecho de tuerto, e non deue auer verguença en mudar e enmendar sus leyes,  
 quando entendire, o le mostraren razon porque lo deua fazer, que gran derecho es que el  
 que alos otros ha de endereçar e enmendar que lo sepa hazer a si mismo, quando errare.   
 (Primera Partida, 1.11)  
Justice is necessary for the good life to be attainable, the law is the instrument through which 
justice is achieved, that is the law’s raison d’être,41 and the king’s saber is the means that makes 
this possible.  
 However, the common good as the ultimate end of politics also engenders its antithesis: 
tyranny, since conflating a king’s juridical and judicial powers leaves the system open to abuse 
and void of means of correcting such abuses.  Any ruler who forgoes the common good to pursue 
                                                
39 Muy grande es a marauilla el pro que aduzen las leyes a los omes, ca ellas muestran a conoscer a Dios, e 
conosciendole, sabran en que manera lo deuen amar e temer. E otrosi, les muestra conoscen sus señores e sus 
mayorales e en que guisa les deuen ser obedientes e leales. Otrosi muestran como los omes se amen vnos a otros, 
queriendo cada vno su derecho para el otro, guardandose de le non fazer lo que non querria que fiziessen a el. Ca en 
guardando bien estas cosas, biuen derechamente e con folgura e con paz, e aprouecha se cada vno de lo suyo, e a 
sabor de ello, e enriquescen las gentes, e amachigua se el pueblo, e acrescienta se el señorio, e refrena se la maldad, 
e cresce el bien. E por todas estas razones dan carrera al ome, porque aya bien eneste mundo e en el otro. (Primera 
Partida, I.x). 
40 Estas leyes son establecimientos porque los omes sepan biuir bien, e ordenadamente, segun el plazer de Dios, e 
otrosi segun conuiene a la buena vida deste mundo (Primera partida, I.i). 
41 Guardar deue el rey las leyes como a su honrra e a su fechura, porque recibe poder e razon para fazer justicia. 
Primera Partida I.xvi 
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personal desires is a tyrant and politics becomes impossible under a tyrannical regime.42  When 
we inscribe the discourse of tyranny within the common good, it defies the conclusion that the 
common good is an end in itself and fundamental for the circularity of sovereignty, as Foucault 
proposes.  The French philosopher asserts that “[i]n every case, what characterizes the end of 
sovereignty, this common and general good, is in sum nothing but submission to the sovereign...  
The good is obedience to the law, hence the good for sovereignty is that people should obey it…  
This means that the end of sovereignty is the exercise of sovereignty” (Power 210).  If the 
principles at the core of the notion of common good can be reduced to the subjects’ obedience to 
the law, it’s greatest threat would come from disobedience, not from tyranny.  For this reason I 
believe that the discourses about tyranny are the mechanisms that break the circularity of 
sovereignty that according to Foucault characterizes medieval and early modern political 
thought.  The ubiquitousness of the discourses on tyranny, because defined as an abusive judicial 
application of juridical power, and the reticence of theologians and jurists to discuss and 
condemn tyrannicide, expose the circumstances under which the common good is not defined by 
the subjection to the sovereign, but by the subjects’ capacity to demand justice and act against an 
unjust rule. 
 It is imperative then that we examine the relationship between law and common good.  
Towards the end of the general prologue to the Siete Partidas, for example, the purpose of the 
law is specified: 
                                                
42 The notion that politics is impossible under tyranny appears distinctly in Marsilius of Padua, Dante Alighieri, 
Brunetto Latini, Lucas de Penna, and obliquely in Aquinas and Bartolo de Sassoferrato, amongst others.  Maurizio 
Viroli points out that “[a]lthough the range of application of the attribute political defined by the jurists was quite 
comprehensive, it did not include tyranny.  What remained within the confines of the political life was a precious 
good, to be preserved by the greatest care by means of the art of making and administering the law” (70). 
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 E fezimos ende este libro porque nos ayudemos nos del e los otros que despues de nos  
 vinissen conosciendo las cosas, e oyendo las ciertamente: ca mucho conuiene a los reyes  
 e señaladamente a los desta tierra conoscer las cosas segund son, e estremar el derecho  
 del tuerto, e la mentira de la verdad: ca el que no supiere esto, non podra fazer la iusticia  
 bien e cunplidamente, que es dar a cada vno lo que le conuiene cunplidamente, e lo que  
 meresce. 
 The law facilitates the knowledge that helps distinguish between good and evil, the truth from 
falsehood, a discrimination that is essential to the exercise of justice.  Insofar as the law is but an 
instrument of justice, defined here as “dar a cada uno lo que le conviene cumplidamente e lo que 
meresce” (“Prólogo”), it is only useful for the common good when it can guarantee justice.  
Where the laws do not serve justice there is no political rule, instead we find an aberrant form of 
government, a tyranny,43 and the political community dissolves.  The circle is broken.  Within 
the scheme proposed by Foucault, justice is nothing but a self-serving concept that reaffirms the 
subject’s obligation to submit his will to the sovereign.  There are no consequences for a prince 
that reigns without justice, since the ultimate end is to secure his sovereignty.  However, and as 
Maurizio Viroli has shown, the emergence of the language of politics that culminates in the 
assimilation of term politics to raison d’etat, also produces a second conception of what is 
                                                
43 John of Salisbury declares in the Policraticus that the tyrant is the “imago diaboli: anima haeretici, schismatici, 
sacrilegi sacerdotes, et ut verbo Plutarchi utar, præfecti regionum impugnantes legem Domini.”  (VIII.17) 
Another example, the 13th century English treaty De Legibus Et Consuetudinibus Angliæ, atributed to Henry of 
Bratton, states that “... cuius horum opera fecerit rex eius minister erit cuius opera fecerit. Igitur dum facit iustitiam 
uicarius et regis æterni, minister autem diaboli dum declinet ad iniuriam. Dicitur enim rex a bene regendo et non a 
regnando, quia rex est dum bene regit, tyrannus dum populum sibi creditum uiolenta opprimit dominatione. 
Temperet igitur potentiam suam per legem quæ frenum est potentiae...” Bracton Online. Harvard  Law School 
Library 
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involved in politics, that seems to be obscured in Foucault, “politics as the art of preserving a res 
publica, in the sense of a community of individuals living together in justice” in favor of politics 
understood “as the art of preserving the state, in the sense of a person’s or group’s power and 
control over public institutions” (2-3).  Similarly to what Viroli points out, and as the prologue to 
the Partidas quoted above anticipates, and the legislation regarding the king in the Segunda 
Partida shows, the relationship between the law, sovereign power and the common good can be 
much more nuanced than what Foucault portrays. 
 The chronicle of the conflict between Pedro I and Enrique II puts all of these concepts on 
the battlefield.  Ayala populates his account with political interventions that enact and bring to 
life the problems contemplated in the law.  Nevertheless, the absence of a codified and clear 
theory of tyrannicide in formal treatises has prompted scholars to deny that the discourse on 
tyranny surrounding Pedro I’s death is authoritative, preferring to interpret Ayala’s writings as 
propaganda. The phrase “propaganda Trastámara” is ubiquitous in the scholarship of the last 
thirty years,44 and, while I am not denying that the new dynasty employed propaganda in its 
efforts to legitimate the unconventional way it won the crown, I do not believe that every single 
act of communication or attempt to explicate a difficult event should be reduced to propaganda.  
On the contrary, I propose that the absence of theory about difficult political situations, such as 
tyranny, seems to point in the opposite direction.  It is precisely the contradictory discourses 
                                                
44 See Nieto Soria Ceremonias de la realeza: propaganda y legitimación en la Castilla Trastámara, the most 
quoted work of the remarkable production of the Spanish historian, as well as the collections edited by the same 
author Orígenes de la monarquía hispánica, and La Monarquía como conflicto.  See also Valdeón Baruque “La 
propaganda como arma de combate,” Valdivieso Casanova “La legitimación dinástica,” Marquer “La figura de Inb 
al-Jaṭīb,” amongst others. 
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about tyrannicide, their vagueness when tackling the legality of it, that open up a space for action 
and, afterwards, for theorization. 
 Based on this premise, I will closely follow the development of a language for politics 
and tyranny during the late Middle Ages and how this language is employed in the Crónica to 
elaborate a theory of tyrannicide.  My work is not strictly historiographical since I am more 
interested in how historiography incorporates political discourse and particular terminology 
common to the specula principum to engage with contemporary and pressing political dilemmas.  
Throughout my study, I will highlight the three main concepts already mentioned above, saber, 
ley, and justicia, as the organizing principles of the theory of tyrannicide.  The case of Ayala is 
especially relevant since he revises the chronicles of the first two kings as a medium to elaborate 
on these concepts, allowing the modern scholar to study how political theory was read in light of 
specific events.  Ayala conceives the history of don Pedro, of the civil war, and the ascent of a 
new dynasty through particular notions of the relationship between the sovereign and the law, his 
obligations towards justice and the wellbeing of his subjects. 
 Ayala, during the reign of Enrique III, will review some of the most violent episodes of 
the civil war, surround them with political comments and, along the way, put a safe distance 
between the event of Montiel and his current political circumstances. I believe that the act of 
writing and rewriting the history of the civil war considered under the terms put forward above 
has a commemorative character, in the sense that history becomes a builder of identity, a form of 
mediating a recent past that is disruptive and dislocated and therefore difficult to recount.  As a 
society in which the two quarreling parties have merged, its members are faced with the 
implications of their involvement in internal warfare and the dangerous precedent it creates, 
especially in times of political uncertainty.   Eelco Runia proposes that commemoration departs 
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from the awareness that we, as a group or society, performed events that go against the ideal we 
might have about ourselves as a collectivity (“Burying the Dead, Creating the Past”).  
Commemoration is one of the strategies that allow a group to come to terms with an unsettling 
past, as the commemorative acts repeated avery year in the anniversary of the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001 attest.  This effort to come to terms with the past, to understand the 
conditions that brought it about, prompts the historian to theorize the issues that can make the 
events intelligible within the continuum of history.  The fact that the historian writes under 
specific social and political needs does not reduce his text exclusively as piece of propaganda.  
Categorizing it as such obscures the innovations that the particular event, in this case tyrannicide, 
generates in the ideals that inform his writing. 
This project started many years ago, the original focus was to demonstrate that there was indeed 
political theory in the Middle Ages and that we could find in the mirrors of princes and the 
practices of reading among its public, mostly a growing lay audience that was more and more 
getting involved in the growing bureaucracies of the time.  I saw in the specula an interest in 
formulating a vocabulary that was constantly being refined and redefined in order to talk about 
the growing monarchies and not only about a transcendental and religious end.  I had identified 
three key concepts shared by all the texts: saber, justicia and ley.  Kingly wisdom, as a divine 
attribute, surfaces as the axle of a Castilian conceptualization of monarchical power.  Next to it, 
the terms of justice and the law are the instruments that render divine wisdom useful in the 
political milieu.  
   As I perused through manuscript after manuscript of Castilian specula, looking for these 
concepts, the focus of the dissertation changed.  The texts that I was examining were arranged 
and bound in collections that go from specula, to short Chronicles and letters reporting 
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consequential political and military developments from around the Península and Europe.  Also, 
the Glosa Castellana, which quickly became my focus, insisted in identifying the work with 
Pedro I, even in the copies that were not of the translation commissioned for him.  I realized that 
my readings had to take into account much more than the textual and philosophical tradition of 
each text.  My work would need to also trace the extra textual connections that the texts had with 
other works, with particular political events, and with contemporary practices of reading.  This is 
fundamental to understand how political theory developed, how it was read and how useful it 
was to analyze and understand current political happenings. 
 The project, as it stands now, began to materialize when I encountered a text titled Carta 
del rey don Pedro que le envió un moro del Andalucía, one of the independent versions of the 
letters of Benahatín, next to a collection containing some of the most popular specula of the late 
Middle Ages.45  In front of me I had a prime example of how the concepts expounded in the 
specula that I was studying were used and transformed from theory to practice in light of a 
specific political problem: the murder of a legitimate king.  The explosion of references to 
exegetical traditions that include the Old Testament histories about monarchy, prophecies, and 
the lore of the medieval exemplum, made it clear that this would not be an investigation into a 
particular genre. 
 A new and more inclusive selection of primary sources seemed appropriate.  The letters 
became the axis of the inquiry, and to the three concepts that I had originally identified, I added 
one more, political violence.  Violence, and the fractures caused by violence, was the concrete 
                                                
45 BNE 9428 contains Flores de filosofía, Ejemplo del rey que iba a caza y el predicador, Libro de los buenos 
proverbios, Carta del rey don Pedro que le envió un moro del Andalucía, Carta de san Bernardo enviada a un 
noble caballero, Notables enseñamientos que envió Aristóteles al rey Alejandro, Secreto de los secretos. 
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problem that the letters were attempting to theorize and resolve. The selection of the royal 
chronicle by Ayala followed naturally since, besides being the most complete account of the 
reign of Pedro I that survives, it includes the letters of Benahatín.  Of my original list if primary 
sources I decided to keep the Glosa castellana because it was also directly associated with Pedro 
I and was also one of the most widely read specula of the time. 
 The inclusion of Ayala’s chronicle led me to the first part of my argument: the relevance 
of historiography for the development of political ideas.  Ayala inscribes himself in a long 
tradition that sees historiography not only as an instrument to gain knowledge of the past, but 
also as a repository of collective experience.  When history renders a particular version of a 
historical event, it is aiming to illustrate models of actions that will inspire the public to 
consciously chose the right course of action when confronted with an ethical decision.  History 
as magistra vitae.  Accordingly, studying the letters within the context of the death of Pedro I 
needs to take into account not only the specular tradition that they evoque, but also the 
discourses and theories that ruled the readers engagement with the retelling of their past.  These 
new ideas guided the reflections in the chapters that follow. 
 Chapter one will pursue two main questions: first, how can political violence be 
theorized?  And second, how can inscribing tyrannicide within an economy of violence internal 
to the chronicle and exercised by the ruler without any sense of order and justice, become an 
inclusive discourse that, under the banner of collective fright and despair, legitimates the 
tyrannicide and absolves the perpetrators?  I am interested in the representation and reactions 
towards physical violence.  I will emphasize the representation of two models of violent acts 
employed within the chronicle: the detailed account of assassinations arbitrarily ordered by the 
king, and memorials cataloguing the victims of royal violence.  The detailed accounts and 
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exposition of the maimed bodies of important members of the court make violence visible and 
confront witnesses with the injustice behind the king’s judgment.  What I call memorial 
catalogues are lists of the names of the king’s victims that, by virtue of aggregation, turn 
violence into a collective experience that demands retribution.  Both the detailed accounts and 
the memorials emphasize a shared feeling of dejection in the face of uses of violence that are 
considered illegitimate and engender a new wave of violence, this time at the hands of the 
subjects.  This violence, which I will identify as law founding violence, is able to legitimate itself 
in the name of the new and necessary order to come.46 
 In chapter two, I will contextualize and map the political ideas and concepts that 
informed attitudes about the prince through the study of the Glosa Castellana al Regimiento de 
Príncipes de Egidio Romano.  The Glosa, as a speculum principis, was one of the most popular 
ways in which a lay audience engaged with political ideas.  The chapter departs from the thesis 
that the text contributes to the development of a specifically political language to approach and 
evaluate the actions of both the prince and his subjects, and in doing so, it also develops the 
terms that will be instrumental to discussing tyranny.  I will challenge the notion that there was 
no considerable development of political theory during the Middle Ages, especially through the 
reevaluation of the significance of ethics as a stepping stone in the political formation of a king, 
since a theory of the sovereign is not developed in the section labelled as politics, but in the 
process of delineating his ethical character.  Ethics, or moral philosophy, is the government of 
the self based on choosing right over wrong to lead a good live among other people and, if 
                                                
46 Jacques Derrida adds the category law founding violence to Walter Benjamin’s original duo of law making and 
law preserving violence.  See “Force of law” 268-269. 
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necessary, to govern them,47 and is therefore linked to an idea of saber that facilitates the 
distinction between good and evil.  I will reevaluate the contribution of Fray Juan García’s work, 
his translation and gloss, to the central ideas of Aegidius Romanus, and how he transforms a 
general text into an instrument that addresses issues of particular relevance to its public.  
Through the process of selection, amplification and abbreviation that the original Latin text was 
subjected to, we can better understand the political ideals that were in circulation prior, during 
and after Pedro I’s death. 
 In chapter three, I will analyze a letter addressed to Pedro I and attributed to a Moor from 
Granada, Benahatín, which Pero López de Ayala includes in the official chronicles of the kings 
of Castile.  The letter, which takes the form of a speculum, can help us understand how general 
concepts of political theory were read in light of a specific event.  I pay special attention to the 
ways in which the key concepts developed in the first two chapters are addressed when 
considering the rule of Pedro I.  Although the letter was not penned by Ayala and had previously 
circulated independently, I am especially interested in the effect it produces as part of a historical 
work.  I propose that the speculum, added to a second stage of the composition of the Crónicas, 
gives a theoretical framework for evaluating the practices of Pedro I and his overall performance 
as a king.  By choosing to include this particular document, Ayala is delineating the 
circumstances that make tyrannicide legitimate.  Since this operation is tied to the practices of 
                                                
47 García de Castrojériz defines the material of the first book as follows: “En el primero [libro] muestra al rey e a 
todo omme a governar a si mismo. […] en cual cosa ha de poner su esperanza e su intención… cuales virtudes deve 
haver…cuáles pasiones deve escusar e cuáles seguir… cuales costumbres deve amar e tomar e seguir” (1.1.2).  He 
later identifies the purpose of an ethical education: “E aquí conviene saber que el provecho general de la filosofía 
moral e de este libro, según que dice San Agustin en el V libro de la Cibdad de Dios, es a saber ser omme bueno e 
aprender bien vivir entre ommes e governar a si mismo e a los otros, si es que ha de governar otros” (1.1.3).  I cite 
by the edition of Juan Beneyto Pérez, unless otherwise noted. 
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writing history during the late Middle Ages, I will also evaluate recent approaches to the study of 
historiography as a locus for the production and dissemination of political ideas, such as 
Gabrielle Spiegel’s concept of “social logic of the text” and debates about falsehood and 
authenticity in the production of medieval documents.  I consider that the historian is neither an 
impartial onlooker at the past nor a puppet-master performing a dramatic and scripted final 
version of history.  Ayala’s process of revision, in which the letter was included, is a major 
example of how medieval historians were engaged in the process of continually negotiating the 
relationship between the past and the present, not only to advance an ideological agenda, but also 
to understand and consider where do the foundations of legitimate power lie.  History as a 
process. 
 In chapter four, I will study a second letter of Benahatín, an exegesis requested by king 
Pedro of a prophecy attributed to Merlin.  I examine how the discourse of historiography and 
political prophecy intertwine to find chains of cause and effect in times of crisis and uncertainty.  
As a discourse, prophecy shares certain traits with historiography, and, political prophecy, as 
prophetia ex eventu, is a medium for representing and examining moments of crisis and drastic 
change.  I propose that the process of exegesis allows the historian and the reader to revisit 
unresolved moments in their shared history, load them with causality, and inscribe them within 
the continuous logic of history.  In the chronicle of Ayala, the exegesis serves as a political 
commentary that attributes a transcendental significance to the events of the civil war, and 
particular aspects of Don Pedro’s rule are transformed into a universal examination of the use 
and abuse of power, making his story exemplary.  This letter is one of the few attempts within 
the Crónica to develop a discourse about the legitimacy of tyrannicide.  It identifies cobdicia 
(greed) as the motivation behind all of the king’s actions, especially as it manifests in excessive 
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and unlawful (sin derecho) violence against his noblemen.  He ignores the saber that should 
guide his rule and tramples any possibility of justice.  As far as we know, both letters always 
circulated together, both within the Crónica and in independent versions, so the exegesis cannot 
be disassociated from the political tenets present in the first letter. 
 Ultimately, the guiding thread through the chapters of this dissertation is a call to expand 
what we understand as “the political” in the Late Middle Ages in order to account for the deep 
transformations in theory and practice that were taking place.  This entails broadening the scope 
of what makes a work political and recognizing the diverse forms that theory could take.  In 
particular, I believe that tyrannicide, as a discourse that uses a theory of resistance to sovereign 
violence in order to consolidate a monarchical regime, clearly demarcates a model for the 
relationship between king and vassal, as it dwells on the obligations and rights of both.  As 
modern philosophy and political theory constantly turns to the premodern past to find bases and 
historical justifications for modes of power that seem oppressive and illegitimate, it will be 
helpful to recognize that “that” medieval past from which we are constantly attempting to 
differentiate ourselves, especially as it relates to theories about sovereignty, are neither  constant 
nor immutable.  By reading the chronicle of Ayala within the parameters explored above I expect 
to prove  how political happenings sometimes transform, and sometimes refine, ideas about what 
politics is, what the nature of political relationships is, and under which circumstances those 
transformations occur.
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CHAPTER ONE: Violence, Justice and Memory 
The last episode of the official royal chronicle about Pedro I de Castilla is full of blood 
and violence.  According to Pero López de Ayala, the king, unarmed, was attacked and rolls on 
the ground, dying an ignoble death at the hands of his contender to the throne, Enrique de 
Trastámara.  The violence that characterizes this last episode is  a common theme throughout his 
chronicle.  The final years of the official account of his reign can be read as a catalogue of 
murders and an exposition on political violence that culminates with a definite accusation: “mato 
muchos en su rregno, por lo qual le vino todo el daño que auedes oydo.”  Pedro I died because of 
the inordinate violence that he exercised against his subjects.  Ayala goes on to cite The Wisdom 
of Solomon, the biblical book that most resembles a speculum principis: “Agora los rreyes 
aprendet, e seed castigados todos los que judgades el mundo.”  It is an exhortation to those in 
charge of human affairs to judge and bring justice.   
How can political violence be theorized?  How can tyrannicide be made intelligible 
within the confines of social order and justice?  How do justice and violence intertwine in a 
discourse of tyranny? What effects does the narration of violence have in a royal chronicle?  In 
this chapter I will explore how the theme of tyranny organizes events of political violence during 
the reign of Pedro I into a legitimizing discourse for the advent of new political players, in this 
case, a new dynasty, the Trastámaras.  We will see that the portrayal of violence, when directed 
inwards, turns the government into a dysfunctional structure because the king refuses to meet the 
minimal requirements for the lawful administration of the kingdom, and the ties that should unite 
the prince with his vassals are slowly disintegrated, calling into question the basis of the 
legitimacy and limits of power.  As I approach the theme of political violence and its 
representation, I have a specific manifestation in mind, visible physical violence inflicted on the 
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body or property of members of the political class with the aim of subduing someone’s will in an 
attempt to preserve or attain power over a territory.  The most extreme manifestation of political 
violence is assassination without proper trial, and hence unlawful, of the high aristocracy and the 
extended family of the king, what François Foronda has called politica del espanto (politics of 
fright). This violence is represented as an excess that nullifies the foundations of a society 
organized around law and justice and accentuates the prince’s refusal to act according to basic 
tenets of a particularly political type of knowledge that prompts him to employ law and justice as 
instruments for the common good. 
My interest in physical violence arises in response to a contemporary consumption of 
violent narratives and images that has rendered us desensitized to the horrors of violence.  
Images of violence are pervasive in our time.  From the gruesome images that arrive from war 
zones, to its preponderance in motion pictures and TV series, we have become familiar with 
violence.  We are led to believe that the thousands that have died in war died to preserve our 
ideals of freedom and democracy; or the indefinite detention and torture of suspects of 
extremism is necessary to ensure our security and the survival of our way of life.  Within these 
narratives, despite the initial shock and horror that they can produce, violence just “makes 
sense.”48  Moreover, and as Valentin Groebner has remarked, these images of violence have 
become entangled with the spectacular representations of violence in films and other media, to 
the point that the representation of violence is subject to very few restrictions (Defaced 19-20).  
Even our reaction to innocent victims of violence is mediated by these narratives which, as 
                                                
48 François Debrix in “Sublime Spectatorship of War” classifies this creation of narratives as part of a sublime and 
aesthetic experience of violence. 
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Slavoj Žižek remarks, determine the sense of urgency in our responses, whether we are outraged 
or indifferent (Violence 2-3).  This familiarity with violence has come with a price; we have 
grown anesthetized to its horror  and we have managed to distance ourselves from it and from 
the people that experience violence and its consequences.  
Within these circumstances it becomes imperative that we recuperate the capacity to be 
shocked and horrified by the images and descriptions of maimed and abused bodies, by the 
causes and consequences of violence.  The portrayal of violence in the Crónica of Ayala insists 
on the meaninglessness of the violence inflicted upon bodies, in the naming and identification of 
the victims, in the collective expressions of grief and fear and in relating violence to a here and a 
now that prompts the reader not to accept violence at face value, violence is not a natural part of 
politics.  This is not to say that the representations of violence within the Crónica are deprived of 
an end or an ideology since Ayala’s representation aims to justify the insurrection against a 
legitimate ruler.  But it cannot be ignored that, in doing so, it also questions the use of violence 
itself and the role it plays in the exercise of power, as well as what constitutes a legitimate act of 
violence.  The representation of violence against recognizable members of the court entails a 
lack of restraint of royal power; the murders ordered by the king are not considered by its 
witnesses normal or sanctioned uses of force.  The depiction of the act relies not only on the 
description of the murder, but also on the naming of the victim, in making him or her visible and 
part of a memorable account.  The chronicler will highlight the collective feeling of dread in 
front of the arbitrariness of violence and the impotence to act against the sovereign.  Since 
tyrannicide in itself is an act of violence, it must be understood within the wider economy of 
violence portrayed in the official chronicle.   
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Making Violence visible: Tyranny and Political Violence 
Late medieval debates about the lawfulness of killing a tyrant, to rebel against excessive 
violence, usually arrived at the conclusion that under extreme circumstances violent action was 
permitted.  However, theories of tyrannicide heretofore codified never fully explained what these 
extreme circumstances consisted of.  The reason for the gap between theories of tyranny and the 
absence of a concrete theory of tyrannicide might lie in the fact that tyrannicide did not arise as a 
pressing political problem until the second half of the 14th century, when tyrannicide became a 
frequent justification for political assassinations.  In this case, attempts at formulating a theory 
emerge as what Francesco Maiolo calls “political happenings” propel it forward.49  In Spain, the 
focus of this work, Pedro I, had to confront accusations of tyranny, and he was finally 
assassinated in 1369.  In England, the last years of Richard II (1379-1399) were characterized by 
violence, revolts and accusations of tyranny, until he was finally forced to abdicate in favor of 
Henry of Bolingbroke in 1399.50  In France, John the Fearless ordered the murder of his political 
rival, the Duke of Orleans, and had the respected Parisian theologian John Petit defend his 
actions under the banner of tyrannicide.51   
The tyrant is the ruler who pursues his interests, even when this goes against the common 
good of his people.52  The achievement of the common good is the highest goal of worldly power 
to the point that Francesco Maiolo identifies this principle as the foundation of medieval 
                                                
49 Medieval Sovereignty, 14 
50 For the debates surrounding the rule of Richard II, see Goodman and Gillespie Richard II: The Art of Kingship. 
51 For a detailed account of the event, its significance and the debate that ensued, see Schnerb, Jean sans-Peur. 
52 Segunda Partida, 1.5 
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sovereignty.  The sovereign is the one who possesses the political supremacy necessary to lead a 
community towards the good life (24-25).  But within the chronicle, the threat and 
implementation of physical violence become political happenings that more often than not drive 
the action forward as more and more historical characters respond to acts that lack any legal 
logic or legitimacy.  As I have mentioned above, the principal characteristic of the 
representations of political violence is the arbitrary nature of the king’s judgment against the life 
and property of his subjects.  The problem of violence is an intrinsic part of politics, and it is a 
constant preoccupation in the the chronicle.  This might at first not be apparent, since one of the 
myths of modernity is that it is radically different from its medieval past because of a more 
sophisticated attitude towards violence.  The long Middle Ages in general, and the 14th century 
in particular, are represented as an age of chaos when violence was widespread and accepted as 
an inevitable part of life.  However, the medieval attitude towards violence was not indifference 
or downright acceptance.  As Hannah Skoda has demonstrated in her recent work, the numerous 
names and classifications of violent acts demonstrate a keen awareness of the manifestations of 
violence and the problems it poses to a community (1-8).   
In the Peninsular context, the Séptima Partida dedicates its tenth title to violence 
(fuerça).  For the Alphonsine jurists, people are moved to violence by pride and wickedness.  
Violence is a “cosa que es fecha a otro tortizeramente, de que non se puede amparar el que la 
recibe.”  It is committed against bodies, “firiendo e matando,” or against property by robbing or 
destroying the assets of another.  Moreover, it states that the person who takes up arms in self 
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defense (amparamiento) is not committing a violent act.53  The text of this law does not refer 
particularly to political violence, we have to go to the Segunda Partida, to the definition of a 
tyrant, to see political violence in action: a tyrant will always be prone to “estragar los poderosos 
e de matar los sabidores” (I.x).   
It is important for my discussion to highlight the defenselessness of the victims, for Ayala 
emphasized the feelings of collective despair and futility with every death sentence and 
assassination carried out or ordered by Pedro I.  For Thomas Aquinas a violent act occurs when 
the will is imposed by external forces upon another (Summa contra gentiles LXXXVIII) who 
does not, under any circumstances, consent (Summa theologica Pars I-II Q6 A6).   Fear, adds 
Aquinas, can be a source of consent.54  What we see in the representations of violence and fear in 
Ayala, can be described as the depletion of fear in the face of violence, and the subsequent urge 
to act once this happens.  Fear gradually ceases to inspire submission.  There are two episodes 
that are key to understanding how fear gives way to political action against the king: the 
assassination of Pedro’s half brother Fadrique Alfonso de Castilla, twin brother of Enrique de 
Trastámara and Maestre de Santiago, and the execution of the repostero mayor Gutier Ferrández 
de Toledo.     
The episode of the Maestre’s death, set in the third chapter of the ninth year of Pedro’s 
reign (1358), opens a catalogue of murders that will prevail until the final chapters of the 
                                                
53 Ley siete: Como aquel que toma arma para ampararse non le es contado por fuerça. 
Amparança es cosa que es otorgada a todo ome comunalmente para defenderse del mal, o dela fuerça quel quieren 
fazer. 
54 When defining what is a tyrant, the text of the Segunda Partida points out that a tyrant prefers the service of 
strangers to that of his people, since his people serve him out of fear, premia. 
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Crónica.55  However, contrary to the subsequent lists of names, to which I will return later, the 
episode of Fadrique is rich in detail.  We learn the terms under which he came to see his brother 
(Pedro I), we are witnesses to the king plotting with a few of his vassals, we know the exact day 
and time of his interview with Pedro I and the fact that he was more than willing to be of service 
to his king.  The relationship between the half brothers had been especially tense since 
Fadrique’s participation in the plot by the Queen mother, María de Portugal, to force don Pedro 
to return to his legitimate wife, Blanca de Borbón.  The chronicle names every person that was 
present during the ordeal, as well as a touching reference to María de Padilla’s, Pedro’s mistress, 
sadness and disapproval of the actions of her lover.  The actual episode has many layers, 
sometimes comic, sometimes tragic.   
Fadrique, who is the Maestre de Santiago, arrived with the Maestre de Calatrava, don 
Diego García.  When Pedro gave the order to kill the Maestre, his men were not sure which of 
the two they were supposed to kill.  Neither did they know whether to obey such an order, and 
one of the king’s men had to repeat the command.  Fadrique attempted an escape and quarreled 
with the king’s men, but his sword got caught in his belt and, unable to defend himself, was 
gravely wounded.  Don Pedro, blood thirsty, left him and went to find the men of his half-brother 
with the intent of killing them.  But most of them had been able to escape.  As he returned to the 
place where Fadrique’s body laid, he notices that he was still alive and gave his own weapon to 
one of his attendants so that he could finish the task.   
                                                
55 See “Appendix A” for the complete account of Fadrique’s murder. 
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Immediately afterwards, the king feasts in front of the corpse of his brother. The episode 
unleashes terror.  Men previously pardoned by the king are condemned to death. The corridors of 
the court are filled with frightened whispers.  Some abandon the court and flee the realm looking 
for safety under Pedro’s enemies.  That same day, Don Pedro departs to Vizcaya with the intent 
of killing his half-brother don Tello, who manages to escape.  A few days later, Pedro, after 
political disagreements with the neighboring kingdom, has his aunt, the Queen of Aragón, 
imprisoned, and the infante Juan of Aragón, her son, murdered.  Don Juan’s body is 
unceremoniously thrown out of a window into the town square.56  Despite the numerous 
witnesses, it is clear that there was no judicial procedure to determine the fate of any of the 
victims.  The king’s judgments were clearly not geared towards justice, but towards the 
fulfillment of his will. 
 When the Castilian nobility and the cities were confronted with the unjust actions of King 
Pedro, they originally consented by means of their silent fear.  María de Padilla and her 
daughters, for example, remained in the queen’s chambers during the episode in which Pedro I 
kills his half brother Fadrique.  She said nothing, but the sadness in her face alerted the Maestre 
to the fate that awaited him.  However, there are other reactions to the assassination that Ayala 
records in his Crónica.  Prompted by the news of his siblings’ death, Enrique de Trastámara, 
who had not yet proclaimed himself king, made an incursion from Aragon and plundered 
Castilian lands despite the truce between the kingdoms.  Likewise, the infante Fernando de 
Aragón, an ally of Pedro I against Pedro el Ceremonioso, abandoned the service of the Castilian 
                                                
56 See “Appendix B” for the chapters that cover these episodes, including a catalogue of murders. 
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king and returned to the service of Aragon after Pedro I kills his brother, the infante Juan 
(Crónica IX.viii).   
 Coincidentally, these are the two episodes of Pedro I’s rule that a caballero, presumably 
Ayala himself, employs in a discourse delivered to Juan I in a Consejo of 1385 about the 
pernicious effects fear has in a political community.57  It is as if the successive murders of 
Fadrique and the infante Juan, among all the murders perpetrated during Pedro’s reign, mark a 
before and after in the political relationships of the kingdom.  As mentioned above, Aquinas 
defined violence as an act in which the will of someone is imposed without consent over another.  
He also believes, however, that fear does produce certain degrees of consent, since a person can 
consent out of fear.  However, Ptolemy of Lucca, a disciple of Saint Thomas, had remarked, 
more to my purposes, in his De Regimen Principum,58 that fear is a weak foundation of any type 
of rule since the people, moved by despair, will try anything to ensure their wellbeing (Book 1, 
ii.8).  I believe that what we encounter as the Crónica progresses is the materialization of fear 
that does not consent.  
There is another episode, often overlooked, that portrays the transformation of fear into 
accusatory whispers, not only among the nobility, but also the entire city of Toledo: the 
assassination of Gutier Ferrández de Toledo, the repostero mayor of the kingdom, an honorable 
                                                
57 “Otrosí el rey don Pedro, vuestro tío, fizo matar en Sevilla en su palacio a don Fadrique, su hermano, maestre de 
Santiago, e fízole matar a los ballesteros de maza; e dende a quince días fizo matar en Bilbao al infante don Juan de 
Aragón, su primo, en su palacio, eso mesmo por Ballesteros de maza; por lo qual muchos de los caballeros e 
escuderos que vivían con él se fueron para Aragón, e los perdió para siempre.”  Crónicas (1991) 578-582 
58 The authorship of this work is still widely debated.  Originally attributed to Thomas Aquinas, it is now widely 
accepted that, although Aquinas might have penned some fragments, the majority of the work was written by 
Ptolemy.  See the introduction to the edition by J. Blythe, Government of Rulers p 1-59 
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position reserved for men of high birth that showcased the appreciation and trust that the king 
bestowed upon them.  Ferrández was by all accounts a trusted and loyal vassal, who, according 
to his own words, had real love for the king, and acted on Pedro’s behalf even during the years 
when it was not advantageous to do so.  During an official embassy to Aragón, Ferrández de 
Toledo tried to strike an impromptu deal with the infante Fernando de Aragón (Ayala XI.xx).  
Pedro, who had become increasingly suspicious of his vassals, misinterpreted the motivations of 
the repostero and lured him into Alfaro under the pretense of continuing the peace talks with the 
neighboring kingdom.  Ferrández de Toledo found out too late that Pedro had ordered the new 
maestre de Santiago to capture and execute him.  Then the chronicle continues:  “E fecho esto 
fizieron entrar al dicho Gutier Ferrandez en vna camara e alli le cortaron la cabeça. E luego gela 
enbiaron al rrey con vn vallestero de maça.… E fueron muy espantados todos los caualleros que 
estauan ý.” (XI.xvi, emphasis mine).59 
The scene is climactic in its gruesomeness.  Not only was Ferrández executed and his 
head delivered to the king, but immediately afterwards we learn that, already imprisoned and 
without understanding the reasons, Ferrández de Toledo carried out the king’s orders: to write a 
last set of letters regarding the peace negotiations with Aragón.  Immediately afterwards he 
wrote an unrequested letter to don Pedro offering his advice as a loyal vassal.  The disposition of 
the episodes within the text is not fortuitous; the letter is reproduced after the execution, its 
meaning heightened by the collective feel of dread aroused by the injustice of the case.  “Señor: 
                                                
59 Previous to Ferrandez’s letter, the adjective referring to a collective feeling appears only twice in the Crónica del 
rey don Pedro, the first in the context of the imprisonment of Leonor de Guzmán, as his children and their allies 
flee afraid of the king’s actions (I.x).  The second case occurs in the middle of the capture of Toro where Fadrique 
was involved.  After his reconciliation with his brother, the other participants in the uprising, men of Toro, felt 
espantados since they believed the maestre had forsaken them (VII.i).  However 1360 is the first time that the term 
was used to describe the collective feelings of the king’s loyal vassals.   
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Yo Gutier Ferrández de Toledo beso vuestras manos, e me despido de la vuestra merced,” starts 
Ayala’s rendering of the letter.  He reminds the king of all the dangers that the repostero’s family 
endured for Pedro’s sake during the reign of Alfonso XI, when “doña Leonor de Guzmán avía 
poder en el regno,” the hardest years for those in the prince’s service.  “Señor, yo siempre vos 
serví,” he continues, “empero creo que por vos decir algunas cosas que complían a vuestro 
servicio me mandastes matar: en lo qual, señor, yo tengo que lo fecistes por complir vuestra 
voluntad: lo qual Dios vos lo perdone; mas yo nunca vos lo merescí.”  The letter points out that 
violence has no no other end but the fulfillment of the king’s wishes.  The condemnation of the 
repostero is unwarranted, just a fancy of the king’s will and contrary to all tenets of justice: to 
give to each that which they deserve.  Not even those closest to the king could appreciate any 
logic or deeper purpose to the use of violence.  But Ferrández de Toledo’s loyalty to his king 
persisted even in his last hour, and his last act is to advise the king.  “E, agora, señor digo vos 
tanto al punto de la mi muerte (porque éste será mi postrimero consejo), que si vos non alzades el 
cuchillo, e non escusades de facer tales muertes como ésta, que vos avedes perdido vuestro 
regno, e tenedes vuestra persona en peligro.  E pido vos por merced que vos guardedes; ca 
lealmente fablo con vusco, ca en tal ora estó, que non debo decir si non verdad.”    The chapter 
finishes with a short and poignant sentence: “E esta carta fue dada al rey e pesóle mucho por que 
ge la dexaron facer.” Not only did Pedro not heed his vassal’s advice, but he was annoyed at it.  
There is no moment of doubt about the fairness of the death sentence, no reflection about the 
consequences or the advice of his vassal.  The warning however, lingered in the air: deaths such 
as Ferrández’s will bring his rule to an end. 
 At this point, King Pedro did something extraordinary.  After the death of Fernández de 
Toledo, he met with several of the great men of the kingdom to explain why he had the repostero 
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mayor assassinated.  The episode is important because the king was not usually inclined to give 
explanations for what he did.  There seems to have been some unrest amongst the subjects most 
loyal to the king because Ayala recounts how even though they did not yet dare to question any 
of the king’s actions (“E non ouo ý ninguno que osasse dezir al rrey saluo que fiziesse lo que la 
su merçed fuesse e que todo lo que el fiziera fuera bien fecho”), he does mention how murmurs 
and accusations start to circulate.  The murmurs and hidden talk among subjects, declares the 
Segunda Partida, gave room for criticism and accusation against the tyrant, which might 
eventually lead to actions against him.  The fear that the subjects felt for the king no longer 
reduced them to silence.60  Behind the scenes, unnamed characters whispered about the real and 
honorable intentions Ferrandez had had when talking to adversaries of the king.  Furthermore, 
according to Ayala, everyone agreed on the true reasons the king had for beheading the man: 
“Enpero la verdad es esta segund que todos lo sabian, que Gutier Ferrandez fue muerto por seer 
atreuido en dezir al rrey algunas cosas, ca commo quier que las dixiesse a buena entençion, pero 
el rrey auia enojo del por ende” (XI.xix).   
 Just as in the passage about Fadrique, further movement follows.  Family members of the 
repostero fled to Murcia (XI.xx), and the king ordered the banishment of don Vasco, brother of 
Ferrández and archbishop of Toledo.  Furthermore, the episode highlights the transition of 
distrust and fear beyond the high nobility and into the cities of the kingdom.  López de Ayala 
himself was present as alguacil of Toledo when the order against the archbishop was delivered, 
                                                
60 A tyrant aims to have his subjects quarrel with each other.  In this way there will be no trust between the 
members of the political class to conspire and organize against the king: “La segunda cosa [that tyrants do against 
their people] es que los del pueblo ayan desamor entre si, de guisa que non se fien unos de otros, ca mientra, en tal 
desacuerdo vivieren no osaran contra el fazer ninguna fabla, por miedo. 
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and, naming himself (something he does not often do in his final version of the Crónica), 
remarks on the affronts (afrentas) he received from the envoy of the king (the chançeller del 
sello de la poridat).  The archbishop doubted that the accusations against his brother were true, 
but accepted the judgment of the king.  Nevertheless he reminded everyone present how his 
family stayed loyal to Don Pedro even during the times of the “muchos miedos en tienpo del rrey 
don Alfonso su padre e de doña Leonor de Guzman.”  The chancellor of the king paid no heed, 
and the expulsion was hurriedly carried out in a humiliating manner.  The archbishop was not 
permitted to take anything but what he had on his person, and he was not even allowed to dine 
within the city walls:   
 “E sallio el arçobispo de la çibdat de Toledo luego antes de comer por la puente de Sand  
 Martin para tomar su camino para Portogal segund el rrey lo mandara, e quantos auia en  
 la çibdat de Toledo auian por ello muy grand pesar e non osauan dezir ninguna cosa, tan  
 grande era el miedo que auian del rrey” (XI.xxi) 
The reaction of the citizens was silence and sorrow, their fear of the king rendering them unable 
to voice any protest.  The episode is accentuated by the king’s later actions: he took hold of all 
the possessions of the archbishop and arrested his own treasurer and confiscated all of his assets 
as well.  
 A common denominator in all of these events is that the violence of the king seems to 
have known no boundaries.  There was no proper procedure, no apparent justice.  The murders, 
death penalties and confiscation of goods carried out by royal decree, without  the benefit of a 
trial where justice could be claimed, give the impression that there was no law but that of the 
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ruler’s whim.  The law had been suspended, and the relationship between violence, law, and 
justice blurred.  Violence had become the most visible manifestation of the king’s power.   
 
Temor and Espanto: The Relationship Between Violence and the Law  
The birth of the law is traced in numerous sources, including the Partidas,61 and the 
Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville, to the necessity to rein in violence.  During the 6th century, St 
Isidore, whose name became an authority during the Middle Ages, proposed a definition of the 
law that was later taken on by the likes of Gratian, when he compiled his Decretals in the 12th 
century,62 and by Aquinas (Summa Theologiae I-II 95).  Isidore describes the basics of Law in 
the 2nd and 5th books of his treaty.  The law is “constitutio populi, qua maiores natu simul cum 
plebibus aliquid sanxerunt” (V.x), and it has a specific purpose: “Factae sunt autem leges, ut 
earum metu humana coherceatur audacia, tutaque sit inter inprobos innocentia, et in ipsis 
inprobis formidato supplicio refrenetur nocendi facultas. Legis enim praemio aut poena vita 
moderatur humana” (II.x.5).  This human “audacia” has its critical manifestation in the power to 
do harm to another.  The law offers guarantee and protection against violence, and this is one of 
the reasons for its existence, if not the most important one.  The law as a tool for the common 
good, el “bien vivir,” as the Primera Partida refers to it (I.ii), ceases to be useful when it cannot 
guarantee the integrity of one’s life and property.  In order to preserve the relevance of the law, 
                                                
61 E este [ius gentium] fue hallado con razon, e otrosi por fuerça, porque los omes no podrían bien vivir entre si en 
concordia, e en pazsi todos no uassen del…   Otrosi consiente este derecho que cada uno se pueda amparar contra 
aquellos que deshonrra o fuerça le quisieren fazer, E aun mas que toda cosa que haga por aparcamiento de fuerça 
que le quieran fazer contra su persona que se entiende que lo faze con derecho.  (Primera Partida, I, ii) 
62 Concordia discordantium, Distinctio II.I 
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the king needs to acquire a saber that would allow him to keep the law up to date, and therefore 
useful and significant.  If he is unable or unwilling to acquire this knowledge, he should surround 
himself with councilors that can fulfill this duty.  For justice to be achievable, a king has to 
acquire a certain knowledge, saber, about the law.  As the prologue of the Partidas states, “ca 
mucho conviene a los reyes e señaladamente a los desta tierra, conocer las cosas según son, e 
estremar el derecho del tuerto, e la mentira de la verdad ca el que no supiere esto, no podrá facer 
la justicia, que es dar a cada uno lo que le conviene, e lo que meresce…”  In other words, the 
common good, which is the objective of government, has three interrelated pillars: justice, law 
and practical wisdom, and the king is the one that brings them all together. 
Accordingly, not all violence is illegal.  As the Segunda Partida states, fear of the lawful 
violence that a ruler can inflict upon his subjects as punishment for breaking the law is one of the 
pillars of the relationship between the ruled and the ruler.  This relationship is characterized by a 
fine balance between two types of fear: fear born out of awe and respect (temor) and fear that 
springs from the right a lord has to exercise physical violence over his servants (espanto de 
premia).  Therefore, the Segunda Partida states that: “debe el pueblo temer al rey assi como fijos 
a padres por la naturaleza que han con el… e por non perder su amor, nin el bien que les faze.  
Otrosí le deven temer como vassallos a señor, viendo miedo de fazer tal yerro porque ayan de 
perder su amor e caer en pena. (XIII.xv).  François Foronda has extensively studied the 
consequences of political relationships grounded predominantly on the fear of violence.  
According to the French Hispanist, relationships between the Castilian kings and the high 
nobility were characterized by the terror that governs all relationships with the ruler, and this 
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dynamic can be traced back to the reign of Alfonso X.63  He sees in this violence a methodical 
program to terrorize the nobility into submission by the systematic murder of the grandees of the 
kingdom.  The numerous rebellions and apoderamientos del rey (the abduction of the king by 
one of the parties) that characterize Castilian politics from the 13th to the 15th centuries, he 
proposes, can be understood as the reaction of the high nobility to the arbitrariness of royal 
violence and identifies Ayala as the emblematic representative of the organization of political 
action through a communal sense of fear.  As he called attention to the juridical difference 
between temor and espanto, Ayala organized them in two poles: temor towards the king and 
espanto towards the tyrant. 
Temor and espanto are fundamental parts of the collective political experience because 
they juridically codify the nature of the relationship between a vassal and the king: a king must 
be loved and feared as a father, and served and feared as a lord that has the right to punish 
according to one’s offenses.  Violence is not an outlawed force, but rather an instrument to 
employ with control to instill temor (veneration that arises from love and the fear of 
disappointing the prince). Under this logic, espanto and temor de premia, and the violence that 
comes with it, are not exclusively negative terms, but rather an integral part of the efficacious 
exercise of power as it attempts to guarantee a good life for all.       
In his essay “The Critique of Violence” Walter Benjamin sharply departs from the 
historic relationship that violence has with the concepts of law and justice in which violent 
                                                
63 Foronda recently grouped his most important essays about this theme in the volume El espanto y el miedo 
(Dykinson, 2013). 
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means are in pursuit of just ends.64  Historical recognition of the ends as justification of an 
endeavor is fundamental to the acknowledgment of violence as sanctioned, admissible, and 
within the law (280).  Drawing on this relationship between means and ends, Slavoj Žižek 
declares that there are three major forms of violence.  First, subjective violence is the most 
visible as it is “performed by a clearly identifiable agent.”  Second, symbolic violence is 
“embodied in language and its forms.” Third, systemic violence is the violence necessary for the 
smooth functioning of economic and political systems.  The latter two, which he calls objective 
violence, are part of the normal state of things and are therefore harder to identify as violence 
proper.65  Subjective violence can be seen as deviations from the normal conditions imposed by 
objective violence.   
Although both Benjamin and Žižek are interested in manifestations of violence in 
modernity, especially after the French Revolution, we can observe that even in a society such as 
Late Medieval Castile, where the threat of violence and espanto became part of political 
relationships between king and nobility, there is a threshold that marks a point of no return.  
Under this rubric, we might classify the politicas de espanto, just as Foronda describes them, as 
part of the normal state of things.  As political strategy, the politics of fright are part of objective 
violence.   
The representation of the violence during Pedro’s reign, however, refuses to be classified 
as objective violence.  What sets the reign of Pedro I apart from the kings that came before and 
                                                
64 Reflections: essays, aphorisms, autobiographical writing.  Tr. Edmund Jephcott.  New York: Schocken Books, 
1986. 277-300. 
65 Violence. Six Sideways Reflections.  New York: Picador, 2008. 1-2. 
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after is the visibility and consistency of violence that seems to follow no rules and abolish the 
logic of its own power: to secure the common good.  Political violence during Pedro’s reign 
became an end in itself, and lost any possible political justification or legitimacy. As Benjamin 
reflects on the relationship of violence to the law, he posits that there are two main types of 
violence.  Law making violence destroys the old order and inaugurates a new law, while law 
preserving violence is the instrument necessary to enforce and maintain the law, what Žižek will 
later call systemic violence.  Derrida’s interpretation of Benjamin, adds a third category, violence 
as a strategy of rupture, violence emerges that is neither pure founding violence, nor pure law 
preserving violence,66 that I propose becomes necessary to understand the economy of violence 
present in the Crónica, especially as we evaluate the use of violence by the subjects against a 
ruler.  In the face of the inordinate violence that characterized Pedro’s rule, violence as a strategy 
of rupture can help us understand the circumstances under which rebellion ceases to be treason 
and becomes a legitimate course of action.  Within the Crónica, when the subjects employed 
violence as a strategy of rupture, they claimed for themselves the right to “transform the 
relationships of law,” to use Derrida’s words (268), within the limits of the law itself by 
contesting the king’s right to use and abuse violence.  The end pursued was not to destroy, as 
founding violence would, but to preserve the kingdom.  The transition that violence as strategy 
of rupture provokes between founding and preserving the law abrogates the legitimacy of Pedro 
and adjudicates to Enrique the safeguarding of the law, the realm and its subjects, a violence that, 
                                                
66 Derrida defines the strategy of rupture as a radical contestation of the law that nevertheless is performed within 
the confines of the legal system.  He takes the concept of strategy of rupture from Jacques Vergès, the French 
lawyer famous for defending an Algerian terrorist before the French judicial system (267).  For a recent overview 
of the concept of “strategy of rupture” within legal theory, see Christodoulidis. 
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consequently, can legitimize its recourse to tyrannicide without questioning monarchy as a form 
of government. 
 
Remembering Violence: Memorials as Strategies of Legitimation      
 There is perhaps no better manifestation of violence used as a justification for more 
violence than a memorial.  After Fadrique’s death, there were many instances in which violence 
was made visible not by its detailed account, but by the accumulation of violent acts, as a 
catalogue of the murders ordered by the king.  The chapter that present the death of don Fadrique 
Alfonso, analyzed above, closes with one of these recitation of names.  I see these lists of the 
dead as a memorial, a sort of indictment that brings to the forefront the crimes committed by the 
king and that forms the foundation of the justification and legitimization of tyrannicide.  But 
what is in a name?  How does a list of names become meaningful?   
 During the second half of the 20th century, and especially in the post 9/11 world, we have 
become familiar with the ceremonies and monuments that remember victims of violence.67  Peter 
Arad, one the the designers of the National September 11 Memorial and Museum, when 
describing the design for Reflecting Absence, the two pools surrounded by the names of the dead  
at the site of the World Trade Center, remarks that “the ‘river’ of names, without other 
identification (like age or title or company affiliation), was meant to convey simultaneously a 
                                                
67 Every year on the anniversary of 9/11, families of the victims read the names of the dead out loud, and the 
centerpiece of the World Trade Center Memorial, consisting of two pools in the footprints of the towers surrounded 
by stones engraved with the names of the dead.  Likewise, the incorporation of the names of the soldiers that died 
or disappeared in Vietnam was a requisite in the competition for the design of the Vietnam War Memorial.    
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sense of individual and collective loss.”68  The dead do not belong only to those who knew them 
and more deeply mourn their loss, but to all of us as part of a group or society.  On the other 
hand, when studying the practice of naming in contemporary memorial practices, especially as 
justification for the war on terror, Erika Doss reminds us that names bear witness to violence and 
vindicate “the imperatives of resolve and retribution” (Memorial Mania 152).  Naming the 
victims is a call for action against those that shed their blood. 
 An important aspect of memorial practice that is equally relevant today as I propose it 
was for late 14th century Castile is that it makes the past converge with a contemporary need to 
come to terms with violence and how that violence shaped the present.  The naming of names, 
the straightforward recitation of those ordered assassinated by the orders of the king are a form 
of presence, understood as Eelco Runia defines it.  “‘Presence,’ states Runia, “is ‘being in touch’ 
with people, things, events, and feelings that made you into the person you are.” (“Presence” 5, 
emphasis mine).  The names make the past more immediate, the deaths more tangible; these 
were real people, part of an “us,” descendants can identify their family names and establish a 
connection with the victims.  Presence is ultimately a form of constructing identity and social 
cohesion. 
 Ayala commemorates the dead continuously throughout his Crónica.  He never refrains 
from naming the victims, but there are instances in which the names are piled together and 
these moments in the narration epitomize the practice of naming as memorial.   The two 
instances that I will examine here follow the accounts of political standoff and close the narration 
of hostilities between the king and his adversaries, and they are both connected to Pedro’s 
                                                
68 Dunlap, David.  “Constructing a Story, With 2,982 Names.”  The New York Times.  4 May 2011 
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abandonment of his legitimate wife, Blanca de Borbón.69  These two cases represent two types of 
memorials that I want to pay attention to. In the first, a sequence of murders is briefly described 
followed by the desperate response of the witnesses, which, in the figure of the queen mother, 
epitomizes the collective response to these deaths.  In the second, a long list of the dead is recited 
with their places of passing, as if creating a map of violence that extends throughout the realm.     
 The first is the episode that follows Pedro’s victory in Toro over those that rebelled 
against him during the seventh year of his reign and demanded that the king keep the vows he 
had made in front of the kingdom and return to his wife, Blanca de Borbón, whom he abandoned 
immediately after their nuptials.  They also demanded that he break off his relationship with his 
lover María de Padilla and her family.  Ultimately, don Pedro was lured by his mother, the 
queen, into Toro, where he was taken prisoner and where the offices of the house of the king 
were reassigned to allies of Queen María and the late don Alfonso de Albuquerque.  Pedro 
managed to escape Toro and called ayuntamientos in Burgos, where he complaint about his 
imprisonment and asked the cities to give him support against those who acted against him.  Up 
until this moment it seemed that Pedro had been in the right, he had been affronted and he sought 
approval for retaliation.  What follows, however, is a long account of violence that stretched over 
two years of his reign and that began immediately after the ayuntamientos, with the murder of 
Pedro Ruiz de Villegas during the week of Palm Sunday, and did not finish until after the 
assassination of Fadrique and the second memorial that I will study in this chapter.   
 After Burgos, the king directed all his attention to Toro.  As don Pedro kept siege on the 
town, the queen, who was in the Alcazar accompanied by Juana Manuel, wife of Enrique de 
                                                
69 There are more than two catalogues of the dead connected to the episode of Blanca de Borbón, see for example 
chapter X of the 6th year of Pedro’s reign.  
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Trastámara, asked for mercy on behalf of the men that remained at her side.  Pedro gave her a 
vague answer but, unable to negotiate better conditions for surrender, the queen and her men 
accepted a chance to leave the alcazar.70  In a short aside, Ayala informs the reader that one of 
the men, Ruy González de Castañeda, had previously obtained a pardon from the king, and he 
came out of the castle holding the document high, reminding the king of their agreement.  The 
king revoked the pardon, and, as the Queen approached the gates of the stronghold, her men start 
to die:  
E salliendo la rreyna doña Maria del castillo… llegandose a vna puente pequeña que esta 
delante del alcaçar, llego vn escudero, que aguardaua a don Diego Garçia de Padilla  
maestre de Calatraua, que dizian Iohan Sanchez de Oteo, e dio con vna maça en la cabeça  
a don Pero Esteuañez Carpentero, que se llamaua maestre de Calatraua, en guisa que lo 
derribo en tierra çerca de la rreyna, e matolo luego. E otro escudero que dizian Alfonso 
Ferrandez de Castrillo llego a Ruy Gonçalez de Castañeda e diole con vn cuchillo por la 
garganta e derribolo e matolo. Otro escudero llego e mato a Martin Alfonso Tello e otros 
mataron a Alfonso Tellez… E otrossi fizo el rrey matar algunos de los que estudieron en 
la villa de Toro çercados, entre los quales fizo matar a Gomez Manrrique que dizian de 
Uruñuela e a Diego Moñiz Godoy freyre de Calatraua e otros. (VII.ii)71  
The attack on the queen’s men was stealthy.  Surrounded and with nowhere to go, the queen and 
her men surrendered and went to meet the king, trusting in his mercy.  But there were assailants 
hiding behind the doors to the castle, waiting for them to come out; no exchange of words of 
                                                
70 E la rreyna enbiole pedir por merçed por aquellos caualleros que ally estauan con ella, que los perdonase. E el 
rrey le enbio dezir que ella se viniesse, que el sabria despues que fazer de los caualleros que con ella estauan. 
71 See “Appendix C” for the full account. 
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accusations or pleas for clemency took place.  The dead are not nameless victims.  And as one by 
one they fell, some of the names are accompanied by the manner of their death: a blow to the 
head, a slit throat.  The queen’s petitions were completely ignored, her men slaughtered and her 
position dishonored by the excess of the king’s vengeance.  The catalogue makes them, and the 
violence they suffered, visible and memorable.  The display of the dead bodies demands a 
reaction, and María de Portugal’s response as she took in the scene highlights the horror of 
violence:  
 E la rreyna doña Maria madre del rrey, quando vio matar asi estos caualleros, cayo en  
 tierra sin ningund sentido… e despues leuantaronla e vio los caualleros muertos   
 enderredor de sy e desnudos, e començo a dar grandes bozes maldiziendo al rrey su fijo e  
 diziendo que la desonrrara e la lastimara para sienpre, e que mas queria morir que biuir.  
The queen’s position within the court was defiled; she was the last strand that connected Pedro I 
to the political practices of his father, Alfonso XI,72 and he severed those by surrounding her, and 
the station that she represented, with corpses.  The queen became a witness to the king’s 
violence, she shouted at and damed her son, and, sickened by his behavior, asked to return to 
Portugal, where she would die without ever seeing don Pedro again.  As with the episode of 
Fadrique and Ferrandez de Toledo, the chronicler remarks that after hearing of the news, many 
more fled the country.73 
                                                
72 About Queen María’s political and diplomatic role during the reign of Alfonso XI and Pedro I see Jardin, “La 
reina María de Portugal, entre padre, marido, hijo e hijastros: la mediación imposible.” 
73 E luego que la villa de Toro fue tomada e muertos los caualleros que estauan con la rreyna doña Maria e lo 
sopieron don Aluar Garçia de Albornoz e don Ferrand Gomez su hermano, que estauan en Cuenca, tomaron a don 
Sancho hermano del rrey, fijo del rrey don Alfonso e de doña Leonor de Guzman, que ellos lo tenian, e fueronse 
para el rregno de Aragon, ca non osaron estar en Castilla. 
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 The second catalogue immediately follows the assassination of Fadrique Alfonso, and 
closes the chapter of his murder (see Appendix A).  Its emphasis is on geography rather than the 
way the victims were murdered.  Ayala recites the list of names and specifies the place where 
they were killed, as if the violence of the king knew of no geographical limitations and was free 
to roam throughout the kingdom:  
Otrossy luego esse dia que el maestre de Santiago murio, enbio el rrey mandar matar en 
Cordoua a Pero Cabrera… e a vn jurado que dezian Ferrando Alfonso de Gahete. E enbio 
mandar matar a don Lope Sanchez de Vendaña comendador mayor de Castilla e 
mataronlo en el Villarejo… E mataron en Salamanca a Alfonso Jufre Tenorio. E 
mataron en Toro a Alfonso Perez Fermosino. E mataron en el castillo de Mora a 
Gonçalo Melendez de Toledo, que estaua ý preso.  (IX.iii, emphasis mine) 
The names, in this case, do not only give faces to the dead, but also anchor violence to the 
history of the territory.74  It forces the reader to confront violence as something that happened 
here, not in a far away land and to someone else.   Moreover, since the catalogue comes in the 
shadow of Fadrique’s murder, the deceit and blood that characterize that account spill into the 
death sentences against these men.  As the chronicle continues, Ayala remarks that the 
motivation behind the orders was the saña (wrath) of the king:   
 E estos mando el rrey don Pedro matar diziendo que todos fueron en el leuantamiento  
 quando en el rregno tomaron algunos la demanda de la rreyna doña Blanca segunt  
                                                                                                                                                       
Otrossy don Gonçalo Mexia, comendador mayor que era de la horden de Santiago, e Gomez Carrillo de Quintana, 
fijo de Ruy Diaz Carrillo, que tenian la parte del maestre don Fadrique e fueron en la muerte de don Iohan Garçia 
de Vallejera, que el rrey auia fecho maestre de Santiago segund auemos contado, despues que supieron commo el 
rrey cobrara la villa de Toro e matara estos caualleros e que el maestre don Fadrique era con el, partieron del rregno 
e fueronsse para Françia. 
74 See “Appendix D” for a map of the Peninsula and the cities that make up this geography. 
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 auemos contado. E commo quier que los auia perdonado, enpero avn non perdiera la  
 saña, segund paresçio (ibid). 
These men had been previously pardoned by the king, and, since a process of reconciliation had 
already taken place, the executions did not obey a political logic and apparently followed no 
other end than the king’s desire to instill the fear of violence and emphasize the vulnerability of 
his subjects in front of the monarch.   
 In light of these reflections, and expanding on Foronda’s idea, it is accurate to declare 
that during Pedro’s reign, the poetics of espanto highlight the transition between objective and 
subjective violence, especially as the political and social community perceived the alteration of 
what might be considered normal and legitimate uses of violence.  Within the chronicle of Ayala 
the representation of violence against recognizable members of the court, as well as the 
catalogues of murders, emphasizes the excess of royal power; the murders ordered by the king 
are not considered by its witnesses reasonable or sanctioned uses of violence.  The depiction of 
the act relies not only on the description of the murders, but also on the naming of the victims, in 
making him or her visible and part of an unforgettable account that emphasizes the lack of any 
judicial guarantees.  The ordinariness of these accounts and the apparent abandonment of any 
type of concern with legitimacy suggests that Pedro’s politics of espanto are not a momentary 
lapse in judgment, that Foronda's discussion suggests, but the new order of things. Pedro had 
abandoned the fine balance between the temor and espanto that anchors the king’s authority in 
favor of the latter. 
 Furthermore, the assassination of key figures of the administration of Pedro I (many of 
the dead held political posts) highlights the the king’s overweening will and desires, even when 
they jeopardized the functionality of the government.  Such lack of administration impacted the 
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demands of different entities within the realm: the cities, the nobility and the church in the face 
of the deterioration of their capacity to act, to judge and be judged according to their own fueros 
and privilegios, or to be protected in times of need.  Pedro I refused to reign, but he also stripped 
the people of their power to reign in case the king is unable or unwilling to do so.  The king had 
made the kingdom inoperative. 
 
Fear of Violence and the Coronation of Enrique II 
 I would like to close the discussion on the representation of political violence within the 
Crónica with the fall of Burgos into Enrique’s hands, since it represents another aspect of this 
discussion: not only was king Pedro extremely violent towards his enemies, but he was also 
unwilling to protect his subjects when the threat of violence loomed over them.  After learning 
that Enrique had entered Castile and was planning to attack Burgos following his own 
proclamation as king, don Pedro tried to sneak out of the city and head to Seville where his 
treasure and children were.  The citizens begged him not to abandon the the city, asked him how 
they were going to defend themselves against don Enrique’s and the French mercenary forces 
when the king himself did not dare to face them, and finally requested that the king liberate the 
citizens from any ties of fealty that they had with him.  The king accepted and notaries put the 
terms in writing.   
 The king’s departure from the city had severe consequences.  First, the narration 
emphasizes the citizens’ sense of abandonment as they faced a military attack by the enemies of 
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the king,75 as well as Pedro’s cowardice and the pursuit of his self interest as he made strategic 
military decisions.76  Second, most of the burgaleses knights and squires stayed behind, since 
“non le querian bien [a don Pedro]” because “auia algunos dellos a quien matara los parientes e 
estauan sienpre a muy grand miedo” (XVII.iv emphasis mine).  Many of these men would go on 
to join don Enrique’s army.  And third, it was as a consequence of Burgos’ vulnerability that 
Enrique finally managed to crown himself king with a certain degree of legitimacy.  As Burgos 
debated what to do in case of an attack by the Trastámara forces, they determined that the best 
course of action was to approach don Enrique, to whom they still referred as conde, and offer to 
open the gates of the city to him and take him as king as long as he swears to keep their fueros 
and libertades.77  As Enrique approached Burgos, he stopped in the abbey of Santa María la Real 
de Las Huelgas, the same place where his father was crowned, and, surrounded by the symbols 
(aparejos) of royalty, he held his coronation ceremony.  The chronicler immediately remarks: “e 
de aqui adelante en esta coronica se llama ‘rrey’.”  The chronicler relinquishes any responsibility 
in the adjudication of the title; it was Burgos, abandoned by Pedro, who made Enrique king.  
When Pedro and his loyal vassals found themselves on the receiving end of political violence, 
the king renounced his duty as protector and officially relinquished his role as lord of Burgos.  
The threat of violence drove the city to accept Enrique as king, in the process validating his 
                                                
75 “E asi fue que los de la çibdat de Burgos desque vieron los fechos en tal estado e que el rrey don Pedro se yua 
para Seuilla sin les poner cobro alguno, entendieron que se non podrian anparar” (XVII.iv)   
76 E de cada dia le llegauan assaz conpañas, pero el rrey non cataua por al saluo por tener su camino para Seuilla. 
77 “E por esto enbiaron los de Burgos sus mensajeros a Briuiesca llamandole "conde" e desque fuesse en Burgos e 
les jurasse de guardar sus libertades, que le llamarian "rrey", e pidiendole por merçed que se viniesse para Burgos, 
ca elloslo acogerian commo su rrey e su señor, e lo podrian muy bien fazer sin caer en yerro e en verguença, * ca 
tenian quito el pleyto e omenaje que fizieran al rrey don Pedro e gelo quitara quando dende partio” (Crónica 
XVII.vi). Although in the edition of German Orduna the narrator refers to Enrique as king as soon as he is declared 
so in Briviesca, the edition by José Luis Martín still refers to him as count and will not call him king until the 
coronation in Burgos. 
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claim as king of Castile, which was only possible in the vacuum created by Pedro’s refusal to 
offer his subjects protection (amparamiento) against his own enemies.78  
 
 Ayala closes the account of King Pedro’s life with a semblanza,  in which he asserts that 
he “mato muchos en su rregno, por lo qual le vino todo el daño que auedes oydo.”  The phrase 
functions as an epigram that sums up the general matter of his chronicle,79 and the verdict is 
stated in an unambiguous and direct way: his fate was the consequence of the egregious number 
of murders that characterize his reign.  Robert Folger has proposed that we see the semblanzas as 
a commemoration of the deceased kings, as an epitaph that honors the king that had passed (50).  
If this is the case, the end of Pedro’s chronicle not only commemorates his life, but brings to the 
forefront the life and death of all those murdered during his reign: “mato muchos en su rregno.”  
Political violence is ever present in the chronicle.  Its representation attempts to account for the 
discontinuity that Pedro’s murder and Enrique’s coronation as king represented.  By bringing the 
dead forward and making fear of physical harm one of the main reasons behind the actions of his 
subjects, rebellion and tyrannicide, and “todo el daño que auedes oydo,” become the founding 
forces that legitimize the new dynasty.  As we have seen, the chronicle aims to make political 
violence visible as a legitimate explanation of the discontinuity that the assassination of a king 
and the rise of a new dynasty posed.
                                                
78 During the negotiations with Pedro, the people of Burgos always refer to don Enrique as “el vuestro enemigo.” 
79 On the epigrams in the semblanzas of Ayala see Folger 49 
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CHAPTER TWO: Specula Principum and the Wisdom of Kings 
 
The memory of the reign of Pedro I is conditioned by two of the texts most deeply 
associated with him, the Glosa Castellana al Regimiento de Príncipes de Egidio Romano and the 
Crónica del rey don Pedro.  Because of the number of surviving manuscripts that can be dated to 
the last years of the Middle Ages and the Early Modern period, as well as the proliferation of 
printed editions,80 we know that both texts were well known and widely read.  The memory of 
Pedro I’s death is, therefore, prone to be judged in light of the ideas expressed in those two texts.  
In this chapter I will focus on the ethical and political ideas developed in the Glosa as a medium 
for political theorization, as opposed to didacticism.  This will allow me to better understand how 
the Castilian milieu engaged with and developed ideas of the king and monarchy that would 
become instrumental to the development of concepts of tyranny and excessive violence in the 
aftermath of the civil war. 
As established in the previous chapter, when a ruler refuses to fulfill his role as a fair 
judge in favor of a regime of violence with no legal legitimacy, the bond that connects him to his 
subjects is based on terror, and rebellion becomes legitimate.  In this chapter I will explore how 
the Glosa Castellana provides a specialized language to discuss law and justice in relation to a 
form of knowledge, saber, that mediates between the two.  The ethical character of a king 
acquires political center stage since a balancing act between his human attributes and flaws will 
evaluate his worth as a judge.  This portrayal of a king, which I will argue is not perfect, provides 
                                                
80 For the manuscripts of the Glosa see Diez Garretas et al. Los Manuscritos de la Glosa Castellana; for the printed 
editions see the introduction of Beneyto Pérez to the modern edition (1947 and 2005), for the Crónica see Garcia, 
Obra y personalidad. 
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a space for articulating and critiquing the nature of monarchy and the limits of its power.  I will 
also explore the development of ideas about tyranny and the exercise of power in the jurists and 
theologians of the time, since how these new ideas were received will affect the reading of the 
major concepts explored in this chapter.  Mirrors of princes in particular address political themes 
within a framework that cannot be reduced to propaganda or dogma81 but which points to a 
theoretical interest in significant and contemporary political problems.  In the context of 14th 
century Castile, La glosa castellana, compiled and commented on by Fray Juan García de 
Castrojeriz, is exemplary.  By means of a gloss that occupies a different space on the page 
whether on the manuscript or printed edition --it sometimes envelops, sometimes is confused 
with the central text— García de Castrojeriz highlights and brings up to date the themes relevant 
to his society.  In this chapter I will explore how the Glosa, as one of the most important sources 
of political ideas and theory of lay society, tackled and fueled the debates about controversial 
themes such as monarchy, the limits of its power and tyranny by developing the theme of saber 
and its relationship to justice and the law.     
 The society that read mirrors for princes is characterized by the variety of its members -old 
aristocracy, lower nobility, professional letrados and the rising bourgeoisie of the cities- as well 
as its intent to participate in politics.  Already during the 13th century the “new national 
monarchies” had become “polity-centered,” that is to say, their center of gravity had “changed 
                                                
81 Hugo O. Bizzarri (2012), one of the most prolific scholars of the Castilian mirrors, asserts that one of these texts 
main features is their uniform and dogmatic character.  I think that such an approach limits the discourse of the 
specula to a programatic transmission of an official message. 
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from the ruling personages, to the ruled collectivities.”82  The growing collectivity of political 
actors was negotiating their place within government, acquiring a distinctive vocabulary to talk 
about their craft, and drawing from different sources for methods of thinking, conceiving and 
understanding the evolving monarchies of the late Middle Ages.  They all shared as well a 
corpus of exemplary models of kings (both Biblical and from classic antiquity), and several 
authorities on political theory, such as Cicero, John of Salisbury and the Aristotle made available 
by scholasticism.  García de Castrojeriz drew from these sources. 
 The kings of the Old Testament, particularly David and his son Solomon, remained the 
archetypical models of kingship.  Within the comments, glosses and representations of their 
personas, sapientia arises as a distinct political attribute.  The acquisition of knowledge (saber in 
the Castilian treatises) in order to reign according to justice became a common theme in Late 
Medieval literature.  Solomon remained an authoritative figure, and the books attributed to him 
were carefully studied as models for political affairs.83  Moreover, during the late XII and early 
XIII centuries, both Castile and Navarra established wisdom as a major political attribute of their 
kings.84  In the specula, including the Glosa Castellana, the association between the concepts of 
wisdom and justice surfaces as a leitmotif that identifies this paradigmatic conception of 
knowledge with the exercise of justice.  In the gloss to the first chapter Fray Juan García quotes 
David’s prayer to the Lord:  “Oh Sennor, dame e ensénname bondad e sabiduría e sciencia por 
que pueda complir tu ley e facer justicia en todas mis obras…”  Immediately afterwards he 
                                                
82 Kantorowicz, Ernst Hartwig.  The king's two bodies: a study in mediaeval political theology. Princeton 
University Press, 1997.  193 
83 Francomano "The Lady Vanishes,” 312. 
84 Rucquoi 2006, 9-45. 
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presents the episode in which, after being crowned, Solomon ask Jehovah for wisdom: “¡Oh 
Sennor, dame corazón sabio porque pueda bien juzgar este tu pueblo…!” (14).   
 Treatises dedicated to the prince, specula principum, are seldom considered serious 
inquiries into the nature of government, politics and power.  They are usually classified as works 
of propaganda with little to offer to the development of political ideas (Nieto Soria, Orígenes), or 
as part of wisdom literature that aims specifically for the eternal salvation of the prince (Haro 
Cortés, Los compendios).  I propose an alternate reading: the specula principum propose a 
particular conception of politics that entails the understanding of political associations between 
people and the administration of the res publica by means of the rational application of the law 
and the administration of justice.  Their aim, as the texts themselves state, is to offer a very 
distinct kind of knowledge, saber, and that knowledge is political in nature.  The language 
employed to describe, however, is not necessarily recognizable as political to a modern scholar, 
since the conception of exercising political power over a community, to govern it, entailed a 
variety of duties that went beyond our modern ideas of government: moral, spiritual, educational, 
among others (Senellart 22-26).  A suitable princeps, while not necessarily perfect, will use this 
saber as mediator between the law and justice to guide his people towards a good and virtuous 
life. 
 
Mirror for Princes and Political Theory 
 The prevalence of the specula in times of turmoil, such as the aftermath of a regicide, is 
significant, since the formal aspect of the texts a society prefers for investigating specific themes 
is not gratuitous.  The selection is in itself, as Jaume Aurell describes it, an “ideological and 
rhetorical choice” (111).  He also points out that the choice of genre choice can reveal the 
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changes and developments of its intended audience since “genre classification was based on 
content rather than on form, aiding the listener/reader in making logical connections and 
distinctions” (111).85  Defining the genre of the specula is not a straightforward task, however.  
The term itself is not a category that late medieval authors commonly used, but a term mostly 
employed by modern scholars (Jónsson 1-18).  Works usually classified within this rubric form 
an eclectic corpus, going from collections of florilegia to systematic scholastic approaches.  
Although we can find references to mirror imagery in the prologues of Castilian specula, their 
titles are varied and do not follow a model; the titles are diverse enough that one cannot suggest 
an alternate term for specula.  The term therefore becomes instrumental for categorizing various 
texts dedicated, according to their prologues, to the ethical, political and moral formation of the 
ruler, who in turn can serve as a guide for the ruled.86  Hugo Oscar Bizzarri has worked 
extensively on this matter and identifies as its most salient traits a trifunctional conception of 
political science common since Aristotle: ethics, economy and politics, as well as the difficulty 
in dating the works and its transition between Western and Islamic traditions (“Sermones”).  
However difficult it might be to produce a unified description of the genre, the surviving 
testimonies are usually grouped in manuscripts with other specula, which suggests that by the 
late Middle Ages and Early Modern period, they were received as texts that shared certain traits 
and achieved a similar or complementary purpose.  This observation is important because, as 
critics such as Gabrielle Spiegel (“Social Logic”) and Hans Robert Jauss (“Literary History”) 
remind us, it is important to recognize a genre’s effectiveness to summon several commonplaces 
                                                
85 See also: Ralf Cohen, “History and Genre,” New Literary History 17 (1986): 214–16.   
86 See for example the prologues to Libro de los doze sabios, Secreto de los secretos, Flores de filosofía, and the 
introductory section to the “Castigos del rey de Mentón” within the Libro del Caballero Zifar, amongst other. 
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and methods that both authors and readers employed to decode a message.   
The question of genre also influences the manner in which we approach these texts today.  Our 
contemporary understanding of the Middle Ages’ capacity for and interest in producing theories 
about society, ethics, morality and politics seems to be determined by our preference for 
particular characteristics in theoretical texts, and the specula do not meet these expectations.  
Scholars of history and political theory assume that there was no formal engagement with the 
theoretical aspects of politics. For example, the Cambridge History of Medieval Political 
Thought opens with the following: “For most medieval thinkers the analysis, whether conceptual 
or institutional, of politics in its original Greek sense was neither relevant nor possible…  
Concepts and terminology derived from Aristotle’s Politics… became common intellectual 
currency; and yet there is no medieval work challenging even distant comparison with that 
massive treatise (Aristotle’s Politics).  The influence of Platonic or neo-Platonic ideas was no 
doubt more continuous, though the light it shed was refracted; but there was no medieval text of 
the character, let alone the caliber, of Plato’s Republic”(1).  In descriptions such as this one, the 
evaluation of political thought is dependent upon the affinity, or lack of affinity, of the text to 
models, concepts and ideas of antiquity, exemplified by Aristotle, that will not be recovered until 
the advent of modernity.    
 On the other hand, the works of scholars such as José Manuel Nieto Soria in this area are 
an important demonstration that medieval thinkers recognized the political content of literature, 
history, ceremonies and other forms of discourse as well as the effectiveness of propaganda as a 
political strategy, especially when facing political challenges.  But this recognition led to interest 
in the propagandistic quality of any text that presented political ideas.  Propaganda as a form of 
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communication is not a modern invention.87  Propaganda, however, as a premeditated message 
that is put into circulation by those in power, or seeking power, to produce a sense of cohesion 
within a group and /or move to action a population (Ellul 61), has an inherently negative 
connotation, and this line of study has monopolized the approach to texts that exhibit political 
intentions.  As Carrasco Machado investigates the manifestations of propaganda awareness in 
15th century Castile, she seems to imply that a text that aims to achieve a political end is, de 
facto, propaganda, and highlights the negative response of many authors towards this form of 
manipulation.  But while it is valuable in the study of medieval conceptions of power to 
recognize that politicians were indeed conscious of the propagandistic connotations that many of 
their actions had, it is unwarranted to reduce all political acts of communication to propaganda.  
They are propaganda, but this is not all that they are.  While it seems undeniable that these texts 
were an effective tool in the dissemination of political ideas during turbulent times, it is equally 
important to appreciate them as a textual space of contemplation and formulation of political 
practices and relationships of power.  By political practices and relationships I mean the modes 
of action and discourse available to a subject as his relationship with other members of the court 
unfolded.    
 Furthermore, in the case of Castilian Specula another major particularity concerning the 
word employed in the texts that refer to their teachings should be pointed out: castigos.  In a 
1994 essay, Juan Manuel Cacho Blecua asserts the importance of the juridical consideration of 
                                                
87 Orígenes de la monarquía hispánica.  Propaganda y legitimación, ca. 1400-1520. José Manuel Nieto Soria, 
ed.  Madrid, Dykinson, 1999. 
For a survey of the observations and conclusions reached by scholars of late Medieval Castilian history see 
Manchado, Ana Isabel Carrasco. "Aproximación al problema de la consciencia propagandístico en algunos 
escritores políticos del siglo XV." En la España medieval 21 (1998): 229. 
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this concept.  As it appears in the Segunda Partida “castigo es ligero amonestamiento de palabra 
o de ferida que face el cabdiello contra algunos cuando le fuesen desmandados, o non fuesen 
sabidores de las cosas que han de guardar en la guerra” (XXVII.I cited by Cacho Blecua 158, 
emphasis mine).  Paying special attention to the definition and the discussion of the concept in 
Castigos del Rey don Sancho IV (“Castigo tanto quiere dezir commo aperçebimiento de conocer 
las cosas e no errar”) the author determines that there are certain coercive mechanisms that 
warrant the compliance of the castigo (“El título de los Castigos y Documentos de Sancho IV” 
158), a sense already present in the Espéculo, one of the earliest of Alfonso X’s legal treaties 
(1255).88  Castigos, therefore, can be considered a legal resource, even more so when we take 
into account that the law was considered a form of wisdom.89  This sense of the word appears 
mostly in the oldest manuscripts, and it was still relevant during the reign of the first 
Trastámaras.  Still, the legal angle of the concept and its repercussions on our understanding of 
the constitution of the texts and their intended audience has not been explored further since 
Cacho Blecua’s article.  Shortly after, Hugo Bizzarri made a detailed account of the relationship 
between the evolution of legal matters and wisdom literature. The author states that the specula 
are a vehicle for communicating and supporting legal reforms (“Las colecciones”).  To Bizzarri’s 
thorough exposition I would add that it is in the context of the specula that conversations and 
debates around those reforms take place. 
 
                                                
88 For the chronology of the legislative works of Alfonso X, see Craddock “La cronología de las obras legislativas 
de Alfonso X." 
89 See Maiolo, Medieval Sovereignty. 
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 The Glosa Castellana al Regimiento de Príncipes, a Castilian Political Treaty 
The society of the European late Middle Ages, and Castile is no exception, saw a significant 
transformation of the organization of government and political practices which brought about 
ideological disputes and questions about the nature of monarchical power.  An examination of 
both the text of the Glosa and its manuscript tradition allows us to identify the subject matters 
that arose and those that remained a constant preoccupation from the second half of the 14th 
century onwards.  A scrutiny of the interventions and expansions of Fray Juan reveals how the 
text engages with a broad tradition of political theory relevant to the problems faced by the 
Castilian political class, a class that was changing as educated laymen, mostly juristas, and 
members of the bourgeoisie attempted to gain power within the court.90  The Glosa is 
instrumental in understanding the political ideas that were current prior, during and after the civil 
war, and, as such, it grants us a new approach to the political conditions that rendered rebellion 
feasible and legitimate and the enthronement of a new dynasty a success, while simultaneously 
allowing us to understand the relevance of the Glosa in the political debates of late 14th and 
early 15th centuries Castile.  The Glosa can help us understand the tenets under which the nature 
of the integration into the monarchical apparatus of both those who gained political power during 
the civil war (1366-1369) and the defeated Petrist forces that sought to reclaim their place at 
court becomes possible.  It can particularly help bridge the paradox of how Pedro’s subjects, 
especially those who denied but later accepted the authority of Enrique de Trastámara, view the 
nature of political power and relationships.     
                                                
90 See Rodríguez-Velasco, Ciudadanía, soberanía monárquica y caballería. 
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 Don Bernabé, bishop of Osma, commissioned the translation of the treaty at a time in 
which the monarchy had acquired the character of a legal community; it had its own laws that 
differentiated it from other kingdoms.91  Although the number of jurists was growing as part of 
the professionalization of governmental positions,92 not all educated men had first hand 
knowledge of the sources penned and employed by jurists and theologians.  Many of them were 
members of the nobility belonging to either old aristocratic lineages or to the lower professional 
nobility that gained power under the rule of the Trastámaras.  Others formed part of the 
bourgeoisie of the blooming cities, rich and powerful citizens that aimed to participate in the 
political system.93  As the history of the surviving testimonies of the Glosa show, most of the 
manuscripts were part of the private libraries of those directly involved with politics.94 The 
question remains: how can we understand the reading practices of this group?  How did they 
approach the Glosa?   To answer this questions I believe it is best to understand these texts as 
examinations of a subject’s political condition: not as prescriptive training, but as texts requiring 
the engagement of the reader, an understanding of his circumstances and the political landscape 
of the time. The text works both as a textual site for the formulation of the concepts of saber, ley 
and justicia and as shared space for the reflection and negotiation of those concepts.  Their 
relevance to the political problems and changing circumstances of the Late Middle Ages required 
                                                
91 The expression legal community is from José Antonio Maravall, cited by José Manuel Nieto Soria in “El reino: la 
monarquía bajomedieval como articulación ideológico- jurídica de un espacio político.” 
92 Rodríguez Velasco  Ciudadanía, soberanía monárquica y caballería. 
93 See Asenjo González. 
94 See the section of “Historia” for each manuscript in: Garretas, María Jesús Díez, José Manuel Fradejas Rueda, 
and Isabel Acero Durántez. Los manuscritos de la versión castellana del De regimine principium de Gil de Roma. 
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considerable revision and adaptation, as the extensive work of García de Castrojériz and later 
compilers attests.     
 The specula’s contribution in general to the discourses on tyranny cannot be ignored 
precisely because of their interest in outlining the role of this saber in politics.  They have as 
their starting point the recognition that when a legitimate prince turns to tyranny the resources 
for making him accountable for his actions are basically non-existent.  Only the prince can hold 
himself responsible for his actions and the power that is bestowed upon him, so his political 
formation becomes the first line of defense against tyranny.  The specula offer the most detailed 
theorization about both the ethical and political aspects of the figure of the princeps that 
members of lay society would probably come upon.  Through the Late Middle Ages, the 
Castilian specula became one of the most important instruments used to explore the nature of 
political relationships during and after times of political unrest.  It is not a coincidence that some 
of the most popular texts are directly associated with a king and the political challenges he faced: 
Doze Sabios with Alfonso X, Castigos y Documentos with Sancho IV, and La Glosa Castellana 
al Regimiento de príncipes de Egidio Romano with Pedro I.    
There are at least two Castilian translations of the Aegidian text. Of these, the Glosa is the 
earliest and, if we take into account the surviving testimonies, the most popular.  Drawing from 
an eclectic collection of sources, the Glosa transforms both the text of Aegidius, and the 
relationship between its sources: García de Castrojeriz, by commenting on and refuting the text, 
draws in references in the form of exempla, explanations, and patristic sources, among others, 
that drastically change the approach to politics and, by consequence, the production of meaning, 
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of the Aegidius Romanus’ text.95  From the comment to the first chapter in which the project and 
methodology of the text is outlined, the Glosa announces that it is indeed different from the Latin 
original: “E aquí conviene de notar que estos enxemplos no están en el texto todos cuantos aquí 
se podrían traer, e por ende es annadida esta compilación en que están muchos castigos e 
enxemplos e castigos buenos donde todos se puedan informar muy bien” (16).   The text 
becomes eminently Castilian as the gloss dwells on the particular situations and problems faced 
in the Peninsular milieu.96   
In light on this, and to the propositions about genre already mentioned, I will add that the 
inquiries about the negotiations among the members of a specific society must go hand in hand 
with the consideration of how our specific sources, in this case the Glosa, approached the 
materials and traditions about politics and government, such as the Biblical and patristic 
conceptions of monarchy, the scholastic debates about politics, government and the relationship 
between Church and State, the growing interest in the study, formulation and compilation of 
laws, among others, and how the Glosa transformed them through its selection, additions, 
suppressions and commentaries.  At the same time, we must take into account the literary forms 
that were familiar to a lay, albeit small, audience.  Reading well-known stories and biblical 
passages in the structure created by the specula provided a new frame of interpretation that 
transformed the meaning of the narratives that they presented.  Fray Juan García also added and 
commented on many exemplos, “a narrative enactment of cultural authority” (Scanlon 34), that 
                                                
95 For general considerations on Aegidius’ original latin text see Briggs Giles of Rome’s  “De regimine principum."  
96 The first translation in the Iberian Peninsula was the already mentioned Castilian translation by Fray Juan García 
de Castrojeriz, which was also present in the libraries of nobles outside Castile, such as MS da Livraria 1796, today 
in Lisbon and Ms B95-V3-27 of the Fundación Bartolomé March Servera in Palma de Mallorca.  For a more 
detailed account of the translations to vernacular languages see Briggs, 14-19. 
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aimed to persuade the listener to act in a certain way. The comments and the exemplos provide a 
frame of reference and interpretation that makes the reading of the Castilian version radically 
different from the numerous Latin and other vernacular versions circulating through Europe at 
the time. 
The rendering that Aegidius himself makes of his sources, which he rarely cites by name, 
is conditioned by his formation.  Thus his readings of Augustine, considered sometimes the first 
political thinker of Christianity, the Bible and patristic texts, as well as his understanding of the 
law and the political situations of his own day, are mediated by his scholastic formation.  His 
appreciations of Aristotle are, in turn, influenced by the work of St Thomas Aquinas, such as the 
Summa Theologica and his Sententiae on The Ethics and Politics (Briggs 10).  In a similar way, 
Fray Juan García’s exposition of Aegidius’ text, his major suppressions and his constant 
explanations and amplifications point to an obsession with shaping and controlling the 
production of meaning.  Besides establishing its aim for a broad audience, the framing, in some 
cases literal, of the text of Aegidius by the gloss of García, points to the aim of understanding 
local and current situations, not to an interest in a general and abstract conception of politics and 
society that Aegidius had in mind.   
 In a process that still needs to be studied, the Castilian translation and gloss to De 
Regimine Principum end up outshining Aegidius’ text.  García de Castrojeriz sometimes seems 
interested in the text only as a medium for his commentary, and some of the surviving 
manuscripts show little or no interest in marking the limits between text and gloss: the Glosa 
goes from the margins to the center of the page and finally replaces Aegidius work in several 
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manuscripts.97  The twenty four surviving testimonies can be grouped in three stages: first, the 
translation and gloss of García de Castrojeriz; these are directly associated with the person of 
Pedro I and present a dedication similar to the following:98 
Aquí comiença el libro intitulado Regimiento de Príncipes.  Fecho e ordenado por Fray Gil 
de Roma del Orden de Sant Agustín.  E hízolo trasladar de latín en romance don Bernabé, 
Obispo de Osma, para onrra e ensennamiento del muy noble infante don Pedro, fijo 
primero, heredero del muy alto e muy noble don Alfonso, Rey de Castilla, de Toledo, de 
León, etc..  (Glosa Castellana 3) 
Through its association with the royal family, the text that don Bernabé commissions became an 
official document about the formation of Pedro as heir and future king.  In the second stage,, a 
group of manuscripts omits the translation and copies only the gloss.  There is a third group of 
manuscripts that present a shorter version of the translation.99  Many of the manuscripts that do 
not include the dedication would later still be identified by its owners in marginal notes as the 
text intended for the education of Pedro I.  The relevance of this work is further proved by its 
                                                
97 For an outline of the problem see Rodríguez Velasco, Jesús D. "La" Bibliotheca" y los márgenes.”  For a detailed 
description of the surviving manuscripts of the Castilian translation see: Garretas, et al, Los manuscritos. 
98 The testimonies are: BNM 1800, BNM INC/242, Biblioteca de San Lorenzo del Escorial h.I.8, Biblioteca de San 
Lorenzo del Escorial h.III.2, Biblioteca de San Lorenzo del Escorial k.I.5, Biblioteca General Histórica de la 
Universidad de Salamanca 2709 (it is listed erroneously as 2097 in Philobiblon), Valladolid Biblioteca Histórica de 
Santa Cruz 251, Madrid Biblioteca Real II/215, Madrid Fundación Lázaro Galdeano 289. 
The version quoted here was published by the Centro de Estudios Políticos y Constitucionales in 1947 and edited 
by Beneyto Pérez.  No Castilian manuscript that I have had the opportunity to examine corresponds exactly with 
this text, as is common in modern editions of Medieval manuscripts.  However, the dedication in the manuscripts 
do share the same information: the translation was made by Fray Juan García by order of Bernabé, Obispo de 
Osma, for the purpose of the political formation of the future Pedro I of Castile. 
99 Rodríguez Velasco proposed that this might be a second translation and not a simple remaniement of the previous 
(“La ‘Bibliotheca’” 122). 
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popularity.  Not only was it widely copied, but it was one of only two vernacular translations to 
make it to the printing press, the Catalan translation being the other (Briggs 150).  The 
incunabulum of 1494, besides being the only surviving testimony that contains the three parts of 
the book, retains the dedication to Pedro.  This suggests that the text, regardless of the version it 
represented, was associated with the name of the Cruel King .     
 Although most of the manuscript can be dated to the 15th century or later, the reference 
to Pedro I, as well as his role as mediating figure in understanding the monarchical theory of the 
treaty, surpasses the limits of the civil war.  If several owners felt that it was necessary to provide 
such information, I will venture the theory that the reading of the text was, many a time, 
determined by the history of Pedro’s reign.  The Glosa helps us to understand how the conditions 
of Pedro’s fall from power was understood within a specific theory of the monarch.  It is 
instrumental in understanding how Castilian society thought about monarchy after the death of 
Pedro I and the coronation of an illegitimate king, Enrique II.  It makes available a specialized 
language suitable for the debates about the legitimacy of a king and under which terms his 
subjects accepted him. 
 
The Emergence of a Political Language 
 Language is a major difficulty in the identification of medieval political literature, or 
more specifically, the supposed inexistence of a language for politics.  Besides that many of the 
concepts used to describe relationships of power were characterized by a polysemy that is not 
obvious to the modern scholar (Senellart 19-59), the scholastic language employed by Aegidius 
and later adapted and transformed by García de Castrojeriz has been described since the 
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Renaissance, as Alain Boureau reminds us, as a language tied to theological questions and 
trapped in its musings and the circularity of its arguments (L’Empire).  According to this 
judgment, the few aspects of politics that were discussed during the Middle Ages were 
approached as ancillary aspects of theology, never achieving the status of a serious area of 
inquiry outside the confines of theology.  However, many testimonies survive of the concern for 
the development of an independent language for the science of politics.  As Aquinas remarks in 
his introduction to the Politics of Aristotle, it had become necessary to complement philosophy 
with the teachings proper to a political, and therefore civil, science.100  Like Aquinas, the 
Franciscan William of Ockham was convinced that, when considering relationships of power, 
theological language should give way to a discourse more proper for political conceptualization.  
Moreover, he believed that inquiries about public secular power (as opposed to Papal power) 
should be left to experts in civil law (Breviloquium 1.10).   His observation highlights a dispute 
between jurists and theologians that became more heated as civil lawyers became more prevalent 
in public affairs.  Already during the second half of the 13th century, Aegidius Romanus had 
famously declared that “legistae appelari possunt idiotae politici.”  For Aegidius, in order to talk 
about politics, there was a proper method, with “ratione,” not with “narratione” as lawyers did, 
and a philosophical vocabulary that was unfortunately being replaced by a legal and technical 
language.101   
                                                
100 “Since therefore this whole which is the city must be subjected to the judgment of reason, it was necessary to 
complement philosophy by propounding a discipline which concerns the city and which is called political, that is, 
civil science.”  Quoted by Canning, The Political Thought of Baldus de Ubaldis, 161. 
101 De Regimine Principum II.2.8.  The phrase is omitted in the translation of Juan García de Castrojeriz. For a 
detailed analysis of the passage see Rodríguez-Velasco “Political idiots.” 
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 Accordingly, the question of language and political concepts also marks an approach to 
the treatment of tyranny that is more clearly independent from theological language and 
preoccupations.  The ethical and moral stance of a ruler concern the jurist purely in its political 
manifestations and not in the consequences that they might have for the soul of the prince.  For 
example, Bartolo da Sassoferrato asserts in De Tyranno, after calling himself “legum doctor 
minimus,” that “tyrannides que est in sola cogitatione non pertinet ad iuristam, quia cogitationis 
penam nemo meretur…  ideo eam non expono sed dimitto theologis” (II).102  The matters that are 
of importance to the law are those that express themselves in the actions and the words of the 
ruler, the interactions between his subjects, and the efficacious functioning of a society, not the 
intentions or salvation of the governing party.  Furthermore in De Regimine Civitatis, Bartolo is 
absolutely clear about the approximation to politics as a specific area of investigation.  When 
inquiring into what is the best kind of government, he starts by affirming that “[h]ec investigatio 
necessaria est iuristi, quoniam domini universales dum de reformatione civitatis tractant, vel 
iuristas consulunt, vel eis committunt, vel cum ipsi assident apud eos de regimine civitatis  
querela proponitur.”103  He goes on to explain the best form of government, according to 
Aristotle, and as presented by Aegidius in his De Regimine, monarchy.  Jurists however, says 
Bartolo, are not familiar with the Aristotelian vocabulary, so he will make a translation of sorts, 
to a legal vocabulary.  For Bartolo, philosophy, and the way in which theologians use 
philosophy, is a way of discussing and illustrating political matters, but these political principles 
can also be presented in a different language, that is, the language of the law.  Other jurists 
                                                
102 I cite by the edition of Quaglioni in Politica e Dirito, 180. 
103 Quaglioni, “Per una edizione,” 78. 
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responded with the incorporation of Aristotelian concepts of politics into civil law, but giving 
them a preeminently juridical character.  Baldus de Ubaldis, a student of Bartolo’s, achieved this 
by identifying political matters (cosa politica) with the political relationship between the ruler 
and his subjects.104  Similarly, late Medieval Castilian treatises, especially the Glosa Castellana, 
regulate and organize relationships of a political and governmental nature combining Aristotelian 
concepts with legal language, the use of the term castigo being but one of the most prominent 
examples of this. 
 This late medieval anxiety about achieving a comprehensive and suitable practice and 
vocabulary to discuss political and public affairs makes it hard to sustain the idea that there had 
been no substantial investment in politics as a science until we reach the modern age.  As we talk 
about the emergence of this preoccupation, we are not witnessing a linear progression towards 
modern political theories, and I am not framing this conflict as a dispute between ecclesiastical 
and civil authorities.  Let us not forget that both Thomas Aquinas and William of Ockham had 
already called for the development of political science as an independent area of inquiry.   What 
we are witnessing is a debate about different ways to think about politics as a science and the 




                                                
104 Maurizio Viroli. Dalla politica alla ragion di stato: la scienza del governo tra XIII e XVII secolo. Roma: 
Donzelli Editore, 1994. 37-48 
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The Glosa Castellana, the Medieval Exemplum and Political Life   
 Recent scholarship has shown that we can identify the emergence of a distinctly political 
language starting from the second half of the 13th century.  Boureau identifies various factors as 
causes of a renewed interest in politics. These include a growing population and the uncertainty 
about the prolongation of the wait for the Parousia, both of which posed a central question to 
scholasticism: how are humans to behave here on Earth while we wait for the end of time.  
Certainly, monastic life could not be the only viable way of achieving eternity (Religion 118-
120).  
 Fray Juan approaches these issues in the opening chapters of the first book by taking on a 
question posed by Cicero and further developed within a Christian framework by Saint 
Augustine: which life is best.  Fray Juan highlights three manners of living and defines them 
according to Augustine’s teachings: la vida deleitosa, which follows the gratification of the 
senses and is not worth living, la vida política, defined in some manuscripts as a life of work105, 
and la vida contemplativa.  These last two can lead to a happy life and eternal salvation.  
Boureau recognizes that it was religious interest that first sparked formal considerations about 
politics and power while at the same time insisting firmly on the need to view the preeminence 
of one way of life or another field of study as something that was not fixed.  Medieval religion, 
states Boureau, had little to do with what we call religion today and it was common for it to 
address themes of juridical, political and economic natures (Religion 196).  Alternatively, 
Maurizio Viroli points out that the development of a specialized language for politics has roots in 
                                                
105 BNM 1208 f 2v, BNM 1800 f 7r, other testimonies do not specify what is meant by vida política. 
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the tradition of the political virtues, civil law and Aristotelianism, which implies that the 
European Middle Ages did not lose touch completely with classical political language. To 
recognize the development of this vocabulary, Maurizio Viroli proposes that we understand 
politics as the “arte di conservare una respublica, nel senso classico di una comunità di individui 
che vivono insieme in giustizia, e la politica como arte dello stato, ovvero l’abilità di mantenere 
lo stato nel senso del potere di una persona o di un gruppo sulle istituzioni pubbliche” (viii).      
 As I have remarked above, the Glosa deeply transforms the Aegidian text.  If the political 
circumstances were unproblematic and consistent there would have been no need for an 
adaptation of the dimensions of García de Castrojériz endeavor; a literal translation would have 
been sufficient.  The contribution of the Glosa to the ideas of Aegidius has been assessed in 
different ways: from its misunderstanding of the De Regimine’s structure (Álvarez Turienzo, 
López de Goicochea) to its importance in adapting the text to the Castilian situation (Martín 
Sanz).  Even more significant are the observations of a group of professors at the Universidad de 
Valladolid, who pointed out that a second stage in the copying and diffusion of the Glosa 
suppresses most of the translation while keeping intact or expanding the gloss (Diez Garretas, et 
al. “Aproximación”).   
 Regardless of the different approaches, what is undeniable is that the Glosa offers an 
altered version of the text penned by Aegidius.  This does not mean that the first Castilian 
translation, as well as later adaptations, was not a valuable and practical instrument in the 
political debates of late medieval Castile.  And I do not agree with the approach that sees a lack 
of understanding of Aegidius’ political principles.  The omissions and changes introduced in the 
Glosa are indicators of the themes that were important to late 14th and 15th century Castilian 
society.  Consequently, the stress in the Glosa on the theorization of the princeps does not reflect 
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a series of commonplaces or oversimplifications of the understanding of the monarch.  Rather it 
points to concerns about the legitimacy of the ruler and his political collaborators as well as the 
continuous negotiations of the ideas of legitimacy that were taking place as the political 
landscape was rapidly changing.   Moreover, the Glosa functions as an appeal to consider and 
expand the concepts and ideas laid out by both Aegidius and Fray Juan.  Further glossing, 
abbreviation and expansion of the gloss attest to the rapidly changing condition of both the 
political and ideological landscape. 
 Despite these transformations, García de Castrojériz keeps the Aristotelian tripartite 
division presented in Aegidius: Ethics which “muestra al rey e a todo omme governar a sí 
mismo,” Economics, dedicated to “su casa y su companna,” and Politics, which centers around 
“governar las cibdades e el reino” (I.i.2, 19). Through these three parts, he will favor the 
exposition of moral and ethical themes related to social conduct: “a saber el omme bien vivir 
entre ommes e governar a sí mismo e a los otros, si es que ha de governar a otros” (I.i.3, 21).  
The Glossa’s structural subserviency to De Regimine has led scholars to declare that García 
brings nothing new to the table; he first and foremost reproduces the ideas of Aegidius (see for 
example Martín Sanz).  However, Fray Juan adds several chapters at the beginning of the first 
Book to explain the method of his translation. He warns his readers that they will find many 
exemplos that are not present in the Aegidian text since it does not contain all the necessary 
examples to make the matter at hand accessible not only to kings, but also to “todos los ommes” 
(I.i.1, 15-16).106  Boureau, when studying the tradition of glossing within the scholastic milieu, 
                                                
106 E aquí conviene notar que estos enxemplos [los de la glosa] no están en el texto todos cuantos aquí se podrían 
traer… E puesto que este libro ensenna a grandes e a pequennos, e a mayores e a menores, e a viejos e a mancebos, 
a casados e a casadas, a cada uno según sus condiciones... 16 
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points out that it is precisely in the continuous gloss and commentary to the texts that we can see 
their dynamism at its best, as well as the emergence and deepening of the question about the 
matter under discussion (L’Empire 53).  The exemplum is Fray Juan’s (and his later compilers’) 
preferred method of commentary.  
 Defining exemplum, however, is not an easy endeavor because of its broad use during 
medieval times.  As Eloisa Palafox remarks, exemplum not only denoted a narrative form, but 
also a way of approaching the interpretation of an assortment of social and cultural situations 
(11).  Larry Scanlon emphasizes that modern scholars have failed to ascribe  “an adequate notion 
of power” to the exemplum despite the fact that we recognize it as a “narrative form which 
explicitly combines narrative with cultural authority” (4-5).  It is equally important to point out 
that an exemplum is usually imbedded in a larger text, be it a narrative or a more theoretical 
work such as the specula, that provides certain cues to the readers as to the direction in which 
they should interpret the moral of the story; the frame, however, does not exhaust its meaning.107  
Already in classical antiquity Aristotle had emphasized the role of examples, paradeigma, as part 
of the rhetoric of persuasion.  Both Cicero and Quintilian later developed their own theories of 
exemplarity.  Quintilian in particular stresses that the exemplum aims not only to persuade but 
also to move the audience towards a specific course of action.108  The fact that the exemplum 
demands reflection then, does not mean that it is an exercise of passive contemplation; it 
demands action. 
 Another important aspect that needs to be underscored is that the specula employ a rhetoric 
                                                
107 For a review of the recent scholarship about the exemplum, see de Looze “Analogy.” 
108 For an overview of the development on the terms paradeigma and exemplum see McCormick “Argument by 
Comparison.”  For the transit of the classical exemplum into Christian tradition see Scanlon Narrative, esp 32-33.  
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fairly popular both in and outside church walls, the sermon.  Because of the ample use of the 
exemplum in homiletic discourse, especially after the reforms implemented by the fourth Lateran 
Council, modern scholars of the Castilian exemplum, such as Marta Haro and María Jesús 
Lacarra, highlight its religious and moralizing aspect and its didactic end.  This is however just 
one among many ways to read an exemplum.  This rhetorical choice does not necessarily imply a 
text with religious connotations.  The tendency to equate exemplarity with didacticism, however, 
tends not to take into account the analysis of the political relationships portrayed in the exempla.  
Prescriptive readings are favored, and political themes are seen only as instrumental towards a 
higher, that is to say spiritual, end.  However, both the ancient world and medieval Europe had a 
long tradition of what Scanlon calls the public exemplum, which differs from the religious in its 
interest for contemporary questions of lay authority and power.   
 Scanlon, however, establishes a difference between the sermon and the public example 
that, although helpful to understanding the lay aspects of the exemplum, simplifies its complexity 
by establishing a divide between religious and civic motifs that is not always there.  Where the 
sermon exemplum tends towards the benevolent and miraculous example, asserts Scanlon, the 
public exemplum prefers representations of human downfall (81).109  Perhaps the strongest 
objection to this statement is the representation of both David and Solomon as exemplary kings 
to open the gloss to the first chapter of the first part of Fray Juan’s text, as well as the many 
appeals he makes to the teachings of the Church Fathers and biblical tradition. The distinct 
categories certainly illuminate the variety of uses the exemplum had by the late Middle Ages, as 
well as the different players that made use of it, but the meaning of the exempla is fluid, and the 
                                                
109 Although Scanlon does accept the political connotations that a sermon exemplum might present, he does so in 
terms of the relationship between ecclesiastical and lay spheres (68) 
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same narrative could be used for either a religious or political end, depending on its context.   
 Despite the difficulty of defining exemplary discourse, we can affirm that the exemplum 
seeks to move its audience to action, actions that derive from the interpretations made of the 
narrative.  Nevertheless these interpretations are not static, and in imbedding them within 
specific ideological frames of references, be they religious or political, the aspects highlighted 
might differ and the details of that interpretation change.  As I have mentioned above, Fray 
García populates the Glosa with a variety of exempla that are not present in the Latin text.  He 
draws examples from biblical tradition, from the Policraticus, and from classical antiquity.  
These exempla are framed by the gloss and not by the Aegidian translation, which is in the end 
what determines the nature of the relationships a reader might make between the story portrayed 
and the general principle that should be extrapolated from it.  An examination of the material in 
the context of late 14th century Castile proves that within the miscellaneous character of the 
corpus, the exempla promote the acquirement and dominion of a precise knowledge that revolves 
around active participation in political life.  The Glosa articulates political and governmental 
negotiations mainly through its detailed catalogue of the relationship between  all the members 
of the court, their responsibilities to the king, their stations and each other.  In attempting to 
achieve these ends, the author had to be aware of the specificity of the language employed, 
which brings us back to the question of language and how the Glosa engages with contemporary 
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The Biblical Origins of Kingship and Tyranny  
 As in the De Regimine, the Glosa presents the theme of tyranny in the third book of the 
collection, the book dedicated to the science of politics.  It is not surprising that ultimately Fray 
Juan García agrees with Aegidius in declaring that the power of kings and tyrants comes from 
God, and that therefore, tyrants are to be endured by their subjects. (III.1.vi).  However, as it 
cautions rulers about the perils to come if they turn to tyranny, Fray Juan warns that legitimate 
kings can indeed lose their kingdoms, just as the case of Saul, the first biblical king, 
demonstrates.  As the Glosa inquires into the nature of kingship and tyranny, it  relies on a long 
standing tradition of biblical and classical kings, as they are presented both by the Church fathers 
and John of Salisbury, the most notable theoretician of tyranny in the Middle Ages.   
 The theme of tyranny appears in several books of the Policraticus, and includes a wide 
array of exempla about historical figures, their political excesses and their usually terrible fates.  
Appreciations of John's theory stand in two extremes, either he is advocating for the death of bad 
rulers,110 or his accounts of the murders of kings are nothing but a catalogue of tyrannicide with 
no theoretical implications whatsoever.111  I propose a different approach: Salisbury is not 
interested in establishing a universal set of laws or rules about the circumstances under which it 
is lawful to slay a tyrant, especially if the tyrant in question holds a legitimate claim to power.  
On the contrary; each case, in its specificity, requires a different course of action to be taken by 
the subjects, for each case is different, and not even the Bible can offer a consistent pattern as to 
                                                
110 Cary Nederman asserts that, despite John’s hesitation to propose a specific course of action for removing a 
tyrant, his theory is indeed a theory advocating for the rights of a people to depose a bad ruler and not just an 
illustration of the deaths of various tyrants (“A Duty to Kill” 366). 
111 See Jan van Laarhoven “Thou Shall Not Slay a Tyrant!  The so-called Theory of John of Salisbury,” and the 
section on John of Salisbury in the CHMPT, 325-329. 
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when, and even who, can revolt against a legitimate ruler.  He uses the history and fate of these 
political leaders as exempla, and in order to understand the purpose for including each one, to be 
able to decode their meaning, attention has to be paid to the frame of each narrative. 
 Similarly, when the Aegidian text goes into detail as to how a tyrant might meet his end, it 
refrains from pronouncing an uncomplicated judgment.  Aegidius limits himself to mentioning 
the reasons why subjects might slay a tyrant, according to Aristotle’s Ethics, among them that 
righteous men might resort to the murder of a tyrant if they believe that it might help the 
community, even if they themselves will not be able to escape unpunished112.  The passage 
echoes the ideas of Salisbury’s  Policraticus, so it is not surprising that García de Castrojeriz 
chooses to comment on this passage following the text of John of Salisbury: “E a estos tales (los 
tiranos) no es pecado ninguno de los matar, mas antes es derecho, según que dicen las leyes 
seglares.” 
 However, the third book is not copied in any of the surviving manuscripts of the Glosa.  
The only testimony we now possess is the incunabula of 1494.  The first book, dedicated to The 
Ethics, seems to have been the most popular, and the second book appears only in some of the 
manuscripts (Diez Garretas Los manuscritos).  At first glance, these circumstances seem to 
confirm the common understanding that the late medieval and early modern reader had a deep 
interest in ethics while being indifferent to politics.  However, I insist on a broader reading and 
understanding of the “political” and the theoretical implications of ethical formulations, 
especially in the representation of the princeps.  In that context, interest in the first part does not 
                                                
112 La quinta [razón por la que los subditos acechan a los tiranos] es por mostrar grandeza de corazón, queriendo 
hacer fecho maravilloso algunos de grandes corazones, matan al tirano, magüera que ellos sepan que no podrán 
escapar.  
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simply reveal a concern for prescribing ethical tenets that can be followed by different members 
of society.  It also offers an extensive theory of the person of the king.  The political ideas 
developed in the section devoted to the political sciences investigate the components of a 
political unity, its members and its institutions.  Monarchy as the best form of government is 
discussed in this last part.  But the presentation of the prince as a political persona is created and 
defined simultaneously with the definition of his ethical character, and in that sense, his ethical 
profile turns deeply political.   
 Since Fray Juan is interested in putting forth his material by means of the exemplum, he 
naturally appeals to the epitomes of kingship of the biblical tradition, David and Solomon.  Of 
great importance to this discussion is the ways in which the Latin West reads the passage about 
the creation of kingship in biblical tradition, since the discourse on kingship and tyranny had not 
been static during the long Middle Ages.  As I mentioned above, Fray Juan opens his gloss with 
the stories of both kings’ first moments on the throne and their pleas to God for wisdom.  As we 
take a closer look at the account of the creation of kingship in the III Book of Kings (today 
known as the I Book of Samuel), it becomes clear that political wisdom goes hand in hand with 
the concept of justice and its achievement in the earthly world.113  At the same time, it warns 
                                                
113 3 Kings 3-14: Dilexit autem Salomon Dominum, ambulans in præceptis David patris sui, excepto quod in 
excelsis immolabat, et accendebat thymiama.  Abiit itaque in Gabaon, ut immolaret ibi : illud quippe erat excelsum 
maximum : mille hostias in holocaustum obtulit Salomon super altare illud in Gabaon.  Apparuit autem Dominus 
Salomoni per somnium nocte, dicens : Postula quod vis ut dem tibi.  Et ait Salomon : Tu fecisti cum servo tuo 
David patre meo misericordiam magnam, sicut ambulavit in conspectu tuo in veritate et justitia, et recto corde 
tecum : custodisti ei misericordiam tuam grandem, et dedisti ei filium sedentem super thronum ejus, sicut est hodie.  
Et nunc Domine Deus, tu regnare fecisti servum tuum pro David patre meo: ego autem sum puer parvulus, et 
ignorans egressum et introitum meum.  Et servus tuus in medio est populi quem elegisti, populi infiniti, qui 
numerari et supputari non potest præ multitudine.  Dabis ergo servo tuo cor docile, ut populum tuum judicare 
possit, et discernere inter bonum et malum. Quis enim poterit judicare populum istum, populum tuum hunc multum 
?  Placuit ergo sermo coram Domino, quod Salomon postulasset hujuscemodi rem.  Et dixit Dominus Salomoni : 
Quia postulasti verbum hoc, et non petisti tibi dies multos, nec divitias, aut animas inimicorum tuorum, sed 
postulasti tibi sapientiam ad discernendum judicium : ecce feci tibi secundum sermones tuos, et dedi tibi cor 
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against the possible excesses of this particular form of government.  The Israelites demand, 
through the prophet Samuel, a king from God.  Although God disapproves,114 he lets them know 
that he will fulfill their request and choose one among them to rule as king, thus ending the era of 
the Judges of Israel.  First the prophet warns the people about the coercive nature of 
monarchy;115 nevertheless, the people of Israel persist.  Saul is anointed as the first king and 
Samuel later provides the kingdom with the laws that will adhere in the new form of 
government: “Locutus est autem Samuel ad populum legem regni, et scripsit in libro, et reposuit 
coram Domino: et dimisit Samuel omnem populum, singulos in domum suam” (10. 25).  It is 
important here to emphasize the act of the codification of the law and the obligations of both 
king and people: neither can claim ignorance of their transgressions; they are committed 
knowingly, since they are both declared out loud to the people and later recorded in writing 
before the Lord.  And indeed, the first king of Israel does not prove himself to be capable of 
fulfilling the role, as he continuously and knowingly disobeys the commandments of God.  
                                                                                                                                                       
sapiens et intelligens, in tantum ut nullus ante te similis tui fuerit, nec post te surrecturus sit.  Sed et hæc quæ non 
postulasti, dedi tibi : divitias scilicet, et gloriam, ut nemo fuerit similis tui in regibus cunctis retro diebus. Si autem 
ambulaveris in viis meis, et custodieris præcepta mea et mandata mea, sicut ambulavit pater tuus, longos faciam 
dies tuos. 
114 “Dixit autem Dominus ad Samuelem: Audi vocem populi in omnibus quæ loquuntur tibi : non enim te 
abjecerunt, sed me, ne regnem super eos” 8.7 
115 “Dixit itaque Samuel omnia verba Domini ad populum, qui petierat a se regem. Et ait : Hoc erit jus regis, qui 
imperaturus est vobis : filios vestros tollet, et ponet in curribus suis : facietque sibi equites et præcursores 
quadrigarum suarum, et constituet sibi tribunos, et centuriones, et aratores agrorum suorum, et messores segetum, et 
fabros armorum et curruum suorum.  Filias quoque vestras faciet sibi unguentarias, et focarias, et panificas. Agros 
quoque vestros, et vineas, et oliveta optima tollet, et dabit servis suis. Sed et segetes vestras et vinearum reditus 
addecimabit, ut det eunuchis et famulis suis. Servos etiam vestros, et ancillas, et juvenes optimos, et asinos, auferet, 
et ponet in opere suo. Greges quoque vestros addecimabit, vosque eritis ei servi. Et clamabitis in die illa a facie 
regis vestri, quem elegistis vobis : et non exaudiet vos Dominus in die illa, quia petistis vobis regem. Noluit autem 
populus audire vocem Samuelis.” 8.10-19 
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Accordingly, God appoints a new king to succeed Saul after his death116 and sends Samuel to 
find the man that He has chosen as the new King of Israel, David, one of the children of Jesse 
from Bethlehem. 
 While examining the exegetical tradition about the appointment of Saul as first King of 
Israel, Philippe Buc notes that during the twelfth century the margins of this passage are 
surprisingly blank (247). The petition for a king is presented as Israel’s refusal of the direct rule 
of God (I Kings 8.9); hence, the first King, Saul, becomes a tyrant as a minister of God to punish 
the people’s transgression (251-253).  According to the sources consulted by the author, the 
exegesis of I Kings, following the Glossa Ordinaria, revolves around the nature of the law and 
the essence of the potestas, since at the moment of the creation of monarchy itself, the rights of 
the king were established (245).  He cites the marginal gloss to 1 Kings 10 as exemplary of how 
the lex regia was understood in the twelfth century: 
Descripsit Samuel legem regni, quid videlicet deberet [rex] exigere a populo et quid illi 
dare [INT], et ipsam scripturam coram Domino, id est in loco sancto reposuit, ut ibi 
iugiter conservanda maneret, ut si quando amplius requiret [rex] a subiectis, per hanc 
scripturam dendemnaretur, quam ille sanctus propheta Domino dictante conscripserat. 
281-282 
However, despite the initial hesitation of both God and Samuel, once monarchy has been 
instituted, it represents a pact between king, people and God that has the force of law; therefore, 
                                                
116 “Dixitque Samuel ad Saul : Stulte egisti, nec custodisti mandata Domini Dei tui quæ præcepit tibi. Quod si non 
fecisses, jam nunc præparasset Dominus regnum tuum super Isra ¨ el in sempiternum : sed nequaquam regnum 
tuum ultra consurget. Quæsivit Dominus sibi virum juxta cor suum : et præcepit ei Dominus ut esset dux super 
populum suum, eo quod non servaveris quæ præcepit Dominus” 13.13-14 
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although the people came to it willingly, they cannot walk away from it without proper 
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 Still by the mid thirteenth century, as the Crusader’s Bible attests, no reference is made, 
either by the pictures or in the Latin captions added shortly after, to the sinful origin of kingship.   
It does not yet seem significant to devote space to solving the problem of the origins of kingship.  
Frans Van Liere remarks that the Patristic sources were suspicious of the relevance of a 
collection of Books that dealt mostly with worldly events, and it was not until the Carolingian 
era that they are glossed for the first time when Hrabanus Maurus composed a commentary 
(“Literal sense” 62).  However, as we approach the end of the Middle Ages, there is an explosion 
of glosses on the Books of Kings.  The most remarkable and influential are perhaps the Postilla 
literalis of the Franciscan Nicholas of Lyra, written between 1322-1331 and regularly printed 
next to the Glossa Ordinaria up to the 16th century.  In his introduction to the commentary on 
the Books of Kings, Nicolas divides the conglomerate into two groups.  The first two books form 
a unit, what we know today as the Books of Samuel, which present the history of Israel as a 
unified body, and the remaining two Books, our Books of Kings, with the fragmented history of 
Israel.  According to the Franciscan, the first Book of Kings portrays the ascent of Saul to king 
by the petition of the people of Israel, while the second book presents the reign of the kings, 
David and Solomon, chosen by God and  continued by male succession.117  Nicholas of Lyra, in 
doing so, divides the first two Books into two clearly demarcated eras for the history of kingship. 
 When García de Castrojeriz makes references to the first kings of Israel, he often follows 
John of Salisbury, often signaled as a transitional figure in the development of political thought 
                                                
117 I follow here the presentation of Nicolas’ commentary by Frans van Liere in An Introduction to the Medieval 
Bible, 167. 
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between the twelfth century renaissance and the scholastic Late Middle Ages.118  Although 
García does not always cite the sources of his exempla, it is certain that he knew Salisbury’s text.  
The episode of the creation of monarchy is divided in two sections in the Policraticus.  Saul is 
introduced first, not only as the first incarnation of kingship in Israel, but also as a tyrant destined 
to castigate Israel for its sins.  Nonetheless, even as a tyrant, Saul does not lose the title of king, 
for God has conferred it:  “Idem tamen christus  Domini dictus est, et tirannidem exercens 
regium non amisit honorem” (VIII.xviii).   The Glosa cites and follows this passage.  In a long 
comment sparked by the Policraticus’s exposition on tyranny, Juan García de Castrojériz closes 
the chapter that shows why kings should be wary of becoming tyrants with the following 
observation: 
E otrosí muestra [Dios] el danno que havrán en este mundo los tiranos, ca algunas veces  
 pierden por la tiranía el reyno, según que dice en el Eclesiástico...: ‘El reyno pasa de  
 gente a gente e de un rey a otro por las maldades e por los tuertos e por los engannos que  
 facen’; así como paresció por Saul cuando perdió el reyno por las maldades que fizo,  
 como cuenta en el primer libro de los Reyes...  (III.ii.13) 
Both the Policraticus and the Glosa go further, commenting that God gives temporal blessings to 
good kings and concluding that it is God who cut short the rule of the first king.  Nevertheless 
the Glosa does not equate monarchy with tyranny and leans towards a separation of the history 
of kingship similar to that presented by Nicolas of Lyra.  In the comment above, Fray Juan 
                                                
118 Wilfrid Parsons closes his study on tyranny with the work of John of Salisbury.  CHMPT places him as the last 
figure in its “Formation” of political thought section, but pointing towards the development of the three centuries to 
follow.  
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explicitly asserts an idea that is pervasive throughout his commentary: Saul lost his kingdom not 
because there is something inherently wrong in kingship as an institution, but because his wicked 
actions as a king gained him the contempt of God.    
 In general, John of Salisbury is vague when it comes to the history of the kings of Israel.  
Against Jerome’s statement that, except for David, Josiah and Ezekiah, Israel had been oppressed 
by tyrants, he comments that it is possible to find that other kings, Solomon, and maybe others, 
returned to the true path of God (VII.xx).   Nevertheless, David is still not a perfect king in the 
Policraticus, his reign was plagued by intrigue, sin and political machinations.  John of 
Salisbury, however, manages to erase all his faults, keeping only the most known, and probably, 
impossible to conceal, the murder of Urias: “qui excepto sermone Vriae Ethei in omnibus 
inculpatus incessit.” 119  The same episode is quoted in the Rimado de Palacio, by Pero López de 
Ayala.120  In both cases there seems to be a profound interest in establishing that no king, not 




                                                
119 This is not the only passage in which Urias is mentioned in the Polycraticus.  He is mentioned in Book 2 chapter 
16, although the circumstances and interpretations vary from the one offered here.  Nevertheless, Davis is, once 
more, exonerated from the crime: “Denique ad speciem facti quis Uria iustior? quis David nequior aut crudelior, 
quem decor Bethsabeae ad proditionem, homicidium et adulterium invitavit. Quae quidem omnia contrarium 
faciunt intellectum, cum Urias diabolus, David Christus, Bethsabee peccatorum labe deformis, Ecclesia figuretur. 
Frequens tamen et quasi regulare ius est, ut a similibus ad similia recurrat interpretatio. 
120 "...enpero, meresçedero / leemos que Dauid fuera de un pecado entero, / A un sieruo que tenía muy leal e bien 
mandado / tomóle la muger, él estando en el fonsado, / e le fiziera matar; esto fue cruel pecado, / e el vasallo fue 
Urías, aquel sieruo muy cuitado. (435-436) 
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Of Imperfect Kings and Wicked Tyrants: Tyrannicide in the Specula Principum 
 The precept that no prince is faultless is pivotal to our understanding of the theory of 
tyrannicide.  The idea was to become ubiquitous in later political theory and is exemplified in the 
division of the first book of the Glosa as it notes that, as a man, the king is comprised of a 
collection of virtues and vices that he has to learn to exercise and control.  As we go further into 
the 14th century, this aspect is refined by both theologians and jurists.  All princes can make 
mistakes, Bartolo will declare in De Tyranno; after all they are only humans.  What makes a 
difference, according to Bartolo, is the final balance of the monarch’s acts: only those cases in 
which the self-interest of the ruler continuously prevails and tramples over the common good can 
be called tyranny.121  It is fundamental to recognize that a bad decision does not mean the demise 
of the authority of a legitimate ruler; therefore, tyranny and rebellion shouldn’t be contemplated 
lightly.  To even consider tyrannicide, a thorough examination of the political actions of a ruler is 
necessary. 
 As the Glosa develops these ideas it refrains from establishing a final judgment about 
tyranny.  Fray Juan dwells on the question of tyranny, noting the pervasiveness of vices in a 
tyrant, the lack of any redeeming quality, the “señor sin virtud” (III.ii.1-15).  But his hesitation to 
produce a straightforward theory about the tyrant and tyrannicide is inscribed in a long and 
complicated debate that surrounds the question of whether or not it is lawful to kill a ruler, 
regardless of his moral character.  More than two centuries earlier John of Salisbury had closed 
                                                
121 …raro reperitur aliquod regimen, in quod simpliciter ad bonum publicum attendatur et in quo aliquid tyrannidis 
non sit.  Magis enim esset divinum  quam humanum, si illi qui principantur nullo modo commodum  proprium, sed 
communem utilitatem respicerent.  Illud tamen dicimus bonum regimen et non tyrannicum, in quo plus prevalet 
communis utilitas et publica, quam propria regentis; illud vero tyrannicum, in quo propria utilitas plus attenditur.   
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the passage about David and Saul with the proposal that the best defense against a bad ruler is 
prayer; the best safeguard is God’s mercy.  Does it means then that, in the face of tyranny, 
submission is the only righteous option?  Salisbury suggests otherwise, especially since the 
judgment of God can be malleable and can have many manifestations.  It is difficult to determine 
who has knowledge of the divine will, especially since it was held that visible providential signs 
were unnecessary.  God could choose instead invisible grace.122  The will of God is impossible to 
systematize and theorize. 
 In chapter xxi of the eighth book of the Policraticus, John explores possible 
manifestations of God’s will and his mercy for a community suffering a tyrannical ruler.  He 
highlights the case of Emperor Julian, and how Saint Basil the Great, future Bishop of Caesarea 
(370-379), prayed fervently when faced with Julian’s apostasy and his persecution of Christians 
during his reign (355-360 CE).  God listened and the Virgin communicated in a vision that God 
had appointed the soldier Mercurius as His instrument: Mercurius stabbed the emperor with a 
lance in his camp, and shortly after, Mercurius was captured and killed.123  He died a martyr, not 
a traitor.  Although John accepted that there are several versions of Julian’s death, it is telling 
that he shows preference for this one in particular, using it as an introduction to the chapter that 
                                                
122 See Jean-Claude Schmitt, The Conversion of Herman the Jew 6. 
123 Cum enim praefatus episcopus fideles Cesariae in ecclesia perpetuae Virginis genitricis Dei pernoctantes in 
orationibus collegisset, ipsa nocte beatam Virginem  in uisione sanctus agnouit et huismodi consolationem accepit: 
Vocate inquit illa, micho Mercurium, et abibit interficere Iulianum in Filium meum et Deum tumide 
blasphemantem” (VIII.xxii). 
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compiles the bad ends of tyrants.  Moreover, the story of Julian closes with yet another 
attribution of his death to divine will.124  
 Is Salisbury an apologist of tyrannicide or is he just describing the numerous ways in 
which a tyrant might meet his end?  His catalogue suggest that he is doing neither of these 
things.  From his numerous narratives about death of tyrants it becomes apparent that it is the 
specificity of the circumstances that surround each, not an interest in establishing a prescribed 
model for understanding violence against a ruler, that moves John of Salisbury’s catalogue of the 
fall of tyrants.  Rather than asserting the righteousness of tyrannicide, John defends the action by 
leaving the door open to consideration when the state of affairs requires it, when it becomes 
necessary, recognizing that there are instances in which tyrannicide is legitimate. 
 
Ethics and Rulers: A theory of the Princeps 
 Confronted with the inability to systematize a discourse on tyranny, the ethical character 
of a monarch is the first line of defense against tyranny.  This is the main reason why the Ethical 
treaty (Book one) is more relevant than the Political (Book three), and a possible answer to the 
question of why the third book was rarely copied in the surviving testimonies of the Glosa.  
Nothing is more important in the formation of a prince than the cultivation of virtues, a subject to 
which García de Castrojeriz dedicates the second part of his first book.  In this particular section, 
                                                
124 In Antiochia namque vir quidam optimus, paedagogus adolescentium, habitabat, eratque illic famosissimus 
sophista Libanius, exspectans victoriam Iuliani, habensque prae oculis minas eius. Ait ergo, veram deridendo 
religionem: «Nunc fabri filius quid putas agit?» At paedagogus completus gratia dixit: «O sophista, Creator 
omnium, quem tu fabri filium nominasti, locellum sepulturae Iuliane componit.» Post paucos dies mors nuntiatur 
Iuliani. (VIII.xxi) 
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Fray Juan omits most of the Aegidian text and fills the chapters with lengthy glosses that refer in 
a concrete manner to concerns of Castilian society.  Virtues are not only considered a lexicon of 
the religious characteristics of a person, they were also part of a particular political language that 
the European Middle Ages had inherited from the Ciceronian tradition.  The main source is a 
comment on a fragment of Cicero’s De re publica by the Roman writer Macrobius, titled 
Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis, which became one of the most popular sources of Neo-
Platonism in the medieval West, especially after the 12th century.  Macrobius contributes the idea 
of the political virtues,--prudence, fortitude, temperance and justice,--to Late Medieval writers.  
The theme of the political Political virtues was also discussed by theologians, the main point of 
contention being the question of whether political virtues were enough to attain salvation (Viroli 
4-11).  In the case of the Glosa, the theme of the political virtues, also referred to as cardinal 
virtues, is discussed hand in hand with that of the Catholic, or theological, virtues.  The 
importance of the emergence of a discussion of political virtues points towards a particular 
method of discussing political ideas as they pertain to a Christian state.   
 Of all the virtues, Fray Juan García underscores prudence as the most practical for the 
exercise of power.  Prudence, declares Aristotle in the Nicomachean Ethics, is the virtue that 
connects the moral virtues to the intellectual ones, and it is what allows a man to act rationally 
when confronted with right or wrong.  Accordingly, Aegidius presents prudence as the virtue that 
“toma las reglas universales, así como son las leyes e las buenas costumbres, e según ellas juzga 
los fechos particulares,” (I.ii.6), an aspect of prudence that Aristotle had attributed specifically to 
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political prudence.125  Prudence entails a specific type of knowledge, a knowledge that is meant 
for action, since it centers on the specificities of each situation and, since it is “razón derecha de  
las cosas que havemos de facer” (I.ii.6), the capacity to decide what to do in each situation.  Fray 
Juan García takes a step further and conflates prudence with wisdom (sabiduría) commenting on 
both at the same time.  I believe this is a significant indicator of the role that a specific type of 
wisdom, political in nature, had in Castilian political literature, and that Adeline Rucquoi has 
identified as one of the ideological foundations of monarchy in the Peninsula (Rex, Sapientia, 
Nobilitas 9-45).  The lack of wisdom can lead a prince to fall into tyranny, states Aegidius, and 
Fray Juan subsequently quotes the Ecclesiastes in his gloss: “el juez sabio juzga bien a su 
pueblo, e el rey sin sabiduría piérdelo e destrúyelo” (I.ii.7).  The lack of wisdom in a ruler can 
destroy his realm.  He goes on to explain in the next chapter that “ninguno puede complidamente 
ser sabio ni prudente, si no oviese todas las partes de la prudencia...: memoria, entendimiento, 
razón, providencia, agudeza, doctrinanza y... circunspección” (I.ii.8).  The introduction of 
wisdom within the frame of prudence allows Fray Juan to fill the gloss with exemplary kings 
such as Solomon, Alexander the Great, the emperor Theodosius and Charlemagne, among others.  
As he glosses their stories sapientia arises as a distinctive political attribute, and its absence is 
established as a cause for the downfall of a king.  The association of prudence with wisdom 
unfolds as a leitmotif that identifies this paradigmatic conception of knowledge as essential to the 
exercise of justice.   
                                                
125 The greek word, φρόνησις (phron ̄esis), is usually translated in modern English editions of the Nicomachean 
Ethics as “wisdom,” either political or practical, and is not to be confused with σοφία (sophia), one of the seven 
intellectual virtues Aristotle discusses in Book VI. 
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 The relationship of wisdom and prudence to the application of the law surfaced  in 
contemporary debates as well.  In Defensor pacis, Marsilius de Padua asserts the importance of 
knowledge, both of the law and of human acts, in the performance of a prince.  He maintains that 
no ruler should rule without laws since two things can corrupt his judgment: his passions and his 
ignorance. Therefore the law provides a remedy since it supports the right sensibility(affeccio 
recta) of the judges and true knowledge (vera cognicio) of the things to be judged (Dictio 
I.XI.1).  He nevertheless recognizes that the law cannot adequately evaluate all human acts, so it 
is the ruler’s prudence that has to step in to judge certain aspects of civil behavior (Dictio 
I.XIV.3-4).  What course of action, however, can be taken if the ruler is the one in need of 
correction?  Marsilius proposes that small excesses should be allowed to pass (sub 
dissimulacione transiri), since constantly correcting a ruler can undermine his authority and the 
respect of his people.  The ruler can be legally held guilty only if his excesses are frequent 
(Dictio I.XVIII.5-7).   
 Although Fray Juan García does not propose a direct answer to the question of correction, 
other theologians had examined the matter, and their solution was also related to the concept of 
saber.  Perhaps, because of its influence, the most relevant example is that of William of 
Ockham.  The works that contribute the most to the formulation of a political theory of the right 
to depose a ruler are framed by the Franciscan debate with the papacy and, within it, a very 
specific situation: the problem of a heretical pope.  It is important to underscore then, that 
Ockham’s theories were developed in response to a question that arose from an extreme 
situation: how can someone in office be held accountable for his actions and removed from his 
post.  Since Ockham wanted to create a space in which action against a sitting ruler, be it 
ecclesiastical or lay, is not only possible but commendable, he became critical of the notion of 
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both the Papacy and the Empire as stable institutions.  Commenting on the passage of the Book 
of Kings cited above, he acknowledges the divine foundation of the institution of monarchy, but 
he insists on retracing its origins to a human request, which allows him to assert the possibility of 
change within its structure.  Kings, as humans, are bound to make mistakes and there has to be a 
way in which challenges and protests against men in power can be viable and successful, even 
when this means that the action ought to be taken outside the channels provided by the institution 
itself (Octo quaestiones V, 6).126 
In the III Dialogus, Okcham points out that human government is bound to change when 
it ceases to be useful to the people it governs; a tyrant is indeed a useless ruler, as he is more 
concerned with himself than the community: 
Nam sicut leges "pro communi utilitate" debent institui… sic principes, rectores et 
domini, tam seculares quam ecclesiastici, pro communi utilitate sunt caeteris 
praeponendi, quam ipsi etiam magis quam propriam procurare tenentur (si enim utilitati 
propriae communem postposuerint, non rectores seu principes vel domini, sed tyranni, 
sunt censendi).  III.II.1.5 
A tyrannical rule is, therefore, ready to be overturned.  Ockham offers what is perhaps the only 
theory for the questioning of someone in power and his possible overthrow .  He proposes a 
method for correcting and advising someone who holds wrong beliefs, is not necessarily aware 
of his errors and might not be acting according to the dignity and responsibilities of his rank.  He 
                                                
126 See McGrade The Political Thought, 197-206. 
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envisages a new reasoning for the process of correctio,127 not based on the infallibility of one in 
power, but in the capacity of free individuals to understand concepts and correct one another 
regardless of their status within society.128  A person holding a a mistaken belief, an errans, is 
not to be judged for this belief until the error of his convictions is clearly shown to him.  If he 
remains resolute in his incorrect ideas he becomes a pertinax.  From Ockham’s propositions the 
reader can conclude that after a ruler is informed of the errors in his use of power, if he is aware 
of them, and nevertheless persists in his erroneous ways, it is lawful to seek his removal from 
office. 
 A speculum is, in a way, an instrument for correctio since it informs the prince about the 
wise, just and legal way of ruling his kingdom while at the same time offering possibilities of 
action despite the flaws that come naturally to humanity.  As the Glosa explains the usefulness of 
the text (Chapter III, “Cuanto es el provecho de este libro”), it outlines the benefits to be gained 
from the study of the book by means of various exempla that revolve around the idea of 
informing (informar) people or communities about their  faults so they can correct their actions 
and come to the “buen vivir.” Among them, is an exemplum taken from the Policraticus.  News 
came to Pitagora about how the city of Treconnia had been overtaken by depravity.  He made his 
way towards the city and admonished each of its inhabitants according to their situation in life 
(“a cada uno segund su manera”), informing them about their wrong ways and leading them 
                                                
127 Quantum ad correctionem dicitur quod illa sola correctio sufficiens est censenda et legitima qua aperte erranti 
ostenditur quod assertio sua catholicae obviat veritati ita quod iudicio intelligentium nulla possit tergiversatione 
negare quin sibi sufficienter et aperte ostensum quod error suus catholicae veritati repugnat.  I Dialogus IV. 15 
128 Quidam corripiunt increpando et poena debita puniendo, quidam charitative monendo et errorem tantummodo 
reprobando. Primo modo pertinet ad praelatos et iurisdictionem habentes errantes corripere. Secundo modo hoc 
spectat ad quemlibet christianum.  I Dialogus IV.15 
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towards “buenas costumbres.” Fray Juan also tells the reader that the Greek philosopher 
Aristippus explained to a king that he studies moral philosophy so that he can live righteously 
(bien vivir) among fellow human beings, and talk to them “segundt las sus dignidades e los sus 
grados,” and so that he is able to advise (informar) each of them according to their station about 
being good people and living a virtuous life (I.i.3).  The glosa goes on to claim that these are the 
same principles that drove the Apostles and the Church fathers as they embarked on the 
instruction of men and women of all walks of life.   
 Such an approach draws attention to the natural imperfections of the ruler, and the 
speculum, contrary to what the influential work of Krueger Born suggested nearly a century ago, 
does not present the perfect prince.129  The representation of the creation of kingship since the 
Policraticus is paradigmatic of this approach because, besides the fact that monarchy was born 
out of the people’s disregard for the direct rule of God, not only was the first king of Israel, Saul, 
disowned by God, but it became necessary to remind readers that his immediate successors, 
David and Solomon, also showed disregard for the will of God.  Especially famous are the 
episodes of David’s affair with Bathsheba, his abuse of power in the subsequent murder of Urias 
(mentioned above), and his inability to safeguard peace among his sons, who ended up taking 
their strife to the people in a confrontation over the throne.130 The question to ask is, as Ockham 
did, how to hold accountable and limit the power of rulers that recognized no other authority 
higher than their own. 
                                                
129 “The Perfect Prince: A Study in Thirteenth- and Fourteenth-Century Ideas.” 
130 For a detailed analysis of the presentations of kings and kingship in the Old Testament see Robert Gnuse’s No 
Tolerance for Tyrants. 
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 The question of the limits of a ruler’s power was not only thoroughly explored by 
theologians, but was also becoming important within the legal literature of the time.  As Bartolo 
da Sassosferrato approaches the account of the creation of kingship in his De Regimine Civitatis 
(1355), he is quick to remind his readers that Doctors of the Church had already set a precedent 
by declaring that the law that gave unlimited powers to the king referred only to the rule of Saul, 
as a punishment for Israel’s disregard of Yahweh, and that it was abolished by the death of the 
first king.131 The idea that a bad ruler was given as punishment by providence, already absent 
from the likes of William of Ockham and Marsilius de Padua, disappears from the work of the 
jurists.  The time frame and the growing interest in the Law of monarchy lead me to assert that it 
was not until centralized monarchical power started to consolidate in numerous European 
kingdoms that questions about limits of a king’s power could no longer be avoided.   
    
 As we have seen, the specula develop and disclose a saber that not only helps the ruler 
achieve eternal salvation, but is also instrumental in the achievement of the common good, which 
we might understand as a sort of social justice in which everyone is guaranteed to receive what 
he deserves according to his station.  The law is an instrument of saber in the quest for justice, 
and the relationship between these three concepts is the central axis of the Glosa Castellana.  As 
                                                
131 “Sed per sanctos doctores exponuntur dicta verba, quod non debent intellegi omnia predicta esse, sed solum ea 
quead bonum publicum pertinent.  Predicta autem que supra ponuntur ut gravia, tunc faciet rex cum ceperit esse 
tyrannus, quod de facili fit.  Et quia sic eis futurum erat, ideo sit predixit.  Ideo dicta verba, cum dicit: ‘Hoc erit ius 
regit, qui imeraturus est vobis’, ita debent intellegit, quasi dicat: hoc non est licitum omni regit, sed ille qui 
imperaturus est vobis hoc ius sii usurpabit.  Displicebat enim Domino quod regem petierant… Et hoc esse verum 
apparet, ex eo quod legitur Deuteronomii xvii. c., ubi quid bonus et rectus rex facere debet evidenter docetur.”  
DRC.II, 207).  Diego Quaglioni identifies Jerome, Bede and Aquinas among the references for this fragment.  
Politica e Diritto del Trecento Italiano,156  
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such, its role is not only to educate, but to propose and transform the political ideas that are 
relevant to the Castilian society of the Late Middle Ages, as well as highlight and point out the 
shortcomings and need for amendment when a ruler forgets the pursuit of the common good.  
The word castigo clearly conveys this function.  The richness of the text lies in the development 
of the terms and vocabulary that will later be used to discuss the concept of the tyrant and the 
right to rebel against an unjust ruler.  The process of selection, abbreviation and suppression in 
the surviving manuscripts points towards this conclusion.  We are not in front of a faulty 
adaptation of Aegidius work.  What the process of glossing does to the ideas of the Augustinian 
monk is transform them into concepts that are more useful for understanding the particular 
conceptions and problems that the Castilian monarchy posed to both king and subject.
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CHAPTER THREE: The Letters of Benahatín. Reading Political Theory in the Middle 
Ages 
During the reign of Enrique III (1390-1406), Pero López de Ayala, chancellor and 
official historian of the crown, revised the chronicles of Pedro I and Enrique II (1350-1379), a 
project he started during the last years of the reign of Enrique II, and added several letters 
addressed to or written by the two kings, turning them, by this gesture, into historical 
documents.132  Of these, two are letters to Pedro I by a wise Moor from the Nasrid kingdom of 
Granada that ponder government and monarchy through the discussion of the concepts already 
explored in the last chapter, ley, justicia, and saber, and their relationship to royal violence.  In 
this chapter and the next, I will explore how the two letters, in the context of historical discourse, 
theorize the nature of monarchy when confronted with political violence and unrest, particularly 
in the presentation of violence as a threat to social and political participation.  The Crónica codes 
in terms of justice and injustice and the threat of excessive violence --especially in its most 
extreme manifestation, the threat of death at the hands of the sovereign--the conditions that 
render submission to one’s ruler impossible.  As a consequence it opens a space of action that 
challenges the law without becoming unlawful. This threshold moment in the conceptualization 
of rebellion offers insights into the limits of monarchical power and might shed light on why 
Ayala chose these particular documents as an integral component of the chronicle of two kings, 
Pedro I and Enrique II.  In particular, I will pay attention to how they approach the situations that 
lead to tyrannicide by identifying and recapitulating events that highlight the exceptionality of 
Pedro’s rule: his disregard for justice, his tendency to excessive violence and his unwillingness 
                                                
132 I follow Germán Orduna’s chronology of the composition and revision of the Crónicas.  
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to put in practice basic political principles presented in the letters.  Lopez de Ayala’s analysis of 
the political practices of Pedro I questions the legitimacy of his right to exercise power, without 
questioning the legitimacy of the kingdom as a political unit.  Since the reception and weight of 
the letters have been closely tied to the uncertainty of their authenticity, these questions will take 
into account the process of writing and rewriting history during the late Middle Ages, as well as 
debates about the truth or falsehood of historiographical documents and sources.    
In the first letter, the focus of this chapter, the Moor Benahatín takes on the role of 
adviser to Pedro I.  Following the model of the specula, he comments on the circumstances that 
can lead a king to lose his crown and offers counsel about what Pedro I in particular might do to 
address the challenge to his rule.  I propose that this short speculum can help us understand the 
methods in which the genre was read when confronted with a specific political problem and how 
Castilian society faced the consequences of the regicide, since the genre of the specula allowed 
Ayala to insert the debate surrounding don Pedro’s death and the advent of the new dynasty 
within contemporary discussions about tyranny and the limits of power.  In the previous chapter I 
demonstrated how a reevaluation of the specula as vehicles for political theory allows us to 
approach them as texts that tackle and theorize relevant and pressing issues within a specific 
society.  This is a necessary consideration when evaluating the role that this document has within 
the chronicle of Ayala.  Even though the letter engages with ideas that are common to other 
specula, the constant references to Pedro I require a different type of engagement with the tenets 
it expounds.  It cannot be read as a generic mirror for princes since it is addressing a specific and 
exceptional situation: a civil war that ended with the murder of a legitimate king.  The chapter, 
therefore, will be organized around two main questions.  First, how can we evaluate the letters’ 
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relevance as historical documents.  And second, how can we approach and examine the ideas the 
first letter puts forward in the context of a regicide.  
The particular presentation of both letters provides an intersection between narrative and 
theory that proves fundamental to understanding how dynastic changes can become legitimate 
and how the theoretical problems they pose are approached.  As we consider their context within 
the Crónica, the political character of the letters becomes pivotal in the conception of a working 
theory of tyrannicide.  One of the letter’s main characteristics is a progressive exposition, a 
careful weaving of actions followed by overt theorization of violence, the injustice committed by 
the king and his knowledge of the unlawfulness of his actions.  Since most of the episodes 
narrated and discussed by the letters were already present in the Abreviada, the first version of 
the Crónica, the aim of the missives is clearly not to offer new factual information regarding the 
sequence of events.  Leaving aside the most common argument that the additions to the Vulgar 
speak to Ayala and his fellow noblemen’s interest of expressing private points of view and 
judgments(Soler Bistué), seeing the letters as comments on the actions of the characters permits 
us to see the painful process of making the outcome of the Crónica, already known by all, 
intelligible.  The halt in the action allows for the careful meditation, not so much of the legality, 
but of the legitimacy of the regicide of Pedro I in particular.  The theory is formulated just as the 
action evolves, in response to what has happened and what is about to happen in the narrative.  
These pauses in the action are not common to Castilian historiography: not even in the most 
severe circumstances of the preceding reigns did the previous royal chronicler, Ferrán Sánchez 
de Valladolid, stop to introduce such an overt commentary on the political situation.  The where 
and when of the insertion of these texts becomes fundamental to understanding their relevance. 
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The inclusion of the letters in the revision of the Crónica presents us, at the same time, 
with questions about their function within the economy of the narration and the legitimacy of the 
message they convey.  It has been difficult to establish the relevance of the letters for 
historiographical discourse since they walk a fine line between verisimilitude and fiction.133  We, 
as agents free of the immediate circumstances that prompted their incorporation, might be 
tempted to point out the dubious origins of the documents and claim that the letters’ only aim is 
to disseminate the Trastámara propaganda.134  But important questions that this approach is 
unable to answer remain: why include these specific documents? What is their function?  What 
types of discourses do they engage?   
As we saw in chapter two, up until the early 14th century there was no clear definition of 
the circumstances that would render tyrannicide legitimate.  When Pero López de Ayala 
embarked on the writing of the royal chronicles, the vagueness of political theory on the issue of 
tyrannicide allows him to insist on the extreme shortcomings of Pedro I and the pernicious 
conditions that the kingdom had to face during his reign as an endemic part of the king’s politics, 
not as personal or occasional flaws.  Drawing from these, the chancellor is able to put together, 
within the Crónica, a systematic consideration of the legitimacy of tyrannicide.  The inclusion of 
the letters in a second stage of the composition, as texts that explore the possibilities of political 
action under these particular circumstances, permits the formulation of a theory that rejects the 
institutionalization of tyrannicide as part of political discourse by emphasizing don Pedro’s 
knowledge, saber, of the law, his indifference to his vassals’ claims for justice, and his 
                                                
133 For the elements of reality versus fiction in the letters see Marquer. 
134 See Valdeón Baruque, Nieto Soria (1999), among others. 
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persistence in the use of violence to the detriment of his subjects.  The effect is achieved through 
the interlacing of narration with documents that pause the action to offer political commentary on 
pivotal themes such as justice, royal violence and the legitimacy of open rebellion against one’s 
king.  These documents appear for the most part in what is, as a matter of fact, the chronicle of 
two kings, for the reigns of Pedro and Enrique coexist in the pages of Ayala, granting to both the 
royal title. 
 
The Chronicle of Two Kings: Dynastic Break and Historical Continuum 
When Ayala begins his chronicles he positions himself as the carrier of the tradition  of 
the collections of royal chronicles commissioned by Alfonso X and continued by Fernán 
Sánchez de Valladolid at the behest Alfonso XI (Garcia 2000).   But despite the fact that political 
unrest was a relatively common subject of the royal chronicles of Sánchez de Valladolid, Ayala 
himself faced a situation that had no precedent in Castilian historiography.  The reign of Enrique 
started in the twenty-second year of Pedro’s rule, when he crowned himself king in the city of 
Burgos after Pedro indefinitely delayed his aid to the city.  It is not a typical occurrence to have 
two crowned kings, nor is the murder of one of them at the hands of the other.  The anomaly of 
the years 1366 to 1369 pressed the royal chronicler to adopt several strategies of narration to 
account for the coexistence of two rulers without overtly questioning the legitimacy of either and 
keeping a sense of continuity of both the Castilian royal lineage and its official history.  As 
Garcia (2000) points out, following Orduna and Moure’s insights in their edition of the 
chronicles of Pedro I and Enrique II, the manuscripts sources do not present the history of the 
reigns as two separate units.  Orduna titled his edition Crónica del rey don Pedro y del rey don 
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Enrique, hijos del rey don Alfonso Onceno to highlight this unity.  Ayala solved the problem by 
inserting certain formulas that obscure any ambiguity about the royal character of both kings.  
First, the chronicle does not start with the coronation of Pedro I, but with the final years and 
death of Alfonso XI.  Second, the Crónica starts the reign of Enrique by stating that “e de aquí 
en adelante de fizo llamar rey,” granting them both the title of king without attributing any part 
in the decision to the chronicler.  Third, it closes Pedro’s reign with the remark that he “regnó 
tres años en contienda con el Rey don Enrique,” allowing Ayala to continue the narrative without 
interruption while centering the narrative on the one surviving king (Garcia 136).  I see this 
particular mode of continuing the history of the kings of Castile as aiming to create a direct link 
between the reigns of Enrique and his father, Alfonso XI, in an effort to minimize the trauma of 
dynastic rupture.  
Acknowledging the work as the chronicle of two kings, I understand the letters of 
Benahatín as key components in the articulation of the continuity of the reigns of Pedro I and 
Enrique II.  Ayala adds the documents in an attempt to breach the theoretical hurdles of a 
successional dispute that finds no support for its legitimacy in the legal or political literature of 
the time.  Following de Certeau’s theory about the establishment of sources (Writing 72-73), I 
propose that as Ayala sets aside these objects, and transforms them into documents, they come to 
fill a lacuna in the narrative: the letters give a theoretical grounding to the narrative solutions that 
Ayala employs to represent the simultaneous reigns of the two kings.  However, several elements 
have hindered the study of the letters as a serious political and historical testimony, mainly their 
addition at a secondary stage of composition and the uncertainty surrounding their origin.  The 
question of their validity as historical documents has centered on the possible intellectual ties of 
the ideas developed in these texts to the thought of the historical Benahatín, Lisān al-dīn Ibn al-
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Jaṭīb (713-776 / 1313-1374), a councilor to Yusuf I and Mohamed V, kings of Granada. The 
vizier had an epistolary relationship with Pedro I, as he himself attests in his Al Ihata fi akhbari 
Gharnata (Garcia “Textos 1 y 2,” Marquer “La figura de ibn-al-Jaṭīb”), but after linguistic and 
historical examination, it has become certain that the particular texts Ayala employed were not 
part of that exchange, but created a posteriori (Moure, Marquer).  However, their importance to 
this discussion does not lie in the identity of the author but in the logic of their inclusion in the 
Crónica.  Since the consideration of the letters as valid historical documents went hand in hand 
with the process of revision that produced what we today call the Vulgar version, a judgment of 
their relevance needs also to take into account general questions about the discourse of history, 
the historian’s impartiality and the role of history for a community. 
Since Jerónimo Zurita (1512-1580), the first scholar to examine the Crónicas in the 16th 
century, it has been accepted that there were at least two stages of composition, a first version, 
the Abreviada, and a later expanded version, the Vulgar.  The second version, edited for the most 
part by Ayala himself, elaborates on the reigns of Pedro I and Enrique II.  Michel Garcia 
proposes that since these were the first passages written, they were consequently likely to be the 
most altered as time went by--political circumstances changed and Pero López possibly gained 
access to new information (Obra y personalidad).  As I intend to demonstrate, however, the 
additions to the text seem to point out the relevance of certain events already portrayed in the 
Abreviada, developing a theoretical and useful frame for the understanding of the chapters that 
form the core of the Crónica, a section rich in political discussions and themes that resurfaced in 
the years of Juan I and Enrique III. Besides including information about the international state of 
affairs and explanatory chapters about the nature and functioning of several legal and 
governmental organizations, they also provide more details about and comments on episodes, 
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already written of in the Abreviada, that emphasize don Pedro’s violence and the collective 
reaction to it. 
With the merging of the previously conflicting dynasties in the marriage of Enrique III 
and Catalina de Láncaster, the ideological debate that before had centered on genealogical 
acrobatics135 shifted to the necessity of acknowledging both the legitimacy of the access to the 
throne of the Trastámaras, and that of Pedro’s heirs, as well as deep reflection on the nature of 
monarchy as a form of government in light of the the events of the recent past.  Although there is 
no consensus yet about the date the Canciller began the project--for example Garcia proposes the 
second half of the reign of Juan I and Orduna and Valdivieso Casanova date it to the last years of 
the reign of Enrique II--there is agreement as to the date Ayala started to revise his Crónicas, 
precisely during the reign of Enrique III.  After the legitimacy achieved by the Treaty of 
Bayonne (1368), in which the marriage pact was sealed and the Lancasters gave up their claims 
to the throne, Enrique III still had to face numerous challenges to his authority by a group known 
as the epígonos Trastámaras,136 members of the royal family who were granted the highest titles 
when Enrique II came to the throne and who attempted assaults on the throne during the minority 
and first years of the reign of Enrique III.  After the unexpected death of Juan I, allegiances were 
quickly changing, quarrels between the different parties were common and the authority of the 
                                                
135 During the eighth year of the reign of Juan I, 1386, Ayala recounted how the duke of Lancaster landed in the 
peninsula and a series of delegations were sent from both parts to try to reach an agreement.  While both parties 
were debating the validity of their lineage’s claim to the throne, Juan I arranged for a marriage proposal to be 
delivered in private to the duke.  The debate was never settled and the negotiations for the marriage continued 
secretly in the midst of the conflict with Portugal.  In the treaty between the parties (Bayonne 1388) which Ayala 
recounted  (X.ii), the dukes of Lancaster abandoned their claim to the throne and recognized Juan I’s legitimacy as 
king. 
136 The term epígonos Trastámara was coined by Luis Suarez in his study Nobleza y Monarquía (1975).  See 
Olivera Serrano and Valdeón Baruque (2010) for a detailed account of the period. 
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young king constantly challenged.  The need to go over the chronicle that presents the origins of 
the civil war, the murder of the king and the advent of a new dynasty has its roots in this constant 
shifting of political allegiances, including the growing claims of the cities to the right to 
participate in government and a monarchy that still had to establish the theoretical groundings of 
its right to exercise power.  The popularity of the letters in subsequent years (the surviving 
testimonies are mostly from the 15th century) suggests that, in an extreme case of political 
uncertainty, Pedro’s fall from power was a fertile ground for discourse exploring the bases of 
stability of future monarchies.  Ayala attempts to meet the exigencies of the new situation by 
accentuating the amalgam of characteristics and actions that made don Pedro in particular a 
vicious ruler, by sealing off  his subjects, his lineage, and kingship itself from criticism.  I 
propose that this is why the Vulgar is more scathing to don Pedro than the Abreviada, a 
characteristic that has bewildered scholars such as Valdivieso Casanova.  The new passages 
portray the necessity to eliminate one of the links in the line of succession, don Pedro, by 
emphasizing the violence and lack of justice that had become the norm of his rule.  It upholds the 
legitimacy of Pedro’s lineage while at the same time sanctioning the chain of events that led the 
Trastámaras to become the ruling dynasty.   
 
Beyond Propaganda: Historiography and Political Ideology 
 Pedro I’s death, its contrast with the funeral rites of Alfonso XI that start the chronicle of 
his reign, the numerous political commentaries and, especially, the incorporation of the letters of 
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Benahatín create the effect of reading the chronicle as a negative public exemplum,137 and the 
actions presented are invested with moral significance.138  Following the tradition of history as 
magistra vitae, Ayala asserts in his prologue to the Crónica that 
 fue después usado por los príncipes e reyes que fuesen fechos libros, que son   
 llamados crónicas e estorias, do se escriben las caballerías e otras cualesquiera cosas que  
 los príncipes antiguos ficieron, porque los que después dellos viniesen, leyéndolas,  
 tomasen mejor e mayor esfuerzo de facer bien, e de se guardar de facer mal.   
History works, in part, as a repository of lessons to be pondered and reflected upon so that the 
reader, when confronted with an ethical problem, might better choose the right course of action 
and act accordingly.  “Cronicas e estorias,” as texts that urge the reader to a certain type of 
decision making and action, demand an ethical reading, framed within the specific type of 
knowledge that it addresses, in this case, political.139  This form of reading history is not 
prescriptive, but dynamic.  Jesús Rodríguez Velasco has already considered historiography’s 
potential as a medium for the production of social and political theory, noting that beginning in 
the 13th century, history became one of the most important vehicles for political theorization (El 
Debate 156-58).  He points out that, in his prologue, although Pero López follows most of the 
commonplaces of the historiography of the time, the Canciller also inserts himself in a tradition 
                                                
137 An exemplum that deals with public and lay authority as opposed to religious matters (Scanlon).  See Chapter 
Two.   
138 Mitre Fernández has suggested approaching all historical narratives relating to Pedro I during the 14th and 15th 
centuries, not just Ayala’s, as “anti-espejo de príncipes,” but he does not pursue the implication of this reading.  
More recently, Erika Janin and Sergio Abad centered their readings of the Crónica on this aspect.  However, they 
identify Enrique as the anthitesis of Pedro I, a positive exemplum, which to me does not seem to be the case.  See 
Funes “De Alfonso el Sabio al Canciller Ayala”).     
139 The concept of ethical reading was developed by John Dagenais, The Ethics of Reading, especially page 22.   
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relatively new to the Late Middle ages, a tradition that can be traced to the prologue of Alfonso 
X’s General Estoria, as, for the first time, a double aim is considered: history recounts the past, 
which in turn offers the means for learning models of good and evil with the practical purpose of 
repudiating the latter.  This discernment clearly makes room for the production of intellectual 
knowledge about political relationships in historical discourse (162-63).  To this I will add that, 
as the prologue already appears in the Abreviada, it is more than reasonable to state that when 
the letters are added there is an explicit awareness of their theoretical possibilities.  The Nazrid 
vizier provides the theoretical keys that make the story of Pedro an exemplum.   
Before studying the letters in depth it is relevant to consider the process of rewriting of 
the historical account, since the premisses above are tied to this operation.  I propose that the act 
of revision implies a renegotiation with the past, an active reckoning of the circumstances that 
can bring a community to a specific juncture, a reckoning that forces its members to reexamine 
the conditions that led them to a particular situation.140  Gabrielle Spiegel proposes that within 
historiography revision is fundamental for the practice of history, not because it is offering new  
supplemental information, but because revision is a crucial part of the production of the objects 
of historical knowledge, which have no existence apart from the historian’s identification of 
them (“Revising” 5).  Spiegel here is taking as her point of departure de Certeau’s concept of 
history as a “labor of differentiation” between the present and a definitively absent past (Writing 
36).  De Certeau, however, considers this engagement with history and its objects of knowledge 
as something fundamentally modern, a point Speigel does not approach in her essay.  Premodern 
                                                
140 I am paraphrasing Eelco Runia as he explores the commemorative character of history (“Burying the Dead”).  
For a more detailed account, see chapter one. 
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historiography, according to de Certeau, is characterized by the representation of a providential 
time, and it mainly deciphers signs, it does not make history (Writing 7).  But as Ayala centers 
and comments on the historical conditions that led to the civil war and the dynastic change, it is 
clear that he is indeed already constructing the past as an object of historical knowledge.  This is 
most clearly seen in the second stage of the composition of his chronicles, as many of his 
additions are political commentaries that refine the circumstances that led to one course of action 
and not to another, to the abandonment of a legitimate king in favor of his bastard brother and 
the legitimation of both lines of succession. 
With the necessity to establish and clarify the conditions under which the assassination of 
one’s king are legitimate, Ayala’s official account offers us a delineation of the different levels a 
community goes through in the process of making sense of its recent past.  The construction of 
the historical object has a commemorative character.  Commemoration allows a society to 
reconstruct a cohesive sense of community, therefore of identity, in the face of a recent past, 
usually violent, that disrupted the moral and social principles that organized them as a group 
(Runia “Burying the dead”).  Historiography is not in this case a site only of propaganda, it 
becomes a social place in which political practices can be essayed, incorporated into the 
collective imaginary or rejected.  In the particular context of Medieval historiography, the 
creation of a historical narrative is not only informative about the events it portrays, but also, as 
Spiegel reminds us, about the pressing concerns of  its “moment of inscription.” It presents to us, 
through its inclusions, exclusions and distortions, the multiple concerns, interests and 
misunderstandings of the society that created the narrative (“The Social Logic” 26).  Spiegel’s 
insights, however, ignore the pressing concerns of the scholars that study these chronicles, or any 
other historical phenomenon.  We as scholars go after those aspects that seem to our present 
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moment the most relevant.  Scholarly work also has its moment of inscription.  This has been the 
case when studying the convergence of history and propaganda.  The study of the cognizant use 
of propaganda by the Castilian monarchy has produced many insightful studies;141 however, it 
can become an impediment to the study of documents such as the letters, since it identifies all 
ideological tenets in the text not as the sociocultural context that frames them, but as an attempt 
to manipulate and impose a political doctrine.142 
The production of history, especially when we are emphasizing its political utility, should 
not be seen as the recollection and transmission of an already established set of ideologies and 
axioms.  Since we have come to equate political intentions with propagandistic ends,  
propaganda, as a concept for the study of historiography, becomes a useless tool if every 
utterance is seen as the attempt to vertically impose an absolute and uncontested ideology.  I am 
not denying here that historians have certain ideologies or interests that inform their writing, nor 
am I trying to portray them as impartial observers that will later serve their audience a 
nonpartisan account of the recent past.  I do, however, think that propaganda cannot always be 
the center of inquiry because it may obscure or simplify alternate readings, as the one I am 
attempting here.  De Certeau has already proposed the idea that the work of the historian is 
always tied to a place of power that permits its existence, be it the prince or a thesis 
                                                
141 The extensive work of José Manuel Nieto Soria is perhaps the best example.  He defines propaganda as an 
attempt at manipulation, by adulterating or concealing, driven by the desire to create a certain image that would 
facilitate the achievement of specific political objectives.  See Orígenes de la monarquía hispánica 20. 
142 Alberto Montaner has called attention to the use and abuse of the term propaganda in Medieval studies. He 
especially remarks that we need to take into account “los componentes estructurales o sistémicos y, con ellos, el 
hecho de que la cosmovisión o la mentalidad vigentes (no digamos ya la episteme) actúan más bien como marcos y 
condicionantes previos de la producción textual que como sus causas finales, que es el único modelo propuesto por 
esa trivial «visión conspirativa», bajo la suspicaz presunción de sistemática manipulación discursiva asociada a la 
«hermenéutica de la sospecha».” (“Historicidad medieval y protomoderna.”) 
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advisor,(1988, 6-11), even the dissertation writer.  This relationship between power and 
historiography is what interests me here since it is more accurate to talk about the historical text 
as the place where ideologies are conceived and where the relationship of the past with the 
present situation becomes a sound source of political knowledge for the perception of the 
contemporary conditions of political relationships. Those few those who intentionally write as 
ideological proponents are neither objective onlookers of historical drama nor mere broadcasters 
of the official propaganda of the winning side.       
 
Authenticity Versus Veracity in the Letters of Benahatín 
These remarks are relevant to our study since the role of Benahatín’s letters within the 
Crónica has been a matter on which most scholars that have studied them –among them, Garcia, 
Bizzarri, Soler and Marquer– show certain agreement, mainly that the aim of their reproduction 
is to justify Pedro’s death, and that they are a forgery, hoaxes, produced by the Trastámara 
propaganda machine.  These discussions rely on the truth or falsehood of the message presented 
in the letters, as well as the identity of its author.  They, however, ignore, or refuse to ask, the 
role this hoaxes fills in historical discourse and the way in which these documents are also a 
form of writing history.  As Alfred Hiatt has demonstrated, medieval Europe discriminated 
between forgeries and authentic documents, but the elements that went into adjudicating the 
validity of a testimony do not correspond to the modern standard.  The questions about these 
types of documents should not revolve around their truth or falsity, but about their function and 
circulation within a textual community, whether they were validated or rejected by its members, 
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and what needs they were filling (Making of Medieval Forgeries Hiatt 11-15).  The material 
history of the surviving testimonies are valuable when exploring these questions. 
Recent scholarship has established that the letters are not an invention of Pero López de 
Ayala and that they circulated independently previous to their inclusion in the Crónica.  Two of 
these independent versions survive today in the manuscripts Esp 216 BNF and 9428 BNE.  A 
close study of both, compared with the one presented by Ayala, has led to the conclusion that the 
letters were not penned by the vizier of Granada, they are merely imitating his style, and that at 
least one of these versions predates Ayala’s.143  The material arrangement of these first two 
versions shows a complex picture of how readers engaged with the letters.  Although the 
organization of the manuscript does not necessarily mirror reading practices, it is important to 
keep in mind, as Giglielmo Cavallo and Roger Chartier point out, that texts are invested with 
meaning by the material support that makes them available to the reader.144    
The oldest of the letters is included in Ms 9428 BNE, dated to the second half of the 14th 
century and related to the library of Pedro de Fernández de Velasco y Solier, Conde de Haro.145 
The title on its spine reads Aristot consejos a alejandro, and the letters of Benahatín are the fifth 
out of eight collections of texts, most of them commonly associated with the tradition of the 
specula, including Flores de Filosofía and Secreto de los secretos.146   Ms Esp 216 BNF is a 
                                                
143 Julie Marquer, “La figura de Ibn al-Jaṭīb.” 
144 Guglielmo Cavallo, Roger Chartier, “Introduction.”  A History of Reading in the West. 
145 Notables enseñamientos que envió Aristóteles al rey Alejandro.  Madrid. Biblioteca Nacional de España 9428 
(BETA manid 3292). 
146 Contents of Ms 9428 BNE: Flores de filosofía, Ejemplo del rey que iba a caza y el predicador, Libro de los 
buenos proverbios, Cartas a Pedro I by the Moor Benahatín, Carta de san Bernardo enviada a un noble caballero, 
Notables enseñamientos que envió Aristóteles al rey Alejandro, Secreto de los secretos.   
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varied collection of texts that opens with Alfonso XI’s Libro de la Montería, immediately 
followed by the letters of Benahatín and nine other letters, plus poems, elegies and speeches, for 
a total of 18 texts copied by the same hand (Garcia “Textos 1y 2”).147  The connection between 
the texts of this manuscript is not clear, although it is quite telling to note that they include the 
discourse Juan I gave in relationship to the embassy sent to the duke of Lancaster regarding his 
claim to the throne by virtue of being Doña Constanza’s husband, the news of the murder in 
Paris of the Duke of Orleans –the murder that ultimately led to the official condemnation of 
tyrannicide– as well as various documents about one of the most prominent Trastámara, 
Fernando de Antequera, including the news of his success against the Moors.  Ms 9428 BNE 
groups the letters with a series of ethical texts, most of them specula, while Ms Esp 216 BNF 
relates them to a corpus that, although varied, has a strong political and historical character.  
Besides the two different version in these manuscripts, Ayala’s rendition of the letters is copied 
independently in two more manuscripts: Res 27 BNE, owned by another Conde de Haro, 
Fernández de Velasco, and containing letters and speeches about Castilian and European 
political affairs, several fragments of the Crónicas, as well as classical texts by Livy and 
                                                
147 Contents of Ms Esp 216 BNF: (1) Alfonso XI (rey de Castilla y León), Libro de la montería; (2) Ibn al-Jatib de 
Loja (visir de Granada),   Cartas a Pedro I;  (3) Juan I (rey de Castilla y León),  Arenga en las Cortes de Segovia de 
1386; (4) Miscelánea histórica con cinco poemas; (5) Pedro López de Ayala (canciller mayor de Castilla y León),   
Rimado de palacio; (6) Luis Núñez de Toledo,  Crónica; (7) Mayor Arias, Decir de otro mensajero que el dicho rey 
don Enrique envió otra vez al dicho Tamorlán; (8) Ruy González de Clavijo, Decir de este mensajero; (9) Alfonso 
Álvarez de Villasandino, "La noche tercera de la redención | del año de mil y cuatrocientos y siete;” (10) Fernando 
I (rei d' Aragó), Carta a Vizcaya sobre la sucesión de Juan II; (11) Anónimo,  Carta de cuando se ganó Antequera 
de moros; (12) Fernando I (rei d' Aragó),  Carta a la iglesia de Burgos sobre su elección como rey de Aragón;  (13) 
adelantado mayor de Castilla,  Carta de las nuevas de cuando fueron vencidos los valencianos; (14) Pedro Vélez de 
Guevara, "Señor, Tú me libra de toda fortuna | pues que mis obras no fueron discretas;” (15) Anónimo, Decir del 
arzobispo de Toledo; (16) Anónimo, Carta de nuevas de cuando mataron en París al duque de Orleans; (17) 
Anónimo, Sobre la muerte e hijos de Fernando I, rey de Aragón; (18) Anónimo, Carta de nuevas de Perpiñán de 
cuando se en ella vieron el padre santo bendito y el emperador de Alemania y el muy noble rey don Fernando de 
Aragón.   See also the entry in Philobiblon (BETA manid 1167).  
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Cicero,148 and Ms 6370 BNE, which contains legal and historical documents.149  The grouping of 
the manuscripts allows me to offer two conclusions about the reading expectations of its public.  
First, they were read as specula, and therefore as texts that provided valuable political principles, 
on par with Aristotle’s.  Second, they were seen to contain valid political information about 
historical conditions during the reign of Pedro I and what led eventually to his demise.  They 
were considered authentic in the sense that they offered a clear and coherent version of the past.  
Although the presence of the letters in an official chronicle is due to the intervention of 
the chronicler, it is important to remark that, according to the evidence provided by the 
manuscripts in which they survived, they carried a historical authority of their own. The addition 
of the letters do not imply, as Alberto Montaner has pointed out, the fictionalization of history.  
Montaner draws upon the Aristotelian theories of veracity versus authenticity to assert that, in 
practice, medieval historiography’s relationship between that which is plausible, understood as 
the concept of common opinion or dóxa, which conveys that which is in a sense true, and in 
another sense that which might be true in accordance with certain expectations of the reader 
(veracity), converges with that which is true (authenticity).150     
                                                
148 Madrid.  Biblioteca Nacional de España Res 27 (olim Res. 27 / olim F-141) (BETA manid 2736) 
149Ordenanças Reales de todos los Reyes de españa.  Madrid.  Biblioteca Nacional de España 6370 (olim 6370 / 
olim S-36) (BETA manid 3678).  
150 “… es posible formular o reformular el discurso historiográfico, bajo las condiciones favorables a una 
determinada δόξα, anteponiendo el posse fieri poético (según lo verosímil o necesario) al factum histórico (las res 
gestae, lo acontecido), en aras de una mayor autenticidad, primando el acontecimiento, es decir, «la representación 
de “lo que ocurrió”» (por retomar la expresión de White), sobre el hecho mismo o, en especial, sobre sus 
representaciones previas. Frente a lo que podría pensarse, esta «poetización» del discurso histórico no equivalía, 
desde la perspectiva coetánea, a su ficcionalización; antes al contrario, la confiabilidad aportada por aquella, similar 
a la que proporciona a la épica, era la garante de su historicidad, cuando la representación de la historia se entendía 
como auténtica antes que como verídica” (Historicidad Medieval y Protomoderna”). 
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These observations apply both to the independent older versions of the letters and to the 
ones Ayala includes in his Crónica, since a comparison between them has shown that there is no 
difference in content, but merely in the quality of its language (Garcia “Texto 1 y 2”).  The 
conclusions of the studies mentioned above have done little to change the appreciation of the 
letters within the Crónica.  Rarely has it been noted that ancillary characteristics of a text, both 
its materiality and its the accompanying texts, are not incidental and that they have effects in the 
production of meaning.151  The first letter has been generally accepted as reproducing the 
structure of the specula; however, the substance of its advice, especially because of its ad hoc 
nature, has not seemed serious enough to be considered a trustworthy example of political 
theory.  Marquer goes as far as to say that they are not “verdaderos consejos, sino acusaciones 
veladas” (2011).  In light of the recent scholarship on the letters of Benahatín, I will maintain 
that they are not judgments privately held by Ayala, but views that were either shared or familiar 
to the political community within the kingdom, so herein lies the answers to the questions about 
their validity as sources.  While it seems undeniable that the Pero López concurred with the 
reasoning of these texts, it is important that we stop looking exclusively for the Canciller and his 
closest peers within the Crónica, for a theory of the aristocracy, and that we accept that his 
preoccupations were not fed only by personal interest, but for a collective need to legitimize the 
current situation.  
 
                                                
151 I paraphrase here Andrew Taylor, who, when studying various English manuscripts of diverse origin and with a 
varied collection of texts, following the 19th century philologist Adolph N. Didron, remarks that “texts only exist in 
precise physical form, whose design, script, and accompanying apparatus are all integral part of the texts’ meaning” 
(Textual Situation 2). 
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Violence and History 
Consequently, these observations lead me to the question of genre.  Each letter introduces 
a genre that was familiar to the reader, which allowed him to make extratextual connections by 
framing his horizon of expectations in accordance with its commonplaces.152  Moreover, once 
they are inserted in the chronicle, they stop the action to present a mirror for princes and a 
prophecy that allow the reader to establish new connections between the events surrounding the 
letters and the political ideas that the text proposes.  These pauses occur at two crucial moments 
of the civil war: first, right after the battle of Nájera, in which Pedro achieves a definite victory 
over the Trastámara forces.  The second letter is reproduced as Pedro tries to keep his heirs safe 
by sending them to Carmona, while Enrique manages to secure the aid of the king of France.  A 
close reading of the chapters that surround the material included in the Vulgar will prove that the 
letters are developing a series of cross-references to some of the material that Ayala had  
included in the Abreviada.  If we were to accept the commonplace of the letter as “justification 
for regicide,” it would be in a very strict sense: they create the theoretical conditions that 
designate the legitimacy of actions that otherwise would be considered laesa maiestatis and 
regicide the gravest of crimes.   
Despite the Middle Ages’ reputation as a chaotic and violent age, the assassination of a 
ruler is not an inconspicuous or ordinary event.  It is precisely because it was so uncommon that 
theologians and theorists could avoid pronouncing a definitive judgment for or against 
                                                
152 For HR Jauss the concept of “horizon of expectations” is the cultural frame of reference that guides the reader’s 
response to the texts, and how genre influences these responses, see “The Alterity and Modernity of Medieval 
Literature,” and "The Identity of the Poetic Text.” 
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tyrannicide.  When it did happen, as we see in the case of don Pedro and, outside the Peninsula in 
the murder of the Duke of Orleans, it became a momentous affair for the society that witnessed 
or participated in it.  Furthermore, even when violence came from the ruling party, it was 
uncommon for it to be continuous and arbitrary, since the use of force needs mechanisms that 
temper it in order for it to be seen as legitimate (Mattoso).  The letters become a means of 
inscribing a moment that exceeds the norm and that has little or no presence in the codes of law 
and treaties on politics, treason and regicide, into an organized discourse that upholds the 
continuity between past and present.  The letters achieve this by contextualizing the violence 
exercised by Pedro I and, from this context, conceptualizing his lack of commitment to his duties 
as king, especially justice, wisdom and the law.      
 As I go into the matter of the first letter, two premises will serve as points of departure.  
First, more than the question about the special attention documents such as these require because 
of their unusual character (Garcia “Textos 1 y 2”), it is important to point out that, since they are 
included in an official historical document, they need to be analyzed within the parameters of 
medieval historiography.  The letters form part of the effet de réel,153 they are not a historical fact 
added to the expansion of the Crónica, nor do they offer information about previously unknown 
events, and, stripped of any reference to Pedro I, they are indeed a conventional set of political 
ideas.  This brings me to my second point: I believe that the content of this first letter provides a 
representation of the ways in which political philosophy was read and interpreted in light of 
                                                
153 The concept of l’effet reél was coined by Roland Barthes in an article by the same tittle.  Barthes, Roland. 
"L'effet de réel." Communications 11.1 (1968): 84-89.  See also: Ankersmit, Franklin Rudolf. "The Reality Effect 
in the Writing of History.” 
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specific events. By itself it does not mean much, but in the context of don Pedro’s murder, the 
exposition acquires specific meanings related to the problems of tyrannicide.  In the context of 
the Crónica, the letter offers a frame of reference for the understanding of the events that 
surround it in the text, with special attention to the history of violence during the reign of Pedro 
I.  Despite the abundance of commonplaces, the political theory explored within Benahatin’s 
purported advice responds to a very specific kind of state of affairs characterized mainly by the 
interest in addressing past and current episodes of polarizing political relationships.  As such, its 
purpose within the text is anything but dogmatic.  
 Furthermore, the letters most not be read in a vacuum, but as part of the group of 
documents added by the Canciller during the second stage of composition.  The first letter of 
Benahatín echoes another letter sent to don Pedro by one of the king’s most loyal vassals, 
Ferrández de Toledo, an episode that is new to the Vulgar as well.154  Just before he to be 
executed by the king’s orders, Ferrández offered advice to Pedro, rebuking his unlawful actions 
and the abuses of power that would eventually lead him to lose the kingdom, introducing the 
most important themes that will later be developed by of the vizier.  In 1360, Pedro, although in 
the midst of another war, this time with Aragón, was still the undisputed king of Castile.  
Enrique, conde de Trástámara, participated actively in this conflict on the Aragonese side, 
leading incursions into Castilian territory with the support of Pedro IV of Aragón, and finally, it 
it is in the context of this war that Enrique gathered enough allies and power to consider the 
possibility of becoming king of Castile (Estepa Diez).  It is needless to say that the chronicler 
                                                
154 I have studied this episode in more detail in chapter one. 
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would remark that don Pedro not only ignored the advice of his loyal subject, but also resented 
the gesture.155   
The chronicle’s treatment of the year 1367, in which the letter is inserted, is rich in 
political commentary and legal proceedings.  The battle of Nájera, especially, is surrounded by 
discussions and letter exchanges about the basis of monarchical power, the violence of the king 
and legitimacy of don Enrique’s challenge to king Pedro’s rule.  In the first missive, Edward, 
prince of England and the most important ally of Pedro I, rebukes don Enrique for the actions he 
has taken against his legitimate king and offers him a peaceful way out of Nájera.  Enrique 
underscores Pedro’s violence against his subjects and how, starting with Burgos, the people of 
the kingdom, caballeros, fijosdalgo and ciudades, hailed him as king and savior (XVIII .XI).  In 
a second exchange, this time after the battle is won, Edward, the Black Prince, angrily (con saña) 
argues with don Pedro about the arbitrariness of his violence.  The king has just killed, 
apparently without reason, Íñigo López de Orozco, a knight held by a Gascon knight, breaking 
the contract that both parties had agreed to before the English intervention, primarily that no 
prisoner was to be killed “fasta que fuese juzgado por derecho.” In the face of Pedro’s refusal to 
act accordingly, Edward rebukes him full of rage:   
“Señor pariente: a mí paresce que vos tenedes maneras más fuertes agora para cobrar 
vuestro regno, que toviste quando teniades vuestro regno en posesión, e lo registe en tal 
guisa que le ovistes a perder.  E yo vos consejaría de cesar de facer estas muertes, e que 
buscásedes manera de cobrar las voluntades de los señores e caballeros, e fijosdalgo, e 
                                                
155 “E esta carta fue dada al rey, e pesóle mucho porque ge la dexaron facer” (XI.xviii) 
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cibdades e pueblos de este vuestro regno; e si de otra manera vos gobernárades segund 
primero lo facíades, estades en gran peligro de perder el vuestro regno...” XVII.xix 
The Black Prince arises as an advisor to the king of Castile, pointing out that way of governing 
(“regir”) was the main cause for the loss of his kingdom and therefore the rise of Enrique.156  He 
should not only stop his murderous rampage, but more importantly earn the goodwill and favor 
of his subjects, that is to say, their willingness to act in the king’s interest.  Both cases introduce 
the themes that Behanatín would later develop in the first letter: the conditions under which the 
relationship between the king and his subjects can be altered to a point of no return.  Violence, 
the excessiveness and arbitrariness of it, marked Pedro’s political practice, and fear, espanto, was 
what united his vassals against him.  Fear, as a sign of identity, is part of political culture, and it 
is specific to the society that articulates that fear.  Here, and as François Foronda has established, 
it is characterized by the subjects’ withdrawal of their love, or goodwill, from the king, and the 
nullification of any obligation imposed by fear.157 
 The first letter of Benahatín, on the other hand, comes up in the text when the chronicle 
of Pedro I had already become the chronicle of two kings: Enrique, already crowned as king, had 
been defeated in the battle of Nájera by Pedro and the forces of the Black Prince. As Garcia, 
Marquer, Funes, among others assert, this was a bittersweet victory for the king, as the defeated 
soldiers were his subjects and the nobles that had abandoned him to go to the Trastámara side.  
                                                
156 For the development of the concept of “regimine” see Chapter 2 
157 For a more detailed treatment of this theme, see Foronda “El Miedo al Rey” and El Espanto y el Miedo.  See 
also Chapter One. 
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Don Pedro, according to Ayala,158 asked for the advice of the vizier.  As Benahatín would soon 
tell the king, a monarch cannot exist without his noblemen, so forgiveness and reconciliation 
seem the only viable choice for the wellbeing of the kingdom.  The circumstances are auspicious 
to king Pedro, as he is in a favorable situation and, as a victor, he can could decide to forgo the 
past and heal his relationship with the magnates of his kingdom. 
Benahatín, vizier of Granada, just as the black prince The Black Prince and Ferrández de 
Toledo, is a respected interlocutor.  The letter is attributed to a reputed statesman that might have 
been known to have a relationship with don Pedro.  It uses Arabic language structures syntax 
(first pointed out by Moure in "Sobre la autenticidad de las cartas de Benahatin”) and follows 
certain aspects of the specula principum of Arabic origin, ādāb sulṭāniyya, all to achieve an 
effect of verisimilitude fundamental for historical discourse.  The speculum that Benahatín 
offered to don Pedro is not the image of the perfect king, as was common in western specula, but 
a rather negative portrayal aimed at the correction of vices (Marquer, following Abbès). It also 
insists on the frailty of the human character and its propensity to excess when confronted with 
power common to the Arabic texts159 as it enumerates the casos, or occasions, for the ruin of 
kings.     
Although there is no consensusabout how the particularities of this text came to be, both 
in its form and its language, readings of the letters have centered around the question of their 
authenticity and their purpose within the Crónica: it has been considered that they were 
                                                
158 The opening remarks of the letter are lost in both of the independent versions. 
159 For a detailed study on the ādāb sulṭāniyya see Abbès Islam et politique à l'âge classique. 
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propagandistic at two levels.  First, it is assumed that they reproduced many of the judgments 
that Pero López and the Castilian nobility brandished in an effort to further justify their 
abandonment of Pedro I.  Second, the letters insists on the inability of the late King to hold on to 
his legitimate title.  In this view, the letters are but a projection of a specific conception of power, 
not a proposition for further consideration in the political debate surrounding the crisis of  the 
legitimacy of the Trastámara dynasty.   
A different approach is needed: the presentation of the letter itself, as advice to the 
prince, puts it in contact with, and demands a cross reading with, the specula (whose main ideas 
were already explored in the previous chapter) circulating among the elite class since they are the 
assumed readers of the Crónica.  Both letters form part of a chain of textual connections that 
provide both the authority and framework for the theoretical consideration of political issues.  
Since in the last few years it has become clear and accepted that the letters are not a fabrication 
of Ayala and that both letters circulated as independent texts within the Castilian political class, 
we have to see them as documents of a different sort, not of the propaganda machine, but as 
documents held as credible by an audience that had a specific need for them.   
 
Historiography and the Specula: Making King Pedro’s story exemplary 
According to Ayala’s remarks, the letter is a result of a petition made by the victorious 
Pedro to the vizier.  It is divided into clearly demarcated sections: the opening greetings, the 
statement of the problems or casos, an exposition of the first problem followed by specific 
advice, the speculum proper, exposition and advice on the second problem, a brief recapitulation 
of the political situation, and the closing statements and farewell.  The exposition of the casos 
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has a legal tone that has not yet been explored, and I propose that the speculum that follows 
should be read as part of this legal commentary.  The problem that takes center stage in the first 
letter is the re-establishment of political order in the king’s relationship to his own subjects and 
to the foreign armies that were currently stationed in Castile: “e lo que yo fablare de lo que en 
vuestras faziendas ençierrasse en dos casos: el vn caso es en lo que tañe en vuestra fazienda e en 
el semejante vuestro e del vuestro titulo, que es el vuestro enemigo, e el segundo caso es en lo 
que atañe a los fechos de la gente extraña que venieron con vos de otra tierra.” Both issues are 
introduced as legal problems or casos, and since the study of casus can lead to the extrapolation 
of regulae, rules or laws (Cairns et al. 59), the Moor’s choice of this particular locution cannot be 
disregarded.  Moreover, Ayala introduces the letter as a text rich in castigos,160 a term that also 
has legal connotations, as already explored in the previous chapter.   
My analysis of the speculum proper, the second half of the letter, takes into account the 
frame of reference of this legal disquisition.  The discourse attributed to Benahatín attempts to 
codify, to extract the rule, out of a situation, tyrannicide, that had not been considered to its last 
consequences by the theory of the time.  The general aim of reconciliation of the social fabric 
can be extrapolated to later moments of civil unrest, such as the final years of Juan I and the 
difficult minority of Enrique III, when the revisions to the Abreviada are likely to have started.  
The double temporality characteristic of medieval historiography is fundamental here.  We might 
called this aspect a general specificity, or the regula that can be inferred from the casus.  It is 
indeed general enough that it can be regarded as useful outside the context of the Crónica, 
                                                
160 “E el moro despues que rresçibio las cartas del rrey, enbiole rrespuesta en castigos çiertos e buenos, de la qual el 
traslado es este.” 
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especially in face of the constant challenges to the authority of the king.  But it is specific in that 
it attempts to address a particular episode in the recent past that still had repercussions for 
Castilian kings and court.   
The casos were not developed for the specific aim of advising don Pedro, an observation 
that would seem to support that this is not a real speculum since it was not written for the king 
(Marquer).  However, its importance does not reside in this particular point; the dedications of 
the Castilian specula are not free of this sort of fiction, as the case of Doze Sabios, supposedly 
commissioned by Fernando III  for Alfonso X, attests.  Its importance lies in the attempt to offer 
a legal frame of interpretation to address the chaos of a fractured political class, the reparation of 
the ties between them, and their responsibility towards one another and their king.  Once a proper 
frame of interpretation is established, it affects the reading and understanding of all the episodes 
that follow; the tenets exposed in this letter become the point of departure from which, in 
conjunction with the second letter, the theory of tyrannicide is articulated.   
The internal struggles faced by the Castilian monarchy, the things “que pasaron que vos 
sabedes,” and their necessary outcome are dissected by the Moor.  These things “que pasaron” 
are mentioned in a general manner (there are no references to specific events), trusting the king 
and the reader to make the connections between the theory and the particular.  He presents his 
conclusions with an appeal to a distinct kind of saber based in the commonplaces of the specula 
literature, as well as the specific incidents of Pedro’s reign, that which is already known, “que 
vos sabedes.”  In the text, the tenets common to the specula tradition for centuries are anchored 
to the particulars of a historical account, theorizing the singular and converting it to the 
universal.  Benahatín’s insistence on Pedro’s knowledge of the conditions that brought him to his 
present situation has two main theoretical contexts.  Knowledge about one’s errors is 
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fundamental for correction, and knowledge without correction can grant a subject the right to 
repudiate his oath of fealty to his ruler.  These new ideas are also tied to a well established 
tradition of consejos, which was already codified in the III Partida, and that was widely used by 
the Trastámaras.161  Pedro’s refusal to listen to the advice of friends, on the one hand, and his 
drive to act only according to his impulses on the other, characterized his disconnection from his 
subjects. 
The first problem that Benahatín tackles is the situation with the rebel noblemen that 
were just defeated at Nájera.  In the face of an absolute victory in Nájera, Benahatín makes echo 
of Edward’s words mentioned above and suggests to Pedro that the most important endeavor for 
the king is to work for the love of his subjects.  He begins by stating that the whole deed has 
been a “vergoñosa cosa,” accepting without doubt that these men have tainted themselves.  He 
does not deny Pedro’s legitimate claim to the throne, nor the inherent misdeed of those fighting 
against the king, even when he is quite clear about the reason for the upheaval: the fault lies in 
Pedro’s performance as a king, and the king is aware of this. 
  “ E digo en el primero caso que atañe a vuestra facienda, que bien sabedes que los  
 christianos ficieron contra vos vergoñosa cosa… e non la ovieron de facer por mengua de 
 vuestra fidalguía, nin por vos non ser pertenesciente al señorío real; mas occasion dello  
 fueron cosas que pasaron que vos sabedes…  E agora que Dios vos acorrió e vos tornó a  
 ellos, e ellos se cantan e se van por pecadores, non por manera de los penitenciar, ca non  
                                                
161 For Ayala’s ideas about the consejo see Bizzarri “Consejos y consejeros.”  For the conception of the practice 
during the Trastámaras reign, see Nieto Soria “El consejo como representación en la práctica gubernativa de la 
monarquía trastámara.” 
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 puede ser conocido el vuestro estado real sin ellos, obrad contra ellos al revés de las  
 maneras porque vos aborrecieron.” (Emphasis mine) 
The victory in Nájera was providential, and the king was given a second chance to recover the 
love of his people.  When the letter tackles this first “caso,” it focuses on the actions of the 
subjects that were fighting on the Trastámara side.  For whereas Enrique is presented as an 
enemy, the men fighting alongside him never cease to be Pedro’s subjects.  Benahatín mentions 
Enrique only twice, avoiding a direct questioning of the legitimacy of his claim or any 
commentary on his performance as a ruler.  His main interest is the relationship between Pedro 
and his noblemen.  As Benahatín summarizes what the priorities of government in the aftermath 
of civil war should be, he insists on reconciliation.  His subjects have done wrong, but don Pedro 
has o make amends as well: “E reparad en el regno lo que se destruyó, porque olviden las gentes 
los yerros, e quiten de sus corazones lo que vos ensañaron e afincaron.”  The king that Benahatín 
presents is not perfect; he is prone to errors, but with due care, these errors can be corrected.  The 
king’s mistakes, as long as he is willing to correct them, are not unforgivable.  Correction paves 
the way to his vassals’ forgiveness, and with it, their love.  
 The commentary on the “yerros” and their devastating consequences was what prompted 
Benahatín to make a theoretical analysis of the situation in Castile.  Since “Castilla es follada e 
despreciada de gentes estrañas e muchos de los grandes de vuestro regno son finados en las 
guerras, e los algos fallecidos; e tal facienda menester ha grand remedio; e non ha otro remedio, 
salvo el conorte e el sosiego, e cobrir lo que se descubrió de la vergüeña…” the crisis that the 
kingdom is facing is not to be understood as a problem demanding commonplace solutions.  The 
complex situation involved the loss of honor, “vergüeña,” and both political, “los grandes,” and 
economic capital.  The remarkable situation demanded a solution equally unparalleled, “grand 
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remedio,” since anything less could not restore the kingdom.  The shame and dishonor that the 
war had caused needed to be buried, to be hidden from sight, and only peace and calm could 
accomplish this. Thus, treason was to be overlooked and the Trastamaristas forgiven.162  The 
vassals would likewise ignore the previous faults of the king, mainly the royal violence against 
the nobility, the violation of rights and the lack of justice.  The importance of political pardon is 
underscored by Benahatín by the use of a series of florilegia which ascribes to forgiveness and 
royal pardon an integral role in political negotiations.163  
 Having already condemned the rebellion as vergoñosa cosa, he goes on to designate the 
fear that don Pedro inspired in his noblemen as a major cause for their actions and urges him to 
amend this by guaranteeing their rights: 
Pues dad a las cosas sus pertenencias, e en comunal guisa asosegad los corazones 
espantados de vos, e dad de gustar a las gentes pan de paz e de sociego…  e mostradles 
arrepentimiento de todo lo pasado; e honrad a los grandes; e guardadvos de las sangres e 
de los algos de vuestros súbditos, si non con derecho e justicia. (My italics) 
The king has to deliver justice (“dad a las cosas sus pertenencias”) and subdue the terror that has 
taken hold of the community.  Derecho and justicia are the main instruments for the pacification 
of the kingdom and for regaining and maintaining the bond between king and subjects.  Only 
                                                
162 For more about royal pardon in Late Medieval Castile see Nieto Soria “Los perdones reales.” 
163 E dixo vn sabidor consejando al honrrado que oluide los yerros que le son fechos. E dixo otro sabidor: "Si 
ouiesse entre mi e las gentes vn cabello, non se cortaria: quando ellos trauasen, yo afloxaria e quando ellos 
afloxassen, yo trauaria." E rresçibid sienpre los desculpamientos de los vuestros, puesto que sepades que son 
mentirosos, e es mejor que descobrir las verdades. E sienpre agradesçed a los que bien fazen, puesto que a vos non 
faze menester, e non se escusaran de seruir vos a la ora de vuestro menester. 
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through the mediation of law and justice can the king interfere with his subjects’ lives and 
possessions.  The speculum will expand on these subjects: 
E sabed que las ocasiones de los dañamientos de las faziendas de los rreyes son muchas; 
pero nombrare algunas dellas.  E la prinçipal es tener las gentes en poco, e la segunda es 
aver grand cobdiçia en allegar los algos, e la terçera es querer conplir su voluntad, e la 
quarta es despreçiar los omes de la ley, [e] la quinta es usar de crueldat.   
As Benahatín discusses each ocasión in more detail, it becomes clear that king Pedro has 
repeatedly practiced such manner of ruling.  Lack of justice and adherence to the law,  asserts 
Benahatín, not only produces fear, but also mistrust.  The foundation of the negative example, as 
developed in the letter, is a propensity to violence and disregard for the law.  It was precisely out 
of the need to control senseless bloodshed that the law was first written (“[e verter las sangres 
syn meresçimientos] forço a los grandes maestros e sabidores de fazer libros de leyes e de 
hordenamientos por guardar a las gentes de sus daños este corto tiempo de la vida...”).  The law 
offers guidance and a tranquil existence for life on earth.   
 Benahatín warns Pedro that a king that does not follow the law fractures the basis of his 
relationship to his subjects since a bond based on fear cannot last.  Hearts will be moved, words 
will travel, prayers will be heard by God.  If Pedro fears nothing else, he should at least 
reconsider his reputation (nombradía) among his subjects.  Further on, the vizier points out that      
tienen las gentes por menguado e despreçiado al rey que la su ley despreçia, e non fian ni 
en su jura nin en su omenaje: que el rey non ha juez que lo juzgue, salvo su omenaje e su 
ley; e quando non fían del, non podra rregir su regno. 
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 The law is the basis of healthy social relationships but it depends entirely on the benevolence of 
the monarch. Bonds based on coercion, rather than goodwill, cannot endure.  More importantly, 
once the king loses the trust of his people, ruling over them becomes impossible.   
 These observations brings Benahatín to the final ocasion: when confronted with a cruel 
king, the people will flee.  The ocasiones are developed as a causal series, and as we progress the 
king emerges as the perpetrator of his own damnation; he loses his own kingdom.  The subjects 
seem to mostly be reacting to his “crueldad y mengua de piedad;” their final desertion from the 
king’s rank is nothing but the natural consequence of their fear and mistrust, and Benahatín 
illustrates this point by the example of the cattle fleeing from the wolf.  As a conclusion to the 
speculum proper, the comparison to the wolf, a predator that preys on innocent sheep and that 
was commonly associated with greed in medieval bestiaries,164 rounds up the representation of 
the king as the driving force behind his subjects‘ rebellion.  The cattle will definitely never trust 
the wolf. 
 Remarks about the lack of time to develop a full account of the arts of government end 
the first half of the letter, making way to the exposition of the second problem: the foreigners or 
“las gentes estrañas.”  The discussion is much shorter than the first and Benahatín offers concrete 
advice: he has to get the Englishmen out of Castilian soil as soon as possible since their presence 
is a looming threat to the stability of the realm.  He is mostly concerned with the finances of the 
kingdom and the imbalance of power, the frailty of Castile against the power of the foreign 
armies but is also interested in the humiliating circumstances of Pedro’s defeated subjects.  Peace 
                                                
164See Clark A Medieval Book of Beasts 142, and The Grand Medieval Bestiary 387. 
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after a civil war cannot be based on the presence and strength of foreign troops, but on the 
restoration of the relationships between the king and the “grandes de vuestro regno.”  He offers a 
series of strategies whose main end is to prioritize the financial and military well being of the 
kingdom over whatever debt Pedro I was in to the English.  The king should let the Black Prince 
know that he is unable to pay his debts, since all money he collects should be used for the 
betterment of the kingdom.  It must be noted that if Pedro were to accept this advice, he would 
be probably deprived of English help in the future, so it would be a commitment to working on 
his relationship with his subjects.  It also emphasizes an urgency in the management of the 
kingdom, since it would require the correct administration of resources. 
 As Benahatín explains this strategy against the English, he taps into the subject of tributes 
and whether it is just to impose taxes under the present circumstances.  He comments that don 
Pedro’s subjects will not accept pechos (taxes) that are used solely for the benefit of the king; 
tributes are only acceptable when they benefit the kingdom, a theme that was widely discussed in 
the context of the rebellion.165  The fiscal sovereignty of monarchy was a relatively new 
development in the Late Middle Ages and evaluation of the fairness of tributes depended on 
whether they provided for the common good through the good administration and “mesura” of 
the king (Nieto Soria 1988, 210).  Collecting tributes for the purpose of paying an army that 
serves only the king’s cause was not considered just.  The legality of new taxes depended on the 
legitimacy of the king’s need. War is not necessarily a legitimate pursuit, and Ayala even 
declares in his Rimado de Palacio that this imposition of tribute was born out of avarice since it 
                                                
165 The disproportionate taxes imposed by Pedro I will be a central part of the Cortes de Burgos in 1367, were it 
was mentioned that “los grandes pechos y tributos que les fazía pagar” the tyrant king, were responsible for the 
impoverishment of the magnates and the kingdom (Valdeón Baruque 462).  
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aimed to enlarge the king’s power to the detriment of his subjects (Ortego Rico 118).  If don 
Pedro were to financially press his people in order to pay the foreign army, he would be failing 
in his duty towards the common good. 
 After promising loyalty and discretion, the vizier begs the king of Castile to listen to his 
advice and fulfill the duties of his station, but the chapter closes mentioning that, although he 
was pleased with the letter, the king did not keep the counsel offered by the Moorish 
correspondent.  He knew and understood the duties of a king, but he failed to heed the negative 
examples offered as warning by Benahatín.  Not only did he set out immediately to collect  
money to pay for the services of the Black Prince, but he also went on a new killing rampage, 
and a new catalogue of murders closely follows the first letter of Benahatín.    
 The negative mirror that models the letter has an effect instrumental to a theory of 
tyrannicide: it avoids the direct formulation of the perfect prince, attainable in the end by neither 
Pedro nor Enrique.  The legitimacy of the new dynasty does not lie in Enrique’s superior 
character or aptitude as a ruler.  Critics such as Garcia and Devia have stated that neither of the 
kingly figures managed to become an exemplary character, though this distinction will often fall 
on characters easily identified with the chivalric tradition, such as the Black Prince and Bertrand 
du Guesclin.166  Others are quick to assert that Enrique is idealized by Ayala as a perfect prince 
in direct contrast to Pedro’s actions.167  A third road is necessary:  although there are several 
instances in which Enrique showed a character opposite to that of his half brother, as his 
                                                
166 See for example Gacía, Obra y personalidad, Devia “La lucha fratricida,” and Funes. 
167 For an overview of this approach see Ferro “Nájera y lo Caballeresco.” 
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inclination to hold counsels and cortes (Bizzarri “Consejos”) and the fact that he did not abandon 
his followers, as Pedro did in Burgos, he never established himself as the antithesis of Pedro, a 
fact that is best exemplified in the scene of the regicide.  Bertrand du Guesclin, under false 
pretenses and the promises of aid, lured the king out of the castle of Montiel, where he had been 
surrounded by Enrique’s forces.  The scene is grotesque and none of the contenders to the throne 
get away from it with much dignity; it is not a chivalric account of a king slaying another king.  
Pedro comes into the tent to find out that du Guesclin had summoned Enrique, who appeared 
fully armored in front of an unarmed Pedro.  Enrique did not recognize his brother and one of the 
men of de Claquín had yet to inform him that his enemy stood before him.  Ayala continues:  “E 
entonce el rey don Enrique reconocióle, e firióle con una daga por la cara: e dicen que amos a 
dos, el rey don Pedro e el rey don Enrique, cayeron en tierra, e el rey don Enrique le firió estando 
en tierra de otras feridas.  E allí morió el rey don Pedro…” (X.viii).  The actions of Enrique were 
hardly chivalrous; he attacked an unarmed man, who nevertheless managed to knock him to the 
floor, and he finally killed the king while he was lying on the ground already wounded.  The 
scene affected them both.  Enrique was an inept fighter and Pedro met an ignominious end, a 
death not fit for a king.  Enrique did not win his right to the throne by means of his virtues, but 
by means of Pedro’s shortcomings.    
 
When Pero López de Ayala revisited the Crónica del Rey don Pedro y del rey don Enrique 
and included the genre of the specula, he transformed the text that he offered to us, for the 
history of Pedro I, king of Castile, was no longer exclusively Pedro’s.  The speculum transforms 
him into an exemplary and universal character.  Pedro I emerges as a flawed ruler, unwilling to 
take his vassals’ advice and correct the most pressing deficiencies of his character, especially 
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those that affected the well being of the kingdom.  The degree of the exceptional circumstances 
that led to his death transformed his history into the locus and starting point of debates about 
tyranny and the limits of power.  As we have seen, historiography has a long standing tradition 
as a site for the production of political models and, consequently, for exploring themes of urgent 
importance to a society.  The disdain don Pedro showed for his subjects and advisors’ pleas for 
justice, and his unrestricted use of violence, exemplified in the numerous murders of his subjects, 
eroded the trust of his people and fed collective feelings of dread that ultimately resulted in their 
alienation. 
The regicide, however, was unprecedented in Castilian historiography, and the official 
chronicler of the kingdom resorted to uncommon documents in an effort to address the 
emergence of political violence and challenges to the power of the king.  The language of the 
speculum allowed him to connect the debates about the legitimacy of a king’s power to the 
broader political discussions of the time.  This is what makes the letters exceptional documents, 
not their questionable authenticity or the allegations of their being a vehicle for Trastámara 
propaganda.  They allowed him to center the discussion of abuses of power and the possible 
resistance to those abuses on the figure of don Pedro, questioning the legitimacy of his power 
rather than the legitimacy of monarchy itself.  In doing so, Ayala transformed the history of the 
advent of the new dynasty and the practice of historiography.  By introducing the language of 
political theory he turned the civil war into something more than strife between groups 
quarreling for power; he inscribed Pedro’s demise and the Trastámara ascent within the larger 
late medieval discussion of tyranny and the limits of political power.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Political Prophecy and History 
En las partidas de Oçidente, entre los montes e la mar, nasçera ave negra comedora e 
rrobadora ... ençerrarse ha en selva e morra y dos vezes, una al mundo e otra ante Dios, e desta 
guisa acabara.168  This is the prophecy of Merlin that Pedro I asked Benahatín to decipher in a 
second letter in the final months of the civil war.  After much study and consultation with books 
and other scholars, Benahatín concluded that this prophecy would be fulfilled in the person of 
king Pedro and that the death announced would be his own.  The main corpus of the letter is a 
commentary on Pedro’s politics.  Greediness, the worst of the mortal sins, is the organizing 
principle behind the king’s actions.  Pedro’s death, the only event that had yet to occur when the 
prophecy came to Benahatín, is only briefly mentioned by the vizier.  He refused to make a 
definite interpretation, because he believed that only God knows for certain what is to come.   
How does tackling the theme of  the murder of a king within prophetic discourse 
contribute to a theory of tyrannicide? What is the role of prophecy in historiography?  Those are 
the two main questions that will occupy me in this chapter.  My thesis is that prophecy and 
historiography are not mutually exclusive; when it appears in historical documents, prophecy, 
more often than not, is an oblique manifestation of historiography that the historian uses to 
construct causality in moments of political uncertainty because of the historian’s interest in 
organizing events in a causal sequence, and so that circumstances that represent a rupture can be 
inscribed in the linear progression of history.  In a phrase that recalls the exercise of biblical 
interpretation, Benahatín specifies that he studied the prophecy “en cada seso della;” he has read 
                                                
168 I cite, once more, the edition of Germán Orduna. 
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it through each of the possible senses of the letter.  By use of the locution “seso,” the vizier 
suggests that his exercise of interpretation has connected that which is being said in the prophetic 
text with its historical and moral implications.169  As such, his commentary is not only an 
interpretation of the allegory, but also an investigation into the tropological and historical sense 
of the prophecy.170  This analysis allows the Moor to identify the things that need to be done, the 
effect, in relationship to the letter of prophecy, which, as we will see, expresses the causes of the 
final outcome of the Crónica.  Within this logic, the death of Pedro I, as a prophetic event, 
transforms the particular narrative of his demise into a universal and exemplary tale.  The 
exegesis, understood as a political commentary, becomes a reflection about the civil war, the 
regicide and the rise of the a new dynasty.  Therein lies its main purpose within the chronicle.  
Because of its interest in shaping or altering the perception of certain events or historical 
characters, the prophetic discourse of the Late Middle Ages, much like historical discourse, tends 
to be associated with propagandistic agendas.171   However, I think that it is precisely the denial 
of a clear function of prophetic discourse within historiography that makes the understanding of 
its historico-political character difficult.  In this specific case, I propose that the prophetic 
commentary builds upon the political ideas that Benahatín had already set forth in his first letter, 
highlighting once more the themes of injustice, Pedro’s indifference to what he knew was his 
duty as a king, and the fear and mistrust that characterized his relationship with his subjects. The 
                                                
169 Hugh of Saint Victor, a major figure in the study of Scripture, remarked about the three senses of the letter that 
“Historia est rerum gestarum narratio... allegoria est cum per id quod factum dicitur, aliquid aliud factum sive in 
praeterito sive in praesenti, sive in futuro significatur; tropologia est cum per id quod factum dicitur, aliquid 
faciendum esse significatur.” De Sacramentis Liber primus, cap 4. 
170For an in depth study of exegetical theory and practice during the Middle Ages see De Lubac Medieval Exegesis. 
171 See Marquer. 
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prophecy offers a sense of coherence to the present and the recent past characterized by the 
rupture of the ties to Pedro I as the legitimate king and the embrace of the usurper to the throne.  
In doing so, it inscribes the recent past within a meaningful design that can better organize the 
historical conditions of the tyrannicide into a discourse of legitimization.  The content of this 
letter should not be read as an independent unit, separate from the ideas of the first epistle.  In all 
surviving testimonies they appear together: in the chronicle of Ayala they are separated by 
twenty seven chapters, and in the independent testimonies they are copied back to back.  
Together they develop a theory and critique of power.  Once more, a letter stops the action and 
creates what is possibly the most fruitful textual space for the discussion of the condition that 
will climax a few chapters later with the murder of the king.   
The assimilation of prophecy into historical discourse is part of a long tradition that is 
important to understand before we judge their its relevance and purpose within the chronicle.  Its 
supernatural character was not an impediment to its regular use by historians, and the presence of 
Merlin within the Crónica is not exceptional.  By the late 14th century Merlin had become a 
recognized source of what Rupert Taylor calls political prophecy: any literary attempt to foretell 
events of political nature, usually rich in animal imagery, with the goal of seeming like history 
written in the future tense (2-3).  Present already in the Primera Crónica General, different 
prophecies would make their way into Castilian chronicles,172 and Merlin appears for the first 
time in the Poema de Alfonso Onceno.  Within the Crónica itself, other prophecies predate the 
incorporation of the letter, forecasting the death of the king or the end of his lineage.  In total, 
there are three prophecies in the Crónica del rey don Pedro, two of which had already appeared 
                                                
172 See Gimeno Casalduero for an overview of prophetic discourse in Medieval Castile. 
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in the Abreviada, while the third, the prophecy of Merlin, only appears in the Vulgar.  In the first 
one, a clérigo delivers a message from Santo Domingo de Silos (XI.iii).  In the second one, a 
man that seemed like a shepherd announces that God wants the king to know that he will pay 
dearly for the harm that he has done to his wife, Blanca de Borbón (XII.iii).  Prophecies stop the 
action and force the characters and readers to dwell on the particular causes that will bring about 
a portentous outcome.   
 
Prophecy, Power and Knowledge: The Tradition of Political Prophecy in Medieval 
Europe 
The prophecy of Merlin only occupies a few lines in the letter.  The main corpus is the 
interpretation that Pedro has requested.  In his answer, Benahatín engages with what Lesley 
Coote has classified as the discourse of prophecy.  The English scholar has proposed that it is 
more fruitful to understand political prophecy as a discourse rather than a genre: it has a 
particular vocabulary and syntax that determine the connections that can be made between ideas, 
and has distinct subjects: king, people and nation.  Prophecy usually engages with moral and 
chivalric discourse, and thus can find its way into many genres, and historiography, especially 
the chronicles, usually presents them together (13-14).  Michel de Certeau, when studying early 
modern mystics, on the other hand, proposes that certain discourses, when they call attention to 
the principles that differentiate them from historical systems, open a space that is different, but 
not distant, from historiography (De Certeau Mystic 8).  We might see prophetic discourse as 
engaging with history in a similar manner, especially when it is confronted with situations that 
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present a challenge to a community, for political prophecy is not personal.  Even when it refers 
to an individual, it does so by tying his destiny to that of his society.    
Parting from the insights of these scholars, I propose a particular definition of political 
prophecy. Political prophecy, as profetia ex eventu, is a type of discourse that, through the use of 
allegory and veiled imagery, offers political commentary about moments in history characterized 
by rapid change, chaos and uncertainty.  What makes a political prophecy relevant is its 
interpretation, not the enigmatic text itself, so it is better to talk about a tradition of political 
exegesis of medieval prophecies.  The exegesis of prophecy, as a discourse that is similar to but 
is not exactly historiography, becomes a locus of debate since it attempts to tie certain events to 
specific causes, prompting the systematic consideration of recent controversial happenings and 
the political ideas that surround them.  I say that it prompts the consideration of the relationship 
between ideas and events, not that it offers an interpretation of them, because the reading of a 
prophecy is never final.  On account of its very nature, prophecy is always looking into the future 
and refusing to mean just one thing; it has a tendency to be reused and reinterpreted according to 
contemporary circumstances. Within this space, prophecy allows for the commentary, analysis 
and interpretation of the past and how it relates to the present. 
 The second letter of Benahatín offers a political commentary that does not exactly 
conform to historiographical discourse, but, as de Certau would say, is not far from it, offering a 
framework of interpretation for the events that led to Montiel. The legitimacy of the new dynasty 
cannot be normalized within the juridical order.  In the end, there is no recognition or attempt to 
codify the act of tyrannicide into the law.  The prophecy furthers the narrative of the exception 
that makes tyrannicide legitimate, since in a prophecy power over the future lies elsewhere, not 
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within the sovereign space.  It invests Pedro’s actions with causality and inscribes them within a 
progression of history marked by providence, not the will of the king.                  
 The need to look for providential markers in the making and unmaking of kings is not 
something new.  As we have seen saw in Chapter Two, in the debates about whether it was 
lawful or not to depose a tyrant, the will of God was a constant and ultimate source of 
legitimization, although how to gain knowledge of His will was not a straightforward endeavor.  
Prophecies offer an opportunity to get past this hurdle, since it was recognized that the will of 
God had many manifestations.  According to Thomas Aquinas, who followed the teachings of 
his master Albertus Magnus, prophecy has its source in God and is therefore knowledge 
(cognitio) that surpasses natural reason (ST 2a 2ae 172.1 resp, 171.2 resp).  Prophecies about the 
future of things as they are in themselves, and not in their causes (humans can know diseases by 
their causes without divine intervention), purports the communication of a divine plan, the will 
of God.173  Prophecies, on the other hand, are the revelation of knowledge previously veiled to 
all humanity, and as such, they are universal in their nature.174  The process of interpretation 
involves the rendition of the universal value of prophecy into the pertinent specificities of a 
singular situation.     
Although Aquinas does not dwell on the political character of prophecy, there are long-
standing traditions that do so.  The first one emerged among Muslim and Jewish thinkers and 
                                                
173 “Dicit enim Cassiodorus quod prophetia est inspiratio vel revelatio divina rerum eventus immobili veritate 
denuntians.” 
174 Ultimus autem gradus est eorum quae sunt procul ab omnium hominum cognitione quia in seipsis non sunt 
cognoscibilia, ut contingentia futura, quorum veritas non est determinata. Et quia quod est universaliter et 
secundum se, potius est eo quod est particulariter et per aliud; ideo ad prophetiam propriissime pertinet revelatio 
eventuum futurorum, unde et nomen prophetiae sumi videtur. 
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underscores God’s the interest in maintaining the relevance of prophecy to the sociopolitical 
order.  The role of Samuel in the making and unmaking of the kings of Israel is a paradigmatic 
example.  The classical tradition, coming from Aristotle’s conception of the human as a political 
animal, had its best advocates in the likes of Avicenna and Maimonides, whose works were 
known to western thinkers, including Aquinas himself (Altman).  Finally, the Apocalyptic 
tradition among Christian and Jewish thinkers continually strove to incorporate political events 
into a divine plan (McGinn, 1-41). 
But perhaps the most influential treatise on the relevance of prophecy for political and 
philosophical writings in the Latin West was the 4th century Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis 
already mentioned in Chapter Two.  Although it is nearly impossible to say which authors did 
Macrobius directly influenced, we can at least assume an indirect influence, for he was quoted 
extensively by late medieval scholars.  Rediscovered during the 12th century, Macrobius’ text 
offers a typology of dreams that helped Christianity come to terms with the association of 
dreams and prophecies with Greco-roman paganism (Schmitt, Conversion 84).  In the first 
chapter of the first book, Macrobius, following Plato and Cicero, makes a heated defense of the 
role of fiction in the pursue of inspiring readers to good deeds, especially when it is presented 
“sub pio figmentorum uelamine honestis” (I.ii).  In his typology of types of fiction of virtuous 
(honestus) character we will find dreams with prophetic (divinatione) properties.  These dreams, 
in turn, can be separated into three groups: the enigmatic (somnium), prophetic (visio), and 
oracular,(oraculum) (I.iii).  The prophetic dreams are then classified as personal, alien, social, 
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public or universal, depending on whom the oracle affects.175  A specific dream can fit more than 
one of these categories, as does the dream of Scipio, and as, coincidentally, does the Merlin’s 
prophecy constructed by Benahatin as pertaining to Pedro’s reign and life.  After careful 
deliberation, Macrobius demonstrates that prophetic knowledge, as a type of fiction, is an 
acceptable source of truth.   
Finally, the late Middle Ages saw a resurgence in the currents of Millenarianism and 
eschatological prophecy.  The eschatological prophecies of the Late Middle Ages were  mostly 
influenced by Joaquim of Fiore’s theory of the three, or Trinitarian, ages of history.  The first 
age, sub lege, had already passed and the second, sub gratia, was soon to end and the nature of 
his own conception of history led him to conclude that there is another and last age to come, the 
Age of the Holy Spirit, in which all tribulations will end, and which will be preceded by the 
advent of a praedicator veritatis that will oppose the magnus tyrannus (Rucquoi, “No hay mal”).  
Although Joaquim’s exegesis was not essentially political, his prophetic language was widely 
employed in political prophecy (Coote 4-5).  The identity of the praedicator and the tyrannus 
                                                
175 et est oraculum quidem cum in somnis parens uel alia sancta grauisue persona seu sacerdos uel etiam deus aperte 
euenturum quid aut non euenturum, faciendum uitandumue denuntiat. uisio est autem cum id quis uidet quod 
eodem modo quo apparuerat eueniet. amicum peregre commorantem quem non cogitabat uisus sibi est reuersum 
uidere et procedenti obuius quem uiderat uenit in amplexus, depositum in quiete suscepit et matutinus ei precator 
occurrit mandans pecuniae tutelam et fidae custodiae celanda committens.  somnium proprie uocatur quod tegit 
figuris et uelat ambagibus non nisi interpretatione intellegendam significationem rei quae demonstratur, quod quale 
sit non a nobis exponendum est cum hoc unus quisque ex usu quid sit agnoscat. huius quinque sunt species. aut 
enim proprium aut alienum aut commune aut publicum aut generale est. proprium est cum se quis facientem 
patientemue aliquid somniat, alienum cum alium, commune cum se una cum alio, publicum est cum ciuitati foroue 
uel theatro seu quibuslibet publicis moenibus actibusue triste uel laetum quid aestimat accidisse, generale est cum 
circa solis orbem lunaremue globum seu alia sidera uel caelum omnesue terras aliquid somniat innouatum.  hoc 
ergo quod Scipio uidisse se retulit et tria illa quae sola probabilia sunt genera principalitatis amplectitur et omnes 
ipsius somnii species attingit. est enim oraculum quia Paulus et Africanus uterque parens, sancti grauesque ambo 
nec alieni a sacerdotio, quid illi euenturum esset denuntiauerunt; est uisio quia loca ipsa in quibus post corpus uel 
qualis futurus esset aspexit; est somnium quia rerum quae illi narratae sunt altitudo tecta profunditate prudentiae 
non potest nobis nisi scientia interpretationis aperiri.  (I.iii) 
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was a subject of wide speculation; numerous historical characters were identified with one or the 
other, and numerous apocryphal prophecies dedicated to the Holy Roman Empire and the fate of 
the Hohenstaufen house appeared during the 13th century (Reeves 45-58, 306).  During the 13th 
and early 14th centuries, Joachim’s language and prophecies were important factors in the 
controversy about the poverty of the Spiritual Franciscans against the Conventuals and the later 
involvement of the Papacy (McGinn 203-221).  The debate within the order and with the Papacy 
developed into an argument about the limits of power and the infallibility of rulers,176 that was 
many a time played out in the context of prophecies announcing the advent of the Joachimite 
third era.  Many Franciscans fled to the imperial court where they contributed to the prophetic 
wars between Papacy and Empire.  
 
Merlin and Political Prophecy in the Iberian Peninsula 
The Iberian Peninsula had a couple of local prophetic traditions, the most important of 
which was a cycle attributed to Isidore of Seville.  These prophecies, using mostly eschatological 
language, were incorporated into numerous chronicles, were especially relevant in the context of 
the fight against the Muslims (Roubaud 163), and used mostly eschatological language.  This 
current disappears, however, by the end of the millennium (Rucquoi “Mesianismo” 26).  By the 
13th and 14th centuries, the Millenarian tradition that sprung from the works of Joaquim of Fiore 
arrives in Castile via the Catalan Joachimites, such as of Ramon Lull and Arnau de Vilanova.   
                                                
176 See chapter two for a brief account of the ideas of William of Ockham in the context of this conflict. 
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Pedro I was not a stranger to eschatological prophecy.  This is important because it would 
not have been bizarre for a reader to find a prophecy of Merlin in the Crónica since remarks 
about Pedro’s fate had already been made by relatively known eschatological thinkers.  Within 
the kingdom of Aragón, ally as we have mentioned of Enrique de Trastámara, political prophecy 
and eschatological prophecy mingled.177  Fueled by the stories of Castilian prelates arriving in 
the French court, the French Franciscan Jean de Roquetaillade saw in Pedro I a figure of the 
Antichrist, to the point that Isabelle Rousseau affirms that the later Castilian tradition of the 
prophecy of Merlin was a result of the eschatological reading that Roquetaillade made of the 
civil war in his Liber Ostensor ("La prophétie comme outil de légitimation” 88). 
Merlin will be the third, and most overtly political, of the prophetic traditions in Castile.  
After Merlin’s first appearance in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Prophetiae Merlini (1134), his 
popularity as a prophet extended gradually through Europe during the 13th century.  The later 
inclusion of the prophetic text into Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britaniae (ca 1139) sets the 
precedent for the incorporation of prophecy as a relevant aspect of medieval chronicles.  Merlin 
will become the prophet par excellence, initiating a new type of prophetic discourse in Europe 
(Roubaud 162) distinguished since its beginnings by its strong political character (Cátedra and 
Rodríguez Velasco).   
A review of the Castilian tradition proves that the presence of the prophecy in the 
Crónica is not an anomaly and that reading Merlin’s prophecy as an apologetic gesture is an 
oversimplification.  Prophecy was a serious and frequent part of historiography.  Through the 
                                                
177 See Rousseau “La prophétie comme outil de légitimation,” M. Aurell “Prophétie et messianisme” and Garcia 
“Textos 1 y 2.” 
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centuries, Merlin will be adapted, expanded and, as Cátedra and Rodríguez Velasco point out, 
incorporated at key moments of historical narratives (38-39). In the mid 14th century Merlin 
appears for the first time in the Peninsula announcing events outside the Arthurian cycle.  
Merlin’s prophecies in the Poema de Alfonso Onceno filtered the heterodoxy of the Merlin’s 
prophecies and sets the basis for a legitimate Spanish corpus.  The poem introduces them as 
follows: 
D. Anton era llamado / este maestro que aquí vos digo, / sabidor e letrado,/ de don Merlín 
mucho amigo./ Este maestro sabidor/ asi le fue preguntar:/ don Merlín por el mi amor, 
sepádesme declarar la profeçía de Espanna. (Menéndez y Pelayo, Historia de la poesía 
castellana en la Edad Media 327) 
 Merlin dictates the prophecies relevant to Spain to maestre Anton, who will reappear in the 
Baladro del Sabio Merlín, probably the best known of the Castilian texts that make use of 
prophetic discourse.  In analyzing the episode as it reappears in the Baladro, Rousseau rightly 
points out that the intervention of the maestro Antón, here called Antonio and described as an 
important theologian, guarantees the orthodoxy of the prophecies voiced by a character so 
problematic in the late Middle Ages as Merlin.  Merlin’s discourse is transformed into a “saber;” 
it was no longer just “adivinanza,” and many prophecies attributed to him circulated through the 
Peninsula, including some that were interpreted by Vilanova and Roquetaillade (Rousseau, “La 
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Political Prophecy in Ayala 
 After this brief review we can state that the notion that prophecy could form part of 
historiography and that it was considered a worthy source of knowledge familiar to the second 
half of the 14th century.  The Crónica of Ayala itself is an example, which testifies to the 
Canciller’s awareness of the usefulness of prophetic discourse when tackling specific political 
problems.  As we mentioned above, there are two other prophetic messages to the king and both 
of them were part of the Abreviada.  They are more conventional in the sense that they are 
presented as discourse directly inspired by God, but they also displace Pedro’s power over the 
situations of the realm and his life to the future; only if the king complies with certain conditions 
can he be granted control over his own destiny.  Ayala is, throughout key moments of the 
Crónica, announcing Pedro’s death, the episode that underscores the crisis of the civil war and 
the dynastic change. 
 The first prophecy, given by Santo Domingo de la Calzada to a clergyman, announces the 
death of Pedro I.  The message does not show interest in details and symbolism, nor is it specific 
in its minutiae and explanations of the reasons behind God’s judgment.  The prophecy narrates 
that in the ninth year of Pedro’s reign, 1358, the count Enrique will make and incursion into 
Castile and don Pedro will go out to meet him.  As he travels through the kingdom to confront 
Enrique de Trastámara in battle, he encounters the clergyman: 
Estando el rey en aquel logar de Azofra, cerca de Nájera llegó a él un clérigo de misa… 
[que] le dixo así: “Señor: Sancto Domingo de la Calzada me vino en sueños, e me dixo 
que viniese a vos, e que vos dixese que fuésedes cierto que si non vos guardásedes, que el 
conde don Enrique vuestro hermano vos avía de matar por sus manos”…  E el rey pensó 
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que lo decía por inducimiento de algunos, e mandó luego quemar al clérigo allí do estaba 
delante sus tiendas. (XI.ix.  Emphasis mine.) 
After killing the priest, Pedro went on his way to meet Enrique, paying no heed to the divine 
warning.  As was characteristic in him, there was no pondering of the advise given to him.  But 
along the way he met an escudero who informed his party how the Trastámara forces had killed 
his uncle, a loyal vassal of the king.  Pedro identifies this encounter as a sign, señal, and decided 
not to meet with his half brother even though his advisors told him that this was his chance to 
end the war once and for all (XI.x).  He disregarded the message of Santo Domingo, but he 
misread the encounter with the escudero, attributing to it a providential character that it did not 
have.  King Pedro seemed unable to recognize the signs given to him by providence, nor did he 
accept the advice of trusted vassals and councillors.  
 The message of Santo Domingo that the clergyman reports came in the shape of a dream.  
Although mistrust in the veracity of oneiric prophecy was common, in the High Middle Ages the 
dreams of members of the church were to be taken into account by the ruling class as 
“unquestionably derived from true dreams and divine omens” (Schmitt “The Liminality” 276).  
The dream offered to Pedro can be classified as oracular, according to Macrobious, meaning that 
there were still actions that could be taken to avoid this particular future.  The vague conditional 
“que si non vos guardásedes” implies the possibility of averting the predicted outcome.  God 
sends the king a warning, but, unlike in the second letter, there is no interest in reasoning the 
specific conditions that would lead to open rebellion.  In this case, only Pedro himself is in 
charge of his future.  As an act of speech this first prophecy is straight forward: if Pedro is not 
careful, Enrique will kill him.   
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The second prophecy appears in the twelfth year of Pedro’s reign, 1361, and it shares 
structural similarities with the previous: the king is given a warning, he mistrusts the source of 
the information given and he ignores its message.  The queen, Blanca de Borbón, is imprisoned 
in Medina de Sidonia under the protection of Íñigo Ortiz, a knight.  Don Pedro has ordered 
Alfonso Martínez de Orueña, a man in the service of his physician, to poison her.  Íñigo Ortiz 
refuses to have the queen poisoned under his watch and he comes to the king declaring “que él 
nunca sería en tal consejo, mas que el rey la mandase tirar de su poder, e entonce ficiese lo que 
su merced fuese: ca ella era su señora, e en consentirla matar así, faría en ello trayción” (XII.iii).  
The king gives her custody to another vassal, and the queen is poisoned.  The kingdom reacts 
with grief, “E pesó mucho dello a todos los del regno,” and her death is followed by a 
semblanza, an honor Ayala only bestows on the kings of Castile.178   
This second prophecy is attached to the death of she who was considered the legitimate 
queen of Castile and Ayala underscores this before introducing the second prophecy.  First he 
highlights the vassal’s critique of the king’s plan, calling it “trayción.”  Second he mentions the 
reaction of the kingdom to its queen’s death.  And third, he commemorates the dead queen by 
introducing a semblanza (“e era esta rreyna dona Blanca del linaje del rrey de Francia”).  
Semblanzas in Iberian historiography were guided by a genealogical logic by commemorating 
the rulers and legitimizing the transfer of power (Folger 14).  However, Blanca de Borbón had no 
heirs, and therefore, no connection to the royal lineage of Castilian kings.  Her semblanza 
emphasizes at an early stage of the Crónica the dynastic rupture that is to come and the 
                                                
178 María de Padilla is the other exception to this rule.  For an analysis of the semblanzas in the Crónicas see Folger 
Generaciones y Semblanzas, 44-52. 
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legitimate heirs that were never to be born.  Immediately after the epitaph, the chronicler 
declares that while Blanca de Borbón was still alive and in prison, a man with the appearance of 
a shepherd came to Pedro while he was hunting and communicated that God had a message for 
him: “que fuese cierto que el mal que él facía a la reyna doña Blanca, su mujer que le había de 
ser muy acaloñado, e que en esto no pusiese dubda; pero si quisiese tornar a ella, e facer su vida 
como debía, que habría della fijo que heredase su reino” (XII.iii).  Don Pedro, fearing that the 
man was sent by the queen, orders his capture.  Blanca is questioned in her cell, but since there is 
no evidence of the queen’s involvement, the shepherd is released.  After his disappearance, the 
omen is held to be a true message from God by all those who witnessed it.  Nevertheless, the 
queen is murdered.    
In this case the prophecy not only announces the future, but also highlights the fear 
Pedro’s cruelty inspired.  Ayala’s presentation of the prophecy allows the reader, through a 
flashback, to encounter Blanca de Borbón weeping and praying in her cell as the king’s men 
arrive to question her.  The scene is dramatic and moving and it would be hard to overestimate 
the relevance of this murder or the reactions to it within and beyond the kingdom’s borders.  
During the king’s lifetime, it prompted several important figures to make historical, and 
eschatological connections to the king’s actions. Before her death, the situation of Pedro’s 
marriage to Blanca de Borbón, niece of the king of France, was so scandalous that it even 
prompted Pope Innocent VI to write to Pedro and rebuke him for repudiating his wife, accusing 
him of endangering his kingdom by committing the same sins as Saul, David and Solomon (M. 
Aurell 350).  Jean de Roquetaillade in his Liber Ostensor, written four years after Blanca’s death 
(1365), offers his own exegesis of Arnau de Vilanova’s Vae mundo in centum annis, in which he 
identifies the queen, Pedro’s one and only legitimate wife, as the white dove, and Pedro’s actions 
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against her as proof that he is indeed the “pullus jumentalis” that will bring about the destruction 
of Castile.179  This preexisting corpus provides Ayala with the foundations he needed to adopt 
prophetic discourse in the narration of a critical episode of Pedro’s reign.  
On the other hand, the prophecy of the shepherd does not have the eschatological tone of 
Roquetaillade’s exegesis; it poses once more an opportunity for the king’s salvation.  The object 
of the omen is different from Santo Domingo’s, so the prophecies do not repeat each other.  This 
time the augury does not concern itself with Pedro’s life, but with the destiny of his bloodline: 
the only heir to Pedro that would be legitimate in God’s eyes and fit to rule would come from his 
union with Castile’s legitimate queen.   
God is the ultimate source of knowledge in political prophecy; however, what is 
communicated is not a certain future but the will of God.  A prophecy of this kind offers the 
privilege of sharing the knowledge of His will and the opportunity of acting in accordance with it 
(Coote 41).  When Pedro succeeded in killing Blanca de Borbón,  it was thought that he ignored 
divine will, doomed his dynasty and that the rupture of the dynastic line was divine punishment. 
According to Ayala, Pedro I did try, however, to circumvent God’s will and ensure the continuity 
of his lineage.  After the death of María de Padilla later that same year, the king held court in 
Sevilla and announced that his matrimony with Blanca de Borbón was invalid since he had 
previously married María in secret.  He urged his vassals to recognize his children with her as 
                                                
179 M. Aurell 344-351, Rousseau "La prophétie comme outil de légitimation” 80-81. 
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legitimate heirs to the throne and swear fealty to them.  Echoing his actions in front of the first 
prophecy, Pedro was seen as deaf to God’s will.180  
 
Merlin, the ave robadora and the Destiny of Pedro I 
When compared to the first two prophecies, the third augury offers a different type of 
omen: it is an enigma to be deciphered; its language is extremely obscure, veiling with ambiguity 
whatever it may have intended.  As Benahatín answers Pedro’s question, he comments that the 
king requested that “te ficiese saber en qual manera podrás palpar por verdadero saber un dicho 
de profeçía, el qual dizes que fue fallado entre los libros e prophecías que dices que fizo Merlín...  
rroguesteme, ca todo es en tu poder, rrogar e mandar, que yo pensaria quand grave era o podria 
ser, segund el menester en el que estas ” (XX.iii).  As we have already established Merlin as an 
authoritative prophet, what is left, and what Pedro also wants to know, is if this particular piece 
of information can be classified under one of those rubrics that Macrobius declares trustworthy 
sources of knowledge.  Benahatín’s implicit answer is yes.  He comments to Pedro that he 
abandoned everything that he was doing to devote himself to the exegesis of the prophecy and 
when he consulted with other wise men, they did it as an attempt to comprehend God’s saber, as 
                                                
180 The murder of Blanca de Borbón has yet one more negative consequence to Pedro’s rule.  Ayala mentioned later 
that during the year 1366, Enrique, concerned by the harm that the foreign troops were doing to the kingdom, 
remunerated and dispatched all the foreign soldiers that had come to his aid.  However, two of them stayed behind.  
They had come to Spanish territory not because they were moved to fight for Enrique’s cause, but to avenge the 
death of the French princess, of whom they were relatives.  In killing his wife, Pedro gained the enmity of the 
French crown, whose involvement in the war would be key to Enrique’s success. 
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expressed in the prophecy, and not as a riddle or adivinanza.181  As we near the final months 
narrated in the Crónica del rey don Pedro, we encounter the predictions of a trustworthy prophet 
deciphered by a reputable interpreter; its conclusions seemed irrefutable. 
The prophecy of the Crónica has the animal imagery common to prophecies attributed to 
Merlin, but its sets Pedro apart from previous and later kings.  The Merlin cycle in Castile from 
the Poema de Alfonso XI to the Baladro, tends to equate the monarch with a lion, the león de 
España, (Rousseau “Prophetié comme arme” 176), but the use of a bird is extremely rare (Garcia 
“Texto 1y 2).  The ave is not only a bird of prey, but it also distances Pedro I from the allegorical 
image of his father.   
The use of the bird might also point to a wider understanding of the role of prophecy in a context 
that went beyond Castile and to the sources that were available to whoever was the author of the 
letters.  Michele Garcia has pointed out that the unusual reference to the ave can also be 
understood as an influence of the French Chanson du Guesclin (1384), in which a prophecy 
identifies the Breton mercenary as an eagle that will save the king of France.  Garcia believes 
that the similarity in the animal imagery might prove that Ayala knew the Chanson and that it is 
an important guide in understanding the inclusion of the prophecy in the Crónica (“Textos 1 y 
2”).  His observations, however, depend on the assumption that it was Ayala who penned both 
letters, a matter that, although still debatable, seems to point in a different direction, as already 
                                                
181 “...fuy ayuntado con otros grandes sabios syn vanderis e syn sospecha, e fablaron en esta materia commo quier 
non por manera de adevinança, en que algunos rrahezes se ponen, la quial es rrepoyada en todo buen saber, e salvo 
siempre antes de despues en cada lugar el solo e mejor saber de Dios e el su nin semejante poderio...” 
The distinction of prophecy as a source of divine knowledge, as opposed to a riddle, according to Isabelle 
Rousseau, also appears in the prophecies of Merlin in the Baladro (“De Merlin à Maitre Antoine” 181). 
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discussed in the previous chapter.  Although I believe that it is difficult to ascribe the image of 
the bird to Ayala’s knowledge of French Chanson, it remains a possibility that its presence 
within the French text might have been an influence on Ayala’s decision to use the letters and 
even on its reception among his readers. 
Benahatín reproduces the prophecy in his answer to Pedro I: 
En las partidas de Oçidente entre los montes e la mar, nasçerá un ave negra, comedora, e 
rrobadora, e todos los panares del mundo querria acoger en si, e todo el oro del mundo 
ençerrara en su estómago e después gormarlo ha e tornara atras e non pereçera luego por 
esta dolençia;  Ca dize, caersele han antes las alas e secársele han las plumas al sol e 
andara de puerta en puerta, e non le querrá ninguno acoger, e encerrarsse ha en selva, e 
morra y dos veces, una al mundo e otra ante Dios, e desta guisa acabara.  
He then comments: 
 …e por lo que este estudio e mio entendimiento pude alcançar, e acuerdo en que fuy  
 ayuntado con otros grandes sabios syn vandería e syn sospecha, e fablaron en esta  
 materia commo quier nin por manera de adevinança, en que algunos rrahezes se ponen, la 
 qual es rrepoyada en todo buen saber, e salvo siempre antes e después en cada lugar el  
 solo e mejor saber de Dios e el su non semejante poderio, al qual toda cosa es ligera.  E  
 fue esta profeçia interpretada por la forma contenida, la qual es en cada seso della, e cree  
 que ha de seer traida a esecuçion en la tu persona rreal…  
Benahatín believes that the prophecy’s source of wisdom is divine, and he approaches the 
exegesis as a method to unveil God’s will.  The interpretation was not taken to be in the manner 
of charlatans who go around predicting the future, but guided by true wisdom, read and 
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interpreted as part of God’s wisdom, which has no limits.  In accordance with practices for 
understanding the letter of Scripture, the prophecy is interpreted in all its possible senses.  The 
exegesis is a true theological and intellectual exercise, in which the attention to detail and the 
various levels of meaning, as well as the participation of many and great sabios, ensures the 
reliability of the comments that follow.   
 After much study, Benahatín confirms Pedro’s suspicions; he is indeed the subject of the 
prophecy.  The rest of the letter is the interpretation of the enigma presented in the text.  
Benahatín unravels every phrase, adjective and action of the “ave negra” into a political 
commentary that develops themes already expressed in the first letter, especially how the king’s 
violence, fed by his greed, has alienated his vassals.  Greed is the mother of all evils, according 
to the Segunda Partida (“De como el rey no deve ser codicioso” II.xiii.4), and those who commit 
this mortal sin are not lords but servants of that which they desire.182  Pedro’s cobdicia 
desordenada has trumped any justice (derecho).  Just as the speculum of the first letter, the 
prophecy offers a negative image of the monarch.   
 The vizier identifies the black bird with Pedro through the geographical allusions in the 
omen (he identifies “partidas de occidente” as Burgos, his birthplace) and proceeds to identify 
each of the veiled allegories with faults of the king.  Benahatín insists that the prophecy refers to 
                                                
182 Riquezas grandes ademas no deue el rey cobdiçiar para tener las guardadas & no obrar bien con ellas. Ca 
naturalmente el que para esto las cobdiçia no puede ser que no faga grandes yeros para auer las: lo que no conuiene 
al rey en ninguna manera & si quier los santos & los sabios se acordaron en esto que la cobdicia es muy mala cosa 
assi que dixieron por ella que es madre & rayz de todos los males E avn dixieron mas que el onbre que cobdicia 
grandes thesoros allegar para no obrar bien con ellos maguer los aya no es ende señor mas sieruo. Pues que la 
cobdicia faze que no pueda vsar dellos de manera quel este bien & atal como este llaman avariento que es grand 
pecado mortal quanto a dios & grand mal estança a dios. otrosi todo onbre yerra que esto faze quanto mas a rey a 
quien dios dara pena porque obra mal special mente de los bienes que el le dio. 
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whoever is the king of Castile, and asserts that Pedro, without doubt, is the only legitimate king: 
“en la qual tierra agora non es visto seer rrey dende otro alguno sy non tu, que por derecho e 
antigüedad lo tienes...”  The vizier recognizes Pedro’s inherited right to power; Enrique de 
Trastámara might call himself king, but under the law there is no other legitimate king of Castile. 
His legitimacy seems to be precisely what allows him to clearly identify him with the ave negra, 
which confronts his legitimate claim to the throne with the unlawful exercise of power that had 
characterized his rule.  The opening statements are hasty, it is not clear how he came to these 
conclusions,183 and their purpose seems only to be to establish Pedro as the object of the 
prophecy and to safeguard Enrique II from being linked to the image of the ave.   
 Benahatin interprets the first fragment in the text of the enigma, “el ave comedora y 
robadora”, not surprisingly, as reference to Pedro’s disregard for justice, especially when it 
comes to the rights of property of his subjects.  The language is scathing; the king is called a 
thief.  The vizier, coyly, points out that he does not know if Pedro indeed takes from his vassals’ 
goods to which he has no right, but rumors abound about this matter:  “la tu fama es contraria ca 
diz que tomas los algos e bienes de tus naturales, e non naturales, donde quier que los puedes 
aver, e que los faces tomar e robar, e que esto non lo faces por el puro derecho” (emphasis 
mine).  This last phrase, “non lo faces por el puro derecho” echoes the declaration that, by law, 
he has the right to the throne; in contrast, his exercise of power exceeds all legality.  His 
disregard for justice and law haunts his kingdom, which still remembers the great years of his 
father’s reign: “todos los de tu señorio bivian a grand plazer de la vida por las buenas costunbres 
                                                
183 Garcia has pointed out that the identification is rather vague and does not exploit all the imagery contained in the 
omen (“Textos 1 y 2”).  
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de que usava tu padre, e este plazer les finco assy pendiente despues de su finamiento, en tiempo 
del tu señorio.”  Distanced already by the image of the ave from Alfonso XI’s legacy, the vizier 
stresses the disparity between Pedro and his father’s manners of ruling and remarks on his 
vassals feelings about the shift.       
 The comparison to Alfonso XI introduces a motif present throughout the rest of the letter: 
a reticence about overtly mentioning Pedro’s deeds.  As Benahatín works on each part of the 
omen his commentaries on the king’s actions are usually quite general.  He identifies the types of 
behavior Pedro is prone to but he is silent about the particular situations from which they ensued.  
He remarks that the king knows and understands the episodes he is referring to.  The effect 
produced is that of an absence in the narrative, making that which is being avoided more 
conspicuous, in this case, the reproachable exploits of the king.  By constantly evading a direct 
reference to Pedro’s acts, the reader is free to conjure up any possible scenario, maybe even a 
personal experience, making the comments of the letter more immediate.  The fama mentioned in 
the fragment above is but an example of the extratextual connections that a reader could have 
been prompted to make with stories, rumors and the Crónica about which of Pedro’s thieving 
was a subject.      
 Of all the actions of the king, it is the murders that seem to have inspired the most 
definite silence.  Violence, declares the vizier, is the definite mark of rupture between the reigns 
of Alfonso XI and Pedro I.  As Benahatín comments on the sorrow Pedro’s subjects felt when 
confronted with the lack of justice that became characteristic of his rule, he states that 
... tu eres el açidente dello por muchas amarguras e quebrantamientos e desafueros en que 
los as puesto, e pones de cada día, faziendo en ellos muchas cruezas de sangres e de 
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finamientos, e otros muchos agravios, los cuales lengua non podria pronunçiar. 
(emphasis mine) 
The cruezas de sangre and the finiamientos, as acts ordered or committed by the king, are 
conceived as unutterable in these accounts.  These hechos are by no means mute, what makes 
silence work when confronted with violence is the links that can be established with other 
narratives or representations of that which is indescribable(Groebner 20).  The problem of 
representation does not imply that language is unable to describe violence; Ayala had 
incorporated already accounts of political violence in the Crónica.  The unutterable points to and 
signals a world outside the letter, to all those actions that the reader might have read about (in the 
Crónica perhaps), heard of, or even experienced by himself or his family, to fill the gaps where 
Benahatín refuses to speak.  This operation would make the representation of violence more 
personal and perhaps even emotional.184  
 After refusing to speak about the deaths, Benahatín continues by indicating that it was 
Pedro’s “cobdicia desordenada” that moved him to action.  Moreover, Pedro earned his 
reputation as  the greediest king ever known or heard about, perhaps because he felt no shame in 
his acts; there was not even an effort to cover them up.  His greed was “descubierta” and 
“manifiesta,” and the vizier once more makes reference to his fama, which has it that the King 
shamelessly steals from the Church.  Like the ave, he is swallowing everything that he finds in 
his path.  Benahatín rebukes the king because, even though he understands his wrongdoings, he 
seemed to simply not care: “de lo cual creo que eres bien sabidor, magüer paresce que no curas 
                                                
184 For recent work about unrepresentable violence see Butler "Torture and the Ethics of photography” and 
Rancière, The Future of the Image. 
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dello.”  This assertion becomes decisive, for Pedro is never given the opportunity to claim 
ignorance of his actions.  He knew what his station as king required, he was educated for it, he 
received oracular visions of his future, more than once his loyal vassals had protested his course 
of action, and, in case of doubt, Benahatín himself had come to his aid and given him counsel.  
He was deliberately cruel and unjust, and his indifference to pleas that he change and live up to 
the expectations of his title are further proof that he is the subject of the prophecy (“Por lo qual 
todos [los hechos] afirmado el texto de la profeçia en este caso”).   
 Benahatín goes even further and declares that the presence of Enrique is nothing but a 
consequence of Pedro’s cobdicia.  His half brother’s appearance in the letter is tied both to the 
discussion on greed and to Pedro’s awareness of the detrimental manner in which he has ruled 
the kingdom: 
…porque bien sabes quanto tienpo ha en commo el tu henemigo, que se titulo en el tu 
nombre de rey, es con otros tus enemigos, la segunda vez entrando por las tierras e 
señoríos dende, e donde tu te llamas rrey, afirmando el título que ha tomado rreal, e por 
non te partir desta cubdiçia, faze te olvidar vergüença e bondad e estas te asentado en las 
postrimeras del tu señorio en esta frontera, açerca contigo de tus thesoros, pues de ti non 
los entiendes partir nin otrosí levar contigo metidos en tu estómago, do los querrias poner 
si cosa fuesse e pudiesse seer, e dende olvidas la honrra e el estado que avies, el qual te 
va menguando cada dia:  e assy tengo que se esplana este quarto seso desta profeçia. 
(emphasis mine) 
His passivity, fueled by his greed, compares with the constant movements of Enrique in the 
domains that rightfully belong to Pedro I.  Pedro knew this well, bien sabes, but he refused to act 
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in accordance with that knowledge.  He could call himself (te llamas) king, but his enemy, who 
declared himself king as well, was the one acting the part.  One might say that his actions and the 
support of his vassals made Enrique’s claim to the throne real.  Pedro, on the other hand, was 
paralyzed by his cobdicia; he is asentado in the limits of his kingdom, around the goods that he 
unlawfully obtained.  He, in practice, was no longer King of Castile, and this fact is emphasized 
by the Moor’s choice of the imperfect verb avías (you used to have).  Although in the course of 
the letter Benahatín, once again, never denies Pedro his title, it is impossible to notice that the 
honors and powers of the station have slipped from his persona. 
 But Pedro’s biggest loss as king was not of territory, but of human capital.  One of the 
circumstances that underscores his incapacity for movement is the loss of the noblemen of his 
kingdom.  Benahatín:   
 “Dize otrossy, que se le secaran las peñolas, e se le caera la pluma.  Rey, sabe, que ... la  
 absoluçion [entre los filósofos naturales] es ésta: que las peñolas con que los rreyes  
 ennoblesçen a sí mesmos, e anparan e defienden sus tierras e su estado, son los omnes  
 grandes en sangre e en linaje, que son sus naturales, por que estos son conparados e  
 llamados ‘alas’ con que los rreyes buelan a unas tierras e a otras, con quien fazen sus  
 conssejos.”   
Noblemen not only offer military support, but political advice as well; their support is what 
makes the ruling of the kingdom possible.  The commentary once more stresses the paralysis that 
Pedro’s rule was suffering.  Without his noblemen, a king cannot move, he cannot defend his 
land or his title.  The exegesis of the peñolas offers the most overt political theorization of the 
second letter.  Echoing the ideas already expressed in the first letter, the prophecy expands on the 
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nature of the relationship between king, subjects and the obligations on both sides, as well as the 
consequences of losing the ties of fealty.  Benahatín does not support his claims only with his 
own understanding, but he points out that for this part of the enigma in particular he investigated 
what philosophers had to say about the matter and concluded that the source of a king’s honor 
and power are his noblemen.  He continues:  
 [D]eben mucho afirmar los rreyes por que entre ellos e los rreyes e los nobles en sangre  
 non haya desmano a culpa del rey; pero toda via guardando el conoçimiento rreal del  
 rrey, e la su alteza, lo qual en ninguna guisa non debe ser quebrado.  E quando entre ellos  
 asi se guarda y es Dios terçero por guarda e por entre medianero, e es el rrey çierto de sus 
 alas en el tienpo de los menesteres, de lo qual desplaze mucho a sus enemigos. 
The nobles en sangre are a safeguard against enemies, they are the ones that can enact the king’s 
power, they are the armed forces in charge of securing the lands and domains of the kingdom, 
and their allegiance is what bestows the faculty to act as king.  And it is the king’s responsibility 
to ensure that the relationship remains cordial, that his vassals care for and maintain (guardar), 
the honor of the king and of his station.  When everyone meets the expectations of his rank, that 
is to say, when there is justice in the kingdom, God himself is witness and intermediary in their 
relationship.  However, Benahatín points out, Pedro could not count on the allegiance or love of 
his “omes grandes en linaje e en sangre” anymore to emblazon his title of king, which belonged 
to him only in name since there were no noble men to help him act like one:  “E de esto todo por 
tu ventura muéstrase contra ti lo contrario; por lo qual temo que la profecía quiere entrar en ti de 
grado en grado, siguiendo su esecución: que en ti non ha ya alas de vuelo, nin péñolas con que 
afermoses tu persona real…”  As Garcia analyzes this passage, he remarks that the ave negra 
becomes here a simile for the body politic, betraying the original remarks that identify the bird as 
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a reference only to Pedro (Texto 1y 2”).  I do find the proposition interesting and it does present 
an incongruity in the exegesis.  However, pursuing this insight would imply that the prophecy 
refers to the doom of the kingdom as a whole, which is not the case.  The presence of Enrique as 
a second king makes it possible for those péñolas to adorn the figure of another; they will not die 
two deaths with their king.  Benahatín: 
 ca lo manifiesto de ti es que las plumas enteras en los [cuchillos] que solias aver en tus  
 alas con que bolar solias, que son caydas, pues los tus naturales todos, los mas nobles e  
 los mas poderosos que a esto eran conparados, que fasta aqui tenias por peñolas de tu  
 buelo, han puesto en olvido el amorio que te solian aver, e el señorío tuyo que fasta aqui  
 obedeçian trataronlo con el tu contrario.  E la ocasion e el açidente por quien vino, fuera  
 de Dios, tú eres sabidor dello.  (emphasis mine.) 
It was evident to all that Pedro had lost the love and the allegiance of his men.  The bond king-
vassal heralds Enrique as king, for he is the one adorned by the péñolas, the one that now held 
the love that makes a king, the one acting the part.  The circumstances (“ocasion e açidente”) that 
caused the desertion are covered in silence once more, they are unrepresentable.  Benahatín 
makes reference again to the king’s knowledge of the specifics, this time pointing out that how 
this came to be is knowledge that Pedro only shares with God.  The rise of Enrique as king was 
so extraordinary that the causes escape Benahatín’s comprehension; they are known only to don 
Pedro, who provoked such a state of discontent, and God, Who served as witness.    
 After this portion of the exegesis, it is clear that Pedro’s vassals did not leave him 
thoughtlessly.  They abandoned his service because the conditions necessary to ensure justice 
and peace were not there.  Under these circumstances God was no longer the mediator of their 
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political relationship; God had forsaken king Pedro.  As it insists on the conditions of Pedro I’s 
rule and the situations under which the civil war came to be, the passage quoted above shows the 
careful weaving of the possibilities for action against a king, which lie precisely in the king’s 
knowledge and conscious disregard of the principles that make justice and the correct application 
of the law the main foundations for the authority of a king.  The vizier comments on the next part 
of the omen, “andara este rrey de puerta en puerta e que ninguno non lo querra acoger,” and 
states that: “Rey, sabed que todos lo sabemos que tan manifiesto es solamente esto contra ti.”  
We reach a point at which the interpretation of the prophecy, according to Benahatín, becomes 
obvious.  There is no doubt that Pedro’s subjects, “los de su señorio,” hold anything but 
contempt for their king.  There seems to be no safe place for Pedro, nowhere he can hide, no one 
he can count on.   
 Benahatín closes the political commentary with an observation that represents much of 
what we have been saying: he rebukes Pedro because “sienpre quesiste que de los tuyos fuesses 
mas temido que loado e amado.”  The theme of fear appears once more, and it becomes a threat 
to the king’s life.  The Moor prays for the king’s safety, even in those territories that are loyal to 
him, since the abhorrence for his actions might tempt some to plot against his life.  The fear that 
he inspires in his subjects is a driving force in their actions against the king.  In a reversal of 
roles, Benahatín tells the king that it is he who should now be afraid for his life.185     
 The vizier has trouble interpreting the last omen, the only one that had yet to come to 
pass when he was writing the letter:  “ençerrarse ha en selva e morra y dos vezes, una al mundo e 
                                                
185 “ca oy dezir que dizen de ti e he temor que se querran mover contra ty e assi tengo que se desplana la rrazon 
deste seteno seso.” 
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otra ante Dios, e desta guisa acabara.” He insists that he had to go back to his studies in order to 
understand its possible meaning.  He searches through Christian and Moorish books for clues 
and concludes that the “selva” is the old name the Muslims gave to Montiel.  “e assy tu eres 
aquel rrey que la profeçia dize que ha de seer y ençerrado: luego esta es la selva o el lugar del 
ençerramiento, segund por esta profeçia pone, e en el avran de contesçer estas muertes, e lo al 
que la profeçia dize, Dios sólo dello es sabidor, al qual solo pertenesçe tales secretos.”  He 
proposes Pedro’s death in Montiel as a possible interpretation, but he refuses to pronounce his 
exegesis as irrefutable.  Only God has knowledge of the future; to the rest of us, it is full of 
secrets, and only He can know the outcome: “e tu ventura que la quiera Dios guiar e desviar.”  In 
other versions of the letter, there is a variation that makes Benahatín’s reticence even more 
evident: near the end he casts doubt about whether Pedro I is the subject of the prophecy by 
introducing his conclusions with a conditional “si tu eres” in place of “e asy tu eres.”186  He 
contravenes the certainty with which he declared Pedro to be the object of the prophecy in his 
opening statements.  The interpretation of the omen is never final.  
 Benahatín finishes the exegesis abruptly, declaring that his knowledge is depleted after 
the effort.  There is no political commentary attached to the announcement of the king’s death, 
no interpretation of the two deaths, his earthly and eternal damnation.  After telling him that, if 
he is indeed the king of the prophecy, he will die in Montiel, the vizier chooses silence, he 
protests that he is tired and that only God can know for sure what is to come.  He goes so far as 
to ask Pedro not to bother him again with this matter, the king asked for the truth and Benahatin 
                                                
186 See the edition of the Crónicas by José Luis Martín (417-424) and the transcription by Garcia of the version 
included in BNF Esp 216 “Texto 2. Segunda carta del moro Benalhatib.” 
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gave it to him as best as he could.  If don Pedro still has questions or doubts his conclusions, he 
better seek the advice of wise men within his court: 
…en lo que cunpliere mandame commo a tuyo… mas non me escrivas este vocablo 
rrogar, por que en el tu rruego me fazes pesar e enojo…  e mandaste por tu carta que la 
verdat desto non te fuesse negada en aquello que en mi pobre saber alcançasse.  E yo 
fablo contigo segund lo entendí sobre ello…  pero sy en la tu corte ay omnes justos e 
sabidores de quien las tales cosas non se encubren, sometome a la mejor correbçión de su 
saber. 
 So, at the end of the letter, and even with what turned out to be knowledge of the future in hand, 
Benahatín does not pronounce himself in favor or against, he refuses to talk about the conditions 
of the king’s death.  He had been blunt in his recounting of Pedro’s notoriety, because the king 
had requested it.  When asked for sincerity, neither the prophecy nor its exegete can gloss over 
don Pedro’s history of greed, violence and injustice.  Would his death be a consequence of the 
king’s ill use of power?  Perhaps, but it is a connection the reader will have to make for himself, 
for Benahatín is cautious in his remarks about the future; he is, after all, no rahez (vile character). 
 Contrary to the other prophecies and letters Pedro receives in the Crónica, there are no 
remarks about his response to the exegesis.  Besides the indifference he showed to Benahatín’s 
first letter, and his violent reaction to the prophecies mentioned above, Ayala includes the king’s 
response to the letters of Ferrández de Toledo and even when he reads Enrique’s letter to the 
Black Prince.  Some of the manuscripts mention that this letter was found among the king’s 
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possessions after his death,187 as if he had read it in private, and shared its content with no one.   
At this point, the reaction of the king is unimportant; no comments should separate the exegesis, 
as political commentary, from the actions that follow.  The prophecy announces the most 
problematic event of the civil war and prepares the reader to understand it as the logical effect of 
Pedro’s exercise of power.  Only three chapters separate the letter from the murder of the king, 
and the reader should reach this part understanding how history evolved to this point. 
 
 Within the Crónica, the prophecy is organized into a a causal series of events (rebellion 
against a legitimate king, treason, and regicide) that diverge from the law but that aim to 
legitimize the circumstances of these episodes.  As I have stated before, what makes a theory of 
tyrannicide possible under these conditions is the intratextual connections that are further 
developed by the Canciller as he gives the theory of the Moor a firm ground.  Read as a part of 
the Crónica, Ayala’s text fills in many of Benahatín’s silences, and provides the context 
necessary to understand its theoretical proposals.  The historical text that surrounds the prophecy 
aims to be the anchor that can provide an irrefutable interpretation of God’s will.  Prophetic 
discourse intends to inscribe historiography within a providential order of history.  The problem 
of regicide and the subsequent legitimization of the new dynasty is not a quandary that finds a 
solution within the previous corpus of political theory; it has to be seen as the constant weaving 
                                                
187 According to the edition by Orduna three manuscripts have the following addition to the title of the chapter: 
“segunt dizen que esta carta fuera fallada en las arcas de la camara del rey don pedro” (270).  The edition of Martín 
reads “la qual dizen que fue fallada en las arcas del rey don Pedro después que fue muerto en Montiel” (417) 
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of concepts that arise as they become necessary.  We have seen how the prophecy identifies 
these major concepts and reads them in light of the history of the reign and death of Pedro I. 
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Conclusion 
 Throughout these pages, I have investigated how prominent political ideas and concepts, 
when surrounded by the particular account of the reign and death of king Pedro I of Castile, 
contributed, in the aftermath of the regicide, to the formulation of  a theory of tyranny that could 
account for the historical and dynastic break that the event posed, as well as the political violence 
that surrounded it.  Moreover, the discourse of tyranny and tyrannicide, albeit aiming to 
legitimize the new dynasty, cannot be explained away as propaganda since historiography in 
general, and the chronicle of king Pedro in particular, aims not only to understand the past, but 
also to offer useful models of action to the present, contributing to the ethical and political 
experience of the audience. 
 One overarching question guiding my investigation has been the reevaluation of the great 
divide between modern and medieval ways of practice and thinking about politics.  I have 
focused on a particularly Castilian development of political language in the Glosa Castellana, 
and how the Crónica of Ayala displays the manner in which this language was put into play in 
the face of specific political problems.  I have proposed that we expand what we understand as 
manifestations of political theory to include the specula and historiography, so that we can fully 
appreciate the contributions that the Peninsula made to theories of monarchical power, political 
violence and resistance.  This has allowed me to demonstrate how particular representations of 
monarchical power, especially in the nature of the relationship between king, kingdom and 
subjects challenges the monolithic idea of a Middle Ages devoid of theories of its own forms of 
domination and exercise of power, that is to say, of political theory.  Castile does share an 
intellectual corpus with Europe, but this does not imply that it passively received and then 
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reproduced the theories coming from north of the Pyrenees, which have been privileged by 
moderns studies of political theory.   
 Three concepts have proven fundamental for the study of a theory of tyrannicide and how 
it relates to political violence: saber, understood as political wisdom, justice, as giving to each 
that which he deserves and the law, as the instrument that allows political wisdom to achieve 
justice.  Through the study of how these concepts are developed in the Crónica del rey don 
Pedro y del rey don Enrique, su hermano, I have sought to prove that the story of king Pedro 
does not relate only to the attempts to legitimize an illegitimate dynasty, but it also offers an 
understanding of the debates about the limits of monarchical power and the bases that render 
monarchy a legitimate form of government.  Ayala, in light of specific circumstances, is able to 
produce a theoretical understanding of both kingship and tyranny that was impossible in the 
abstract treatises of the likes of John of Salisbury, Aquinas, and Aegidius.  The epigraph that 
closes the account of Pedro’s life, “E mató muchos de sus rregno por lo que le vino todo el daño 
que avedes oydo,” ties together all the loose ends of the ideas proposed in the Crónica and 
allows Ayala to make the connection that even Benahatín in his letter could not.  In this cause 
and effect statement, Ayala can associate a manner of exercising power, that is summed up in the 
verb matar (to kill) of which king Pedro alone is the subject, with the fate of the ruler.  By 
strategically ascribing sole responsibility to the dead tyrant, one of Ayala’s legacies is to have 
brought the assimilation and reconciliation of the feuding parties into a single unity governed by 
a king that, by Enrique III’s time, was considered fully legitimate. 
 From the moment I started working on this thesis, to the moment in which I write my 
concluding statements, we have seen, both home and abroad, numerous revolutions and 
movements, from the Arab Spring to the Black Lives Matter rallies, in which violence has only 
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engendered more violence.  I have attempted to show how, in the aftermath of political violence, 
a society can employ and refurbish concepts and ideas that are familiar, and ultimately make 
sense, in order to come to terms with the horrors and consequences of internal conflicts and 
warfare.  This allows them to build bridges with the tradition of their forbearers, as well as with 
their compatriots, to renegotiate their relationship with their past, with their history of violence, 
and with their ties to each other.  If we were to reconsider the premodern conception of history as 
magistra vitae we might learn that reconciliation is achievable and that it is possible to mend the 
ties that violence breaks. 
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Appendix A 
Murder of Fadrique and memorial catalogue 
 
Capitulo  IIIº. Commo el rrey don Pedro fizo matar al maestre de Santiago don Fadrique 
en el alcaçar de Seuilla. 
Estando el rrey don Pedro en Seuilla en el su alcaçar martes veynte e nueue dias de mayo deste 
dicho año, llego ally don Fadrique maestre de Santiago, que venia de cobrar la villa e castillo de 
Jumilla, que es en el rregno de Murçia, que en las treguas que el cardenal don Guillen pusiera 
entre Castilla e Aragon de vn año, era tomada por parte de Aragon, por vn rrico omne que dizian 
don Pero Maça, por quanto dizia que era suya aquella villa e que non era del señorio del rrey de 
Castilla nin entrara en la dicha tregua; pero  la dicha villa, en esta guerra, estaua primero por 
Castilla e el maestre don Fadrique desque lo sopo fue alla  e çercola e cobrola por fazer seruiçio 
al rrey; ca el maestre don Fadrique auia voluntad de seruir al rrey e de le fazer plazer. E desque 
ouo ouo cobrada el maestre la dicha villa e castillo de Jumilla, fuesse para el rrey, ca auia cartas 
suyas cada dia que fuesse para el. 
 E el maestre llego en Seuilla el dicho dia martes por la mañana a ora de terçia e fue el 
maestre a fazer rreuerençia al rrey e fallolo que jugaua a las tablas en el su alcaçar  de la çibdat 
de Seuilla e luego que llego besole la mano el e muchos caualleros que venian con el. E el rrey lo 
rresçibio con buena voluntad que le mostro e preguntole  donde partiera aquel dia e sy tenia 
buenas posadas. E el maestre dixo que partiera de Cantillana, que es a çinco leguas de la çibdat 
de Seuilla e que de las posadas que avn non sabia quales las tenia, pero que bien creya que eran 
buenas. E el rrey dixole que fuesse a asosegar las posadas e que despues se viniese para el. E esto 
dizia el rrey por que  entraran con el maestre  muchas conpañas  en el alcaçar. 
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 E el maestre partio estonçes del rrey e fue veer a doña Maria de Padilla e a las fijas del 
rrey, que estauan en otro apartamiento del alcaçar que dizen el Caracol. E sabia doña Maria todo 
lo que estaua acordado contra el maestre e quando lo vio fizo tan triste cara que todos lo  podrian 
entender; ca era  buena dueña e de buen seso e non se pagaua de las cosas que el rrey fazia e 
pesauale mucho de la muerte que era hordenada de dar al maestre. 
 E el maestre desque vio a doña Maria e a las fijas del rrey sus sobrinas partio de ally e 
fuesse al corral del alcaçar do tenia las mulas para se yr a las posadas  e asosegar sus conpañas. E 
do llego al corral del alcaçar non fallo las  bestias, ca los porteros del rrey auian mandado a todos 
desenbargar el corral  e echaron todas las bestias fuera del corral e çerraron las puertas, que assy 
les era mandado por que non estudiessen muchas gentes ally. E el maestre desque non fallo las 
mulas, non sabia sy tornasse al rrey o que faria, e vn cauallero suyo que dizian Suer Gutierrez de  
Nauales, que era  asturiano, entendio que algund mal era esto, que veya mouimiento en el alcaçar 
e dixo al maestre: "Señor, el postigo  del corral esta abierto  e sallid fuera que non vos  
menguaran mulas". E dixogelo muchas vezes, ca tenia que si el maestre salliera fuera del alcaçar 
que por auentura bien pudiera escapar o que non lo pudieran assy matar que non muriessen 
muchos de los suyos delante del. 
 E estando en esto llegaron al maestre dos caualleros hermanos que dizian Ferrand 
Sanchez de Touar e Iohan Ferrandez de Touar, e non sabian nada desto, e por mandado del rrey 
dixieron al maestre: "Señor, el rrey vos llama". E el maestre tornosse para yr al rrey espantado 
que ya se rresçelaua del mal, e asy commo yua entrando por las puertas de los palaçios e de las 
camaras yua mas syn conpaña; ca los que tenian las puertas en guarda lo tenian assy mandado a 
los porteros que los non acogiessen. E llego el maestre do el rrey estaua, e non  entro en aquel 
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lugar sy non el maestre don Fadrique e el maestre de Calatraua don Diego Garçia, que esse dia 
aconpañaua al maestre don Fadrique e non sabia deste fecho,  e otros dos caualleros. 
 E el rrey estaua en vn palaçio que dizen el palaçio del Yeso, la puerta çerrada. E llegaron 
los dos maestres de Santiago e de Calatraua a la puerta del palaçio do estaua el rrey e non les 
abrieron  e estudieron a la puerta. E Pero Lopez de Padilla, que era vallestero mayor del rrey, 
estaua con los maestres de partes de fuera, e en esto abrieron vn postigo del palaçio do estaua el 
rrey, e dixo el rrey a Pero Lopez de Padilla,  su vallestero mayor: "Pero Lopez, prendet al 
maestre". E Pero Lopez le dixo: "¿A  qual dellos, señor, prendere?". E el rrey le dixo: "Al 
maestre de Santiago". E luego Pero Lopez de Padilla trauo del maestre don Fadrique e dixole: 
"Seed preso". E el maestre estudo quedo muy espantado. E luego dixo el rrey a vnos vallesteros  
de maça que estauan ay: "Vallesteros, matad al maestre de Santiago". E avn los vallesteros non 
lo osauan fazer. E vn omne de la camara del rrey, que dezian Ruy Gonçalez de  Atiença, que 
sabia el consejo, dixo a grandes bozes a los vallesteros: "Traydores, ¿que fazedes? ¿Non vedes 
que vos manda el rrey  que matedes al maestre?". E los vallesteros estonçe, quando lo vieron que 
el rrey lo mandaua, començaron a alçar  las maças para ferir al maestre don Fadrique. E eran los 
vallesteros vno que dizian  Nuño Ferrandez de Roa e otro que dizian Iohan Diente e otro que auia 
nonbre Garçi Diaz de Albarrezin e otro Rodrigo Perez de Castro. E quando esto vio el maestre de 
Santiago, desboluiosse luego de Pero Lopez de Padilla,  vallestero mayor del rrey que lo tenia 
preso, e salto en el corral e puso mano al espada e nunca la pudo sacar, ca  tenia la espada al 
cuello deyuso del tabardo que traya e quando la queria sacar, trauaua la cruz del espada en la 
correa  e non la pudia sacar. E los vallesteros llegaron a el por le ferir con las maças e non se les 
guisaua, ca el maestre andaua muy rezio de vna parte a otra e non lo  podian ferir. E Nuño 
Ferrandez de Roa vallestero, que le siguia mas que otro ninguno, llego al maestre e diole vn 
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golpe en la cabeça  de la maça en guisa que cayo en tierra, e estonçe llegaron los otros vallesteros 
e firieronle  todos . 
 E el rrey desque el maestre yazia en tierra, sallio por el alcaçar cuydando fallar algunos 
de los del maestre para los matar, e non los fallo; ca dellos non eran entrados en el palaçio 
quando el maestre torno, que le mandara llamar el rrey, por que las puertas estauan muy 
guardadas, e dellos eran fuydos e ascondidos. E entrara con el maestre vn cauallero de la su 
horden que dizian don Pero Ruyz de Sandoual  al que dezian Rostros de Puerco e era 
comendador mayor de Montiel, que diximos que diera el castillo de Montiel al rrey por el 
omenaje que le ouiera fecho e se viniera el para su señor el maestre, e era agora comendador de 
Merida, e quisiera lo el rrey matar, e non lo fallo e assy escapo aquel dia  que el rrey lo andudo 
buscando para lo matar e non se pudo auer. Enpero fallo el rrey vn escudero que dizian Sancho 
Ruyz de Villegas, que dizian por sobre nonbre Sancho  Portin e era  cauallerizo mayor del 
maestre, e fallolo en el palaçio del Caracol do estaua doña Maria de Padilla e sus fijas del rrey, 
donde el dicho Sancho Ruyz se acogiera cuando oyo el rruydo que matauan al maestre. E entro 
en la camara del rrey e auia tomado Sancho Ruyz a doña Beatriz, fija  del rrey, en los braços 
cuydando escapar por eso de la muerte. E el rrey assy commo le vio, fizole tirar a doña Beatriz 
su fija de los braços e el rrey lo firio con vna broncha que  traya en la çinta , e ayudo gelo a matar 
vn cauallero que era con el rrey, que dezian Iohan Ferrandez de Touar, que era su enemigo del 
dicho Sancho Ruyz. 
 E desque fue muerto Sancho Ruyz de Villegas, tornosse el rrey do yazia el maestre e fallo 
lo  avn que non era muerto e saco vna broncha que tenia el rrey en la çinta e diola a vn  moço de 
su camara e fizo lo matar. E desque esto fue fecho assentosse el rrey  a comer donde el maestre 
yazia muerto, en vna quadra que dizen de los azulejos, que es en el alcaçar. E mando luego el 
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rrey venir delante si al infante don Iohan su primo e dixole secreta mente que el partia luego de 
ally para yr a Vizcaya e que fuesse con el e que su voluntad era de matar a don Tello e de le dar a 
Vizcaya. E el infante don Iohan era casado con doña Ysabel, hermana de la muger del conde don 
Tello, que era fija de don Iohan Nuñez de Lara señor de Vizcaya e de doña Maria su muger. E el 
infante besole las manos al rrey pensando que assy lo faria commo lo dezia.  E luego esse dia, 
despues que murio el maestre don Fadrique, dio el rrey el adelantamiento de la Frontera, que 
tenia el infante don Iohan de Aragon su primo, diziendo que lo faria señor de Vizcaya, a don 
Enrrique Enrriquez, que era alguazil mayor de Seuilla. E dio el alguaziladgo de Seuilla a Garçi 
Gutierrez Tello que era vn cauallero honrrado que biuia en la çibdat de Seuilla. Otrossy luego 
esse dia que el maestre de Santiago murio, enbio el rrey mandar matar en Cordoua a Pero 
Cabrera, vn cauallero que biuia ally, e a vn jurado que dezian Ferrando Alfonso de Gahete. E 
enbio mandar matar a don Lope Sanchez [de V]endaña comendador mayor de Castilla e 
mataronlo en el Villarejo, que era vn lugar de la horden de Santiago suyo del comendador. E 
mataron en Salamanca a Alfonso Jufre Tenorio. E mataron en Toro a Alfonso Perez Fermosino. 
E mataron en el castillo de Mora a Gonçalo Melendez de Toledo, que estaua ý preso. E estos 
mando el rrey don Pedro matar diziendo que todos fueron en el leuantamiento quando en el 
rregno tomaron algunos la demanda de la rreyna doña Blanca segunt auemos contado. E commo 
quier que los auia perdonado, enpero avn non perdiera la saña, segund paresçio.  
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Appendix B 
Murder of Juan, infante de Aragón 
 
Capitulo IIIIº. Commo el rrey don Pedro fue a Vizcaya por matar a don Tello. 
Despues que fue muerto el maestre de * Santiago, segund dicho auemos, el rrey despues que ouo 
comido aquel dia martes, partio esse dia de Seuilla e fue en siete dias a Aguilar de Canpo do don 
Tello estaua. E el dia que el rrey ally llego, don Tello andaua a monte. E vn escudero de don 
Tello que dizian * Gutier de Gurrea vio al rrey e fue gelo dezir a don Tello * al monte. E luego 
don Tello fuxo para Vizcaya e llego a Bermeo, vna su villa rribera de la mar e assy commo llego 
entro en las pinaças de pescar e fuesse para vn lugar çerca de Vayona que dizen Sand Iohan * de 
Luz. E dende fuesse para Vayona de Ingla terra. E el rrey desque llego en Aguilar * de Canpo * e 
non pudo fallar a don Tello, que fuera aperçibido, prendio a doña Iohana su muger * de don 
Tello, fija de don Iohan Nuñez de Lara e de doña Maria, su muger, * señora de Vizcaya, e por 
esta * muger cobrara don Tello a Vizcaya, ca era la fija * mayor de don Iohan Nuñez e heredaua 
la dicha tierra * de Vizcaya, e estaua en la dicha villa de Aguilar de Canpo, que era de don Tello. 
E dende fuesse el rrey para Vizcaya e llego a Bermeo aquel dia que don Tello entrara en la mar, 
que fue jueues siete dias de * junio * deste dicho año. E el rrey entro en otros nauios e fue por la 
mar cuydando lo alcançar e llego fasta vn lugar de la costa que llaman * Lequetio e la mar era vn 
poco braua e el rrey enojose desque vio que le non pudo alcançar, ca don Tello seria ya en la 
tierra de Vayona, que es del señorio del rrey de Ingla terra, e tornosse el rrey a Bermeo. 
 
Capitulo * Vº. Commo el infante don Iohan de Aragon demandaua a Vizcaya al rrey 
segund que gelo auia prometido. 
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El infante don Iohan de Aragon desque vio que don Tello era partido del rregno, fablo con el rrey 
e dixole que bien sabia la su merçed commo le casara con doña Ysabel, fija de don Iohan Nuñez 
de Lara señor de Vizcaya e de doña Maria, * muger del dicho don Iohan Nuñez, e commo le 
dixiera en Seuilla que yua a matar a don Tello e que le daria a Vizcaya. E pues don Tello era ydo 
de su rregno, e non yua con la su graçia, que fuesse su merçed de le dar a Vizcaya segund le era 
* prometido. E el rrey le dixo que el mandaria a los vizcaynos que fiziessen su junta, segund lo 
auian de costunbre, e que el yria a la junta e el infante con el e que mandaria que lo tomassen por 
su señor. E el infante besole las manos e touogelo en merçed. E el rrey mando que se ayuntasen 
los de Vizcaya en aquel lugar do lo auian por costunbre e que queria fablar con ellos, e ellos lo 
fizieron assy. E quando yua el rrey a se juntar con los de Vizcaya, fablo el rrey con los mayores 
dellos, secreta mente, que ellos dixiessen que non tomarian otro señor saluo el rrey, e en esto se 
afirmassen en todas maneras. E * ellos dixieron que assy lo farian. 
 E llego el rrey a la junta do estauan los vizcaynos e dixoles que bien sabian commo el 
infante don Iohan su primo era casado con doña Ysabel, fija de don Iohan Nuñez e de doña 
Maria su muger, e que le pertenesçia Vizcaya por quanto don Tello, que era casado con la otra 
hermana, que era doña Iohana, era ydo e partido de su rregno e andudiera e andaua en su 
deseruiçio, e que les rrogaua e mandaua que lo quisiesen tomar por su señor al dicho infante don 
Iohan e a la dicha doña Ysabel su muger. E ellos le le dixeron que nunca aurian otro señor en 
Vizcaya si non al rrey de Castilla e que querian seer de la su corona e de los rreyes que despues 
del viniessen e que non les fablase ningund omne * del mundo en al. 
E estauan ý esse dia, de los vizcaynos en aquella junta, diez mill omnes. E el rrey dixo al * 
infante que ya veya la voluntad de los vizcaynos, que lo non querian auer por su señor; enpero 
que el yria a otra villa de Vizcaya que dizian Bilbao e que avn tornaria a fablar con los de 
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Vizcaya que lo tomassen por su señor. E el infante don Iohan bien entendia ya que esto era 
encubierta que el rrey traya por que * el non ouiesse a Vizcaya e que non era su voluntad de gela 
dar, e touosse por mal contento. 
 
Capitulo * VIº. Commo mato el rrey don Pedro al infante don Iohan en Bilbao. 
En estos dias despues que * fue la junta de Vizcaya, llego el rrey a la villa de Bilbao, que es del 
señorio de Vizcaya. E otro dia despues que veno en la dicha villa, vn dia enbio por el infante don 
Iohan que viniese a palaçio. 
 E el infante veno e entro en la camara del rrey solo syn otras conpañas saluo dos o tres de 
los suyos, que fincaron a la puerta de la camara. E el infante traya vn cuchillo pequeño e algunos 
que ý estauan con el rrey, que sabian el secreto, * cataron manera commo en burla le tirassen el 
cuchillo, e assy lo fizieron. E despues Martin Lopez de Cordoua camarero del rrey abraçosse con 
el infante por que el infante non pudiesse llegar al rrey. E vn ballestero del rrey que dizian Iohan 
Diente dio al infante con vna maça en la cabeça, e llegaron otros ballesteros * de maça e 
firieronlo. E el infante ferido commo estaua avn non cayera en tierra, e * fue sin sentido alguno 
contra do estaua Iohan Ferrandez de Henestrosa * camarero mayor del rrey, que estaua en la 
camara. E Iohan Ferrandez quando lo vio venir, saco vn estoque que tenia e pusolo delante sy 
diziendo "alla, alla". E vn ballestero del rrey que dizian Gonçalo Rezio * diole de la maça en la 
cabeça al infante e estonçe cayo en tierra muerto. 
 E * mandolo el rrey echar por vnas ventanas de la posada do el rrey posaua a la plaça e 
dixo a los de Vizcaya que estauan muchos en la * calle: "Catad * ý el vuestro señor de Vizcaya 
que vos demandaua". E mando el rrey leuar el cuerpo del infante don Iohan a la çibdat de Burgos 
e mandolo poner en el castillo, e despues por tienpo fizolo echar en vn rrio en guisa que nunca 
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jamas paresçio. E * murio el infante don Iohan martes doze dias de junio, a quinze dias que el 
maestre don Fadrique murio en Seuilla.  
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Appendix C 
Pedro I takes Toro 
 
Capitulo * segundo. Commo el rrey entro en Toro e mato algunos caualleros e * priso la 
condesa doña Iohana e lo que ý acaesçio. 
Los caualleros e escuderos que estauan * en Toro desque vieron que el maestre de Santiago era 
ya ido para el rrey e otrossy desque vieron que el rrey entraua en la villa, dellos se pusieron en el 
alcaçar con la rreyna doña Maria e dellos * se escondieron por las * casas commo pudieron. E 
muchos dellos quisieran sallyr fuera de la villa e yrse, mas non pudian, que el rrey tenia guardas 
a las puertas * de partes de fuera, segund dicho auemos. 
 E quando fue otro dia miercoles en la mañana, el rrey llego çerca del alcaçar de Toro. E 
estaua * en la barrera vn cauallero que dizian Martin Abarca e era natural de Nauarra 
e biuia en Castilla tienpo auia, e tenia en los braços vn hermano del rrey don Pedro que dizian 
don Iohan, que era señor de Ledesma, e era en hedat de catorze años e era fijo del rrey don 
Alfonso e de doña Leonor de Guzman. E dixo Martin Abarca al rrey, que estaua atan çerca del 
alcaçar que lo podia bien oyr: "Señor, sea la vuestra merçed de me perdonar e yre para vos e 
leuar uos he a don Iohan vuestro hermano". E el rrey dixo: "A don Iohan mi hermano perdono 
yo, mas a vos Martin Auarca non perdono, * e sed çierto que si a mi uenides que uos non 
perdono, antes vos matare". E Martin Auarca dixo: "Señor, fazed commo fuere la vuestra merçed 
de mi". E tomo a don Iohan en los braços e vinose al rrey; pero * el rrey non lo quiso matar e 
plugo mucho a los caualleros que estauan con el rrey por que non le mato el rrey. 
 E estonçes luego enbio dezir el rrey a la rreyna doña Maria su madre, que estaua dentro 
en el alcaçar, que salliese de ally e se viniesse para el. E la rreyna enbiole pedir por merçed por 
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aquellos caualleros que ally estauan con ella, que los perdonase. E el rrey le enbio dezir que ella 
se viniesse, que el sabria * despues que fazer de los caualleros que con ella estauan. E Ruy 
Gonçalez de Castañeda, que estaua con la rreyna, * auia traydo su pleytesia secreta mente ante 
desto con el rrey, e tenia vn aluala suyo de perdon e esforçauase en aquel perdon, e dixo a la 
rreyna: "Señora, yd al rrey, ca lo non * tenemos en al”. E la rreyna sallio del alcaçar e venia con 
ella la condesa doña Iohana muger del conde don Enrrique, otrossi don Pero Esteuañez 
Carpentero que se llamaua maestre de Calatraua, e Ruy Gonçalez de Castañeda * e Alfonso 
Tellez Giron e Martin Alfonso Tello. E don Pero Esteuañez e Ruy Gonçalez de Castañeda trayan 
a la rreyna del braço e los otros venian çerca della. E Ruy Gonçalez traya el aluala del rrey de 
perdon que le auia dado ante desto * en la mano alta, diziendo que el rrey gela enbiara e le 
perdonara por aquella aluala. Pero dizia el rrey que el tienpo que el pusiera a Ruy Gonçalez * de 
Castañeda para se venir a la su merçed, que era ya pasado; el termino del aluala * que le diera de 
perdon, que ya non valia. 
 E salliendo la rreyna doña Maria * del castillo e con ella la condesa doña Iohana * muger 
del conde don Enrrique e aquellos caualleros que auemos dicho, llegandose a vna puente 
pequeña que esta delante del alcaçar, llego vn escudero, que aguardaua a don Diego Garçia de 
Padilla maestre de Calatraua, que dizian Iohan Sanchez de * Oteo, e dio con vna maça en la 
cabeça a don Pero Esteuañez Carpentero, * que se llamaua maestre de Calatraua, * en guisa que 
lo derribo en tierra çerca de la rreyna, e matolo luego. E otro escudero que dizian Alfonso 
Ferrandez de Castrillo llego a Ruy Gonçalez de Castañeda e diole con vn cuchillo por * la 
garganta e derribolo e matolo. Otro escudero llego e mato a Martin Alfonso * Tello e otros 
mataron a Alfonso * Tellez. E la rreyna doña Maria * madre del rrey, quando vio matar asi estos 
caualleros, cayo en tierra sin ningund sentido commo muerta e con ella la condesa doña Iohana, 
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* muger del conde don Enrrique. * E desque la rreyna cayo, estudo en tierra grand pieça e 
despues leuantaronla e vio los caualleros muertos enderredor de sy e desnudos, * e començo a 
dar grandes bozes maldiziendo al rrey su fijo e diziendo que la desonrrara e la lastimara para 
sienpre, e que mas queria morir que biuir. Pero el rrey fizola leuantar e leuar a su palaçio do la 
rreyna solia estar, e dende a pocos dias pidio la rreyna doña Maria al rrey su fijo que la enbiasse 
a Portogal al rrey don Alfonso su padre. E anssy lo fizo el rrey e alla fino segund adelante 
oyredes. 
 E fizo el rrey prender esse dia a la condesa doña Iohana muger del conde don Enrrique. E 
otrossi fizo el rrey matar algunos de los que estudieron en la villa de Toro çercados, entre los 
quales fizo matar a Gomez Manrrique * que dizian de Uruñuela * e a Diego * Moñiz Godoy * 
freyre de Calatraua e otros. E luego que la villa de Toro * fue tomada e muertos * los caualleros 
que estauan con la rreyna doña Maria * e lo sopieron don Aluar Garçia de Albornoz e don 
Ferrand Gomez su hermano, que estauan en Cuenca, tomaron a don Sancho * hermano del rrey, 
* fijo del rrey don Alfonso e de doña Leonor de Guzman, que ellos lo tenian, e fueronse para el 
rregno de Aragon, ca non osaron estar en Castilla.  
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Appendix D  
Map of the Iberian Peninsula 
 
 
